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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Although the concept of organizational culture dates 
back to early sociological studies {Gouldner, 1954; 
Selznick, 1949), it is only within the past decade that the 
term "organizational culture" has become a prominent topic 
of study within the context of organizational behavior. 
Recent theorists now see culture as a central concept in 
the domain. According to Schein {1990), we cannot really 
understand change, or resistance to change, without such a 
concept. Most of the studies pertaining to culture have 
used qualitative methods consisting of interviews and 
observations. Despite definitional disagreements within 
the literature, most researchers agree that culture may be 
an important factor in determining how well the individual 
fits the organizational context (O'Reilly, Chatman, & 
Caldwell, 1991; Schein, 1985). According to O'Reilly, 
Chatman, and Caldwell {1991), aspects of the individual, 
such as values, beliefs, and expectations, interact with 
facets of the situation, such as incentive systems and 
norms, to affect the individual's attitudinal and behavior-
al responses. Recent interest in person-organization fit 
has focused on the notion that organizations have cultures 
more or less attractive to certain types of individuals 
(Wilkins & Ouchi, 1983). The purpose of the present re-
search was to examine this person-organizational fit by 
examining organizational culture, work attitudes, and 
expectations among professionals and para-professionals 
employed in a national organization. Before discussing the 
present research, definitions of culture and values and 
previous research findings will be discussed. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Definitions of Culture 
Organizational culture is receiving increased atten-
tion by many researchers (Glaser, Zamanou, & Hacker, 1987; 
Pettigrew, 1979; Smircich, 1983). A review of the organiza-
tional culture literature indicates that there is no single 
accepted definition of culture. Instead, there are a 
variety of definitions, foci, and interpretations of cul-
ture. 
Organizational culture is frequently described in 
terms of shared meaning - patterns of beliefs, symbols, 
rituals, and myths that evolve over time and function as 
the glue that holds the organization together (Pettigrew, 
1979; Smircich, 1983). Other researchers (Schwartz & 
Davis, 1981; Van Maanen & Barley, 1984), have emphasized an 
organization's shared expectations for consensually ap-
proved behavior. Culture research focuses on the symbolic 
aspects of organizational life (Pfeffer, 1981), on myths, 
stories, and legends (Martin & Siehl, 1983), and on social-
ization and rites of passage (Trice & Beyer, 1984). 
Culture has been defined by anthropologists and organ-
izational researchers as a set of cognitions shared by 
3 
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members of a social unit. According to Cooke and Rouseau 
(1988), these cognitions are acquired through social learn-
ing and socialization processes that expose individuals to 
a variety of culture-bearing elements. These elements 
consist of observable activities and interactions, communi-
cated information, and artifacts or physical manifestations 
that form the social experience (Cooke & Rousseau, 1988). 
According to Cooke and Rouseau (1988), organizational 
culture provides a pre-existing and socially-shared estab-
lished environment to which the individual must conform in 
order to fit in and, in certain cases, to survive. They 
define culture as a set of normative beliefs shared by 
members of a social unit and view physical manifestations 
of culture, such as the physical plant, the equipment and 
resources used on the job, and the symbols that represent 
the organization or its members (such as logos and titles) 
as artifacts that have meaning and value attached to them. 
Furthermore, they state that these culture bearing elements 
reinforce ways of thinking and behaving. 
According to Weick (1987), individuals develop an 
organized view of the world to reduce the ambiguity and 
uncertainty of events. This organization is achieved by 
constructing meanings for events through identifying cer-
tain patterns (such as hard work leads to recognition which 
leads to promotion) . The actual process of interpreting 
and attaching meanings to these patterns typically involves 
the efforts of two or more people, termed social construc-
tions of reality. These social constructions, which may 
focus on the behaviors and interpersonal styles that are 
expected and rewarded by the organization, exist prior to 
the entry of a new member into the system. 
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An alternative definition is presented by Schein 
(1985). He states that culture is an unconscious assump-
tion implied in the action and speech of organization 
members. In addition, he considers conscious expectations 
to be artifacts and views culture as reflecting learned 
responses to the groups' problems of survival and internal 
integration. These learned responses are subconscious. 
That is, they are taken for granted and shared by members 
of the social unit. Furthermore, he believes that norms, 
values, rituals and climate are all manifestations of 
culture. Thus, according to Schein (1985), culture is an 
interpretive scheme or way of perceiving, thinking, and 
feeling in relation to group problems. 
Other definitions of culture include: a system of 
shared values and beliefs that actively shape the company's 
management style and employees' day-to-day behaviors 
(Schwartz & Davis, 1981). sathe (1985) argues that culture 
is something that an organization is rather than something 
it has. It is a framework linking multiple elements, 
describing transmission of one facet through use of anoth-
er. 
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According to Schein (1989), a well-developed corporate 
culture provides a common language. He states that culture 
is an orderly intellectual process that is normative. 
Culture sets forth what is right and proper, and what ought 
to be. He also states, however, that what people actually 
do is not always normative, and that culture should not be 
confused with actual behavior. For him, culture is like a 
script or behavior on a stage that is an interpretation of 
the script. Employees at varying levels and functions 
within the organization will observe the rules somewhat 
differently. 
Values 
According to Weiner (1988), most researchers of orga-
nizational culture agree that shared values, or an organi-
zational value system, are a key element in the definition 
of a culture. The definition of value tends to be diverse 
within the literature, as are the distinctions between 
value, attitude, belief, and norm. Rokeach (1973) defines 
a value as "an enduring belief that a specific mode of 
conduct or end state of existence is personally or socially 
preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or 
end state of existence" (p. 5). Based on this definition, 
O'Reilly, Chatman and Caldwell (1991) argue that basic 
values can be thought of as internalized normative beliefs 
that can guide behavior. When a social unit's members 
share values, they may form the basis for expectations or 
norms. If these are even more widely shared throughout a 
larger social grouping, an organizational culture or value 
system may exist. 
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Furthermore, social values may be viewed as normative 
beliefs complementing instrumental beliefs as antecedents 
of behavior (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). Individual values 
serve as a guide to a person's intentions and actions; and 
values can be construed as normative beliefs. Once estab-
lished, they may act as built-in normative guides to behav-
ior, independent from the effects of rewards and punish-
ments as consequences of actions (Weiner, 1988). According 
to Weiner (1988), organizational value systems span a 
continuum from weak (in which key values are not broadly 
and intensely shared by members) to strong (in which they 
are). This definition of a value system can apply to the 
organization as a whole, or to subunits, such as profes-
sional and para-professional staff. 
In addition to values, norms also play a role in 
defining organizational culture. O'Reilly (1989) defines 
culture as normative order. According to O'Reilly (1989), 
norms are expectations about what are appropriate or inap-
propriate attitudes and behaviors. They are socially 
created standards that help us to interpret and evaluate 
events and it is through norms that culture is developed 
and maintained. Central values and styles that character-
ize a firm, perhaps not even written down, can form the 
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basis for development of norms that attach approval or 
disapproval to holding certain attitudes and beliefs and to 
acting in certain ways (O'Reilly, 1989). There is an 
important difference between guiding beliefs or vision held 
by top management and the daily beliefs or norms held by 
those at lower levels in the organization. The former 
reflect top management beliefs about how things ought to 
be, while the latter define how things actually are. 
Norms can vary on two dimensions. The first is inten-
sity or amount of approval/disapproval attached to an 
expectation. The second is crystallization or degree of 
consensus or consistency with which a norm is shared 
(Chatman, 1989) . Intensity and consensus lead to strong 
cultures. Members must come to know and share a common set 
of expectations. 
Culture versus Climate 
In addition to defining values and norms, it is also 
important to distinguish between culture and climate, a 
similar construct. Climate is a shared perception of "the 
way things are around here" such as shared perceptions of 
organizational policies, practices, and procedures, both 
formal and informal. According to Cooke and Rouseau 
(1988), climate reflects perceptions of organizational 
structures and how it feels to be a member of the organiza-
tion. In contrast, normative beliefs regarding how to 
behave and what should be done are aspects of culture. 
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Different Cultures in the Same Organization 
Organizations can be made up of dominant cultures 
linked to their predominant internal environments as well 
as subcultures. According to Cooke and Rousseau (1988), 
subcultures are a natural by-product of the tendency of 
organizations toward differentiation by level and function. 
In addition to emerging subcultures, counter-cultures may 
also exist. Counter-cultures are ways of thinking and 
believing that are in direct conflict between subcultures, 
for example, union versus management. According to Schein 
(1989), if a subculture develops that is confrontational to 
the companies established culture, it becomes a counter-
culture. Counter-cultures tend to arise due to differenti-
ation and insularity, such as when a unit is protected from 
the pressures of the larger organization by a powerful unit 
leader, geographic distance, or other boundary-creating 
features (Schein, 1989). Conflicting cultures may not be 
counter-cultures if they are still well integrated into the 
organization and accepting of the prevailing values. 
counter-cultures tend to exist when boundary issues and the 
resulting sense of separateness and isolation exist. 
Cooke and Rousseau (1988) have found that organiza-
tions do show a high degree of differentiation, both verti-
cally and horizontally. Vertically, research has shown 
that employees at higher levels in the organizational 
hierarchy tend to seek gratification of higher order needs 
while individuals at lower levels tend to seek gratifica-
tion of lower order needs such as security. 
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At the horizontal level, Cooke and Rousseau (1983) 
found, for example, that production staff were character-
ized by thinking styles emphasizing competition and power, 
while the sales staff, in addition to competition and 
power, also thought in terms of achievement and self actu-
alization. 
According to Rouseau (1990b), it is not the defini-
tions of culture that vary as much as the type of data that 
researchers collect. Schein (1985) examines unconscious 
assumptions implied by action and speech of organizational 
members. Martin and Siehl (1983) examine values ("corpo-
rate ideologies") observable in patterned sequences of 
events, rituals (meeting executives at airports), and 
artifacts. Rousseau (1990b, pp. 157-158) describes five 
major elements of culture: 
1. artifacts - physical manifestations and products of 
cultural activities, which may last longer than individuals 
and social units. 
2. patterns of behavior - decision making, coordination, 
and communication mechanisms that are observable to outsid-
ers. 
3. behavioral norms - member beliefs regarding acceptable 
and unacceptable behaviors. Behavioral norms promote 
mutual predictability but may be difficult to identify 
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without obtaining information directly from members. 
4. values - priorities assigned to certain states or 
outcomes, such as innovation versus predictability, risk 
seeking versus risk avoidance. Organizational members are 
needed to contribute this type of information. 
5. fundamental assumptions - unconscious assumptions that 
are not directly knowledgeable even to members of the 
organization. There has to be a researcher-member interac-
tion made over time for an accurate assessment of fundamen-
tal assumptions to be made. An example of this would be 
sibling-type rivalry among a CEO's subordinates. 
Key Attributes of Culture 
According to Trice and Beyer (1984) and Rousseau 
(1990b), an organization's culture has three main attrib-
utes, direction and intensity and integration. Direction 
refers to the actual content or substance of the culture, 
such as values, behavioral norms, or thinking styles (Trice 
& Beyer, 1984). Intensity is the strength of these vari-
ables and is composed of two factors; (a) the degree of 
consensus among the employees regarding the emphasis of the 
culture, and (b) the strength of connections among expecta-
tions, behaviors, and rewards. 
Rousseau (1990b) describes intensity as the extent to 
which members of a unit agree on norms or other cultural 
content associated with their unit. Greater consistency in 
member behavior is expected where intensive cultures are 
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evident. Cultures varying in intensity have different de-
grees of influence on organizational members. Intensity of 
an organization's culture can be assessed through level of 
agreement among members regarding its content (Cooke & 
Rousseau, 1988). 
There are several ways to describe the direction, or 
content, of an organization's culture. Ouchi (1981) for 
example, examines the set of symbols, ceremonies, and myths 
that communicate underlying values and beliefs of the 
organization to it employees. Cooke and Rousseau (1988) 
emphasize individual cognitions regarding appropriate ways 
of thinking and behaving within an organizational unit. 
Integration is the extent to which units within an 
organization share a common culture. For example, an 
organization with a pervasive dominant culture, such as the 
hierarchically controlled power in a military unit, has a 
highly integrated culture. 
According to Rousseau (1990b), firms that are struc-
tured functionally, such as manufacturers, may have strong 
subcultures (for example, sales vs. production) and have 
weak overall corporate structure. Low cultural integration 
is associated with within-firm differentiation in goals, 
structures, and personal practices. An intensive culture 
at the organizational level may have a strong culture and 
also a strong subculture. 
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Official and Unofficial Cultures 
The culture of an organization can be official and/or 
unofficial. The official culture of an organization is 
usually made up of values and beliefs of the corporation's 
founder or its current top professional management. Wide-
spread core values are often associated with the powerful 
influence of founders, who articulate and support clear 
principles. The ability of core values to affect behavior 
is greater when the company has a long history and is 
perceived as a stable institution. However, these are the 
ideal or disposed values, and may be quite different from 
what is actually valued. A frequent discrepancy between 
the official and operating cultures concerns the treatment 
of minorities and women. According to Schein (1989), codes 
stressing, for example, equal opportunity and affirmative 
action are often found along with on discriminatory atti-
tudes and practices in the workplace. In a clash between 
official and unofficial cultures, the values that prevail 
may have much to do with the nature of leadership. 
Methods of Assessing Culture 
Questions remain regarding the meaning and content of 
culture and the methods by which it should be measured. 
The advantages of qualitative methods include the use of 
the focal unit's own terms to describe itself, the inten-
sive and in depth information that can be obtained about a 
unit, and the amenability of the method for exploratory 
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research and processes about which little information 
exists. The advantages of quantitative methods, according 
to Cooke and Rousseau (1988), include the ease of cross 
sectional assessments and comparisons (across individuals, 
subunits, or organizations), the replicability of the 
assessment in different units and by other researchers or 
organizational development professionals, and a common 
articulated frame of reference for interpreting the data. 
Quantitative approaches may be more practical for purposes 
of analyzing data-based change in organizations (Rousseau, 
1990b) . 
Major techniques used to assess organization culture 
are the culture audit and the survey. The culture audit 
consists of qualitative data focusing on situations in 
which culture asserts itself - employee role changes 
(hirings, promotions, transfers), conflicts among subcul-
• 
tures, and the behavior of top management. 
Audits examine the documents of the official culture-
corporate histories, findings from internal and external 
studies, and standard sources of data on financial informa-
tion. The purpose of the audit is to uncover core values 
and beliefs through interviews and conversations and direct 
observation through people at work. They reveal the sys-
tems, stories, and rituals that symbolize the culture. 
Culture surveys are a less common approach to 
researching corporate culture. They tend to focus on core 
organizational values. The survey method allows for sta-
tistical analyses. 
Research Findings 
15 
Research on organizational culture consists of both 
qualitative and quantitative studies. A qualitative study 
conducted by Schein (1989) in which senior and middle level 
employees were interviewed found the following concerning 
the breakdown in traditional expectations about jobs, 
careers, and organizational stability. 
Among senior level employees, it was found that they 
believe career development opportunities no longer seem 
limitless. However, long-term job security and long lad-
ders of promotion have become scarce. In addition, oppor-
tunities for promotion are fewer, both for older employees 
and for the large number of baby boomers in the labor 
force. 
Schein (1989) also found that senior level employees 
feel that mergers and acquisitions have led to a decrease 
in loyalty and commitment. The mergers have tended to 
destroy the culture of the companies being absorbed and 
with it the sense of identity and meaningfulness such 
cultures provide. Finally, senior level employees feel 
that the youngest and newest generation of managers are 
less loyal, less involved organizationally, more interested 
in their own self actualization, more selfish, and not 
proud to work for the firm. 
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Among middle level managers, it was found that there 
was a growing shift from reliance on the company and orga-
nization to a reliance on the self. Individuals rely upon 
their own resources, training and experience. 
Other research has studied culture using both quanti-
tative and qualitative methods. Hofstede, Neuijen, Ohayv, 
and Sanders (1990) conducted in-depth interviews and admin-
istered a standardized questionnaire consisting of 135 
items to various organizations. Respondents consisted of 
managers, college level nonmanagers, and non-college level 
nonmanagers in the Netherlands and Denmark. The quantita-
tive section consisted of items concerning daily practices 
and values. In contrast to popular literature on corporate 
culture (Peters & Waterman, 1982), which states that shared 
values represent the core of a corporate culture, Hofstede 
et al. (1990) found that shared perceptions of daily prac-
tices represent the core of corporate culture. Hofstede et 
al. (1990) conclude that shared corporate values, created 
by founders and key leaders, may shape the organizational 
cultures but the way these culture affect bulk of the 
organization's members is through shared practices. 
In another study combining quantitative and qualita-
tive methods, Glaser, Zamanou, and Hacker (1987) employed a 
triangulation approach to the study of organizational 
culture by administering reliably coded interviews and a 
questionnaire. The Organizational Culture Survey, a 31-
17 
item questionnaire with five subscales, climate-atmosphere, 
involvement, teamwork, communication-information flow, and 
supervision and meetings, was administered to 195 govern-
ment employees in a six division department in the Pacific 
Northwest. In addition, 91 employees participated in 45-
minute interviews with three researchers. Findings indi-
cated that perceptions differ among employees at different 
organizational levels, indicating that organizations may be 
composed of subcultures rather than one guiding mega-cul-
ture (Glaser, Zamanou, & Hacker, 1987). 
Similar conclusions were made by Dennison (1984), 
whose study of the relationship between culture and perfor-
mance revealed there to be no clear cut link between cul-
ture and performance. The lack of relationship between 
culture and performance was attributed to the fact that 
much of the research assumes organizations possess a sin-
gle, unitary culture. However, the results may only apply 
to subgroups, such as top management or a particular de-
partment. There are questions concerning measures of 
cultural strength because different researchers apply 
different definitions and it is not clear if the same 
variable is being assessed in all cases (Dennison, 1984). 
Finally, no studies have included appropriate comparison 
groups to demonstrate that certain types of corporate 
cultures contribute to corporate success. Further research 
is needed to show that cultures (or certain types of cul-
tures) are characteristic of highly productive organiza-
tions but not of less successful ones. 
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Cooke and Rousseau (1988) developed a quantitative 
scale called the Organization Culture Inventory (OCI). The 
scale is based on a circumplex model consisting of twelve 
distinct but interrelated styles (Cooke & Rouseau, 1988) 
developed from need theory, leadership styles, and person-
ality. The proximity of the styles reflect their expected 
degree of association. The styles are: 1) humanistic-
helpful; 2) affiliative; 3) approval; 4) conventional; 5) 
dependent; 6) avoidance; 7) oppositional; 8) power; 9) 
competitive; 10) competence/perfection; 11) achievement; 
and 12) self actualizing. 
The OCI consists of 120 items designed to produce 12 
scales of ten items each. According to Cooke and Rousseau 
(1988), each item describes a behavior or personal style 
that might be expected of members in an organization. 
Using a 1 to 5 scale, respondents were asked to indicate 
the extent to which each behavior hel~s people to fit in 
and meet expectations. Three factors emerged from the 12 
scales mentioned above. These are people/security culture, 
satisfaction culture, and task/security culture. 
Findings among members of diverse organizations indi-
cate that there is agreement within organizations and 
significant differences across organizations with respect 
to norms and expectations measured by the inventory. Cooke 
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and Rousseau (1988) found there to be intra-organizational 
consensus regarding perceived norms and expectations. 
However, the amount of agreement varied depending on the 
cultural style. For example, there was low agreement among 
the power style but relatively high agreement for humanis-
tic, affiliative, and dependent styles. They found that 
behavioral norms vary across organizations and levels. In 
addition, they found that subcultural differences within 
organizations occur across hierarchical levels. Finally, 
members of different organizations agree that the ideal 
culture for their firms would promote achievement oriented, 
aff iliative, humanistic, and self-actualizing thinking and 
behavioral styles. Cooke and Rousseau (1988) attribute the 
absence of a strong culture in their findings to the fact 
that, for many organizations, there may be a tendency for 
subculturization. In addition, they state that previous 
cultural assessments relying on the use of qualitative 
methods may produce more general findings and may not be 
able to tap into these subcultural differences. 
Other researchers have also developed quantitative 
instruments that reveal similar factors to those mentioned 
above. Organizational Dynamics, a 95-item quantitative 
instrument developed by Reynierse and Harker (1986), is 
based on recent management books. A factor analysis re-
vealed similar categories to those found in popular litera-
ture (e.g. Deal & Kennedy, 1982; Kanter, 1983; Peters & 
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Waterman, 1982) . These include action and change, customer 
orientation, and importance of people. A factor analysis 
of the value items developed by Hofstede et al. (1990) 
revealed the following dimensions: need for security, work 
centrality, and need for authority. The daily practice 
items clustered into six factors including process vs. 
results oriented, open vs. closed system, and normative vs. 
pragmatic. 
Another quantitative assessment of organizational 
culture consisted of developing and validating an instru-
ment for assessing person-culture fit. O'Reilly, Chatman, 
and Caldwell (1991), using an application of the Q-sort, 
administered their Organizational Culture Profile (OCP) to 
accountants and M.B.A. students, and a cross section of 
employees from government agencies and public accounting 
firms. The OCP consists of 54 value statements that can 
generically capture individual and organizational values 
(O'Reilly, Chatman, & Caldwell, 1991). The value state-
ments were developed from past research on organizational 
values and culture (Davis, 1984; Deal & Kennedy, 1982; 
Schein, 1985) • 
The OCP was developed to assess both the characteris-
tics of firms and individuals. To obtain the firms pro-
files, key informants of the organization were asked to 
sort the values into a row of nine categories, placing at 
one end of the row the cards that are the most characteris-
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tic aspects of the culture of the organization and at the 
other end the cards that are the least characteristic. For 
the individual preference assessments, new employees or job 
seekers sorted the deck in terms of how important it was 
for each value to be a part of the organization they work 
for, ranging from most desirable to least desirable. 
Subjects then sorted the values into nine categories and 
were instructed to put a specified number of statements 
into each category. A factor analysis revealed factors 
similar to those found in the previously mentioned studies. 
The categories included team orientation, innovation, 
supportiveness, and respect for people. 
A person-organization fit score was calculated for 
each individual by correlating the individual preference 
profile with the profile of the firm for which the individ-
ual worked. Results indicated that person-organization fit 
predicts job satisfaction and organizational commitment a 
year after fit was measured and predicts actual turnover 
after two years. 
Person-Organization Fit 
The study described above was based on a technique 
developed by Caldwell and O'Reilly (1990) called the pro-
file comparison process. They used the technique to 
examine how the fit of individual skills to specific task 
requirements is related to job performance. According to 
Caldwell and O'Reilly (1990), the profile comparison pro-
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cess is similar to Bem and Funder's (1978) template match-
ing technique in that both use a Q-sort technique to gener-
ate data. 
Caldwell and O'Reilly (1990) conducted several inves-
tigations in which the profile-matching process was used to 
explore the extent to which congruence between individual 
skills and job requirements affects job performance and 
other outcomes. In order to obtain a Q-sort based job 
analysis, the researchers had qualified job incumbents from 
a wide range of organizations sort various knowledge, 
skills, and ability statements in terms of how important 
each was for good job performance. As with the study 
described above (O'Reilly, Chatman, & Caldwell, 1991), the 
number of items to be placed in each of the nine categories 
was constrained to force an approximately normal distribu-
tion with a mean of five. An overall profile of the state-
ment was obtained by averaging the set of expert ratings. 
This job profile prioritizes the complete set of knowledge, 
skills, and abilities needed to perform the job (Caldwell & 
O'Reilly, 1990). 
Individual profiles were created by having job incum-
bents, their supervisors, and peers sort the same state-
ments into nine piles ranging from most characteristic to 
least characteristic of the job incumbent. Raters were 
instructed to rate the employee in terms of how character-
istic each competency was, not on job performance. The 
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individual profile describes the individual in terms of how 
well the competencies describe the person. 
The overall fit of the individual's characteristics to 
the job requirements is calculated by correlating the 
ratings of the items in the two profiles. According to 
Caldwell and O'Reilly (1990), the correlation represents 
the overall measure of the extent to which the relative 
strengths and weaknesses of the individual correspond to 
the demands of the job. Results showed that the overall 
fit was positively related to performance and adjustment at 
work. 
Researchers such as those described above (Caldwell & 
O'Reilly, 1990; O'Reilly, Chatman, and Caldwell, 1991) 
agree that culture may be an important factor in determin-
ing how well an individual fits an organizational context. 
This interactional psychology perspective states that 
aspects of both individual and situation combine to influ-
ence a focal individual's response to a given situation. 
Thus, aspects of individuals, such as expectations, inter-
act with facets of situations, such as incentives systems 
and norms, to affect the individuals' attitudinal and 
behavioral responses (Chatman, 1989). Research by Deiner, 
Larsen, and Emmons (1984) on person-situation interaction 
assume that positive responses will occur when individuals 
fit or match the requirements of a situation. 
In addition to studying person-situation interactions, 
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researchers have also examined the person and situation 
separately. Organizational research on this topic has 
basically taken two forms: the individual difference 
approach and the situational approach. The individual 
difference approach states that a person's behavior can be 
best predicted by measuring his/her personality traits, 
values, and abilities because these variables are stable 
and are reflected in behavior (Allport, 1966) . The situa-
tional approach assumes that a person's behavior can be 
best predicted by the characteristics of the situation. 
These conflicting approaches are seen in organizational 
areas such as motivation, leadership (Yukl, 1971; Fiedler, 
1976) and job characteristics as well as personality traits 
(Hackman & Oldham, 1980). Most researchers tend to agree 
that both personal and situational characteristics influ-
ence behavior (see Fiedler, 1978; Lewin, 1951). 
Lab research on person-situation interaction has 
focused on assessing various personality traits in either 
strong or weak situations. According to Mischel (1977), a 
strong situation tends to be defined as a situation in 
which everyone construes the situation similarly, the 
situation induces uniform expectancies, the incentives of 
the situation induce a response to it, and everyone has the 
skills to perform in the situation. For example, in a 
study examining when extroversion predicted talkativeness 
in strong versus weak situations, Monson, Hesley, artd 
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Chernick (1982) found that extroversion predicted talk-
ativeness only when the situation was weak. When the 
situation was strong, extroverts were no more talkative 
than introverts. This study demonstrates the importance of 
examining both the person and the situational elements. 
When one moves out of the lab into the real world, 
however, studying the interaction between the person and 
the situation becomes more complicated due to multiple 
norms and values defining a situation and the fact that a 
single person's traits, abilities, and motives may change 
over time (McClelland, 1985). Holland (1985) argued that 
satisfaction and performance are enhanced when individuals 
select occupations that are compatible with their traits 
and skills. Other researchers have attempted to show an 
interaction between an individual's personality or needs 
and specific task characteristics (Caldwell & O'Reilly, 
1982, Hackman & Oldham, 1975). 
The general resolution of the person-situation debate 
requires an interactionist perspective (Caldwell & 
O'Reilly, 1990; Chatman, 1989). According to Caldwell and 
O'Reilly (1990), this approach suggests that character-
istics of the individual and the organization are likely to 
predict a person's behavior at work and that the interac-
tion of the two sets of variables will explain more of the 
variance than either of the two variables alone. 
There are certain issues involving the person-situa-
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tion fit which remain unanswered. Questions include, for 
example, how the amount of variance in the person-situation 
fit can be increased, and how fit or congruence should be 
defined (Caldwell & O'Reilly, 1990). 
Measuring Person-Organization Fit 
According to Caldwell and O'Reilly (1990), a common 
approach to measuring person-organization fit has been to 
use normative measures of personality or other individual 
variables and relatively broad classifications of tasks, 
occupations or jobs. Interactions between the person and 
the situation are then related to individual outcomes. 
Caldwell and O'Reilly (1990) state that people are 
described with one language or set of variables (i. e. 
normative measure of personality) and situations are de-
scribed with a totally different language (broad classific-
ations of tasks or occupations). The failure to describe 
people and situations along the same dimensions may limit 
the development of a coherent theory of person-situation 
interaction and may make it more difficult to determine the 
magnitude to which the person-situation unit affects out-
comes. Caldwell and O'Reilly (1990) suggest developing a 
common set of measures that are equally descriptive of the 
person and the job or organization. This allows for a 
direct comparison of the person and the situation and can 
allow for more specific conclusions than when separate sets 
of variables are used (Caldwell & O'Reilly, 1990). 
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Posner (1992) investigated the impact of person-orga-
nization value congruency within a single organization, 
rather than across several organizations. He found that 
person-organization fit was directly related to positive 
work attitudes and that this relationship was not moderated 
by demographic factors. 
According to Posner (1992), while previous studies 
have found a direct relationship between person-organiza-
tion fit and positive outcomes, these studies have suffered 
from relying upon individuals from a variety of organiza-
tions, such that it could not be determined whether various 
individual and/or organizational characteristics may have 
accounted for the relationships. 
According to O'Reilly, Chatman, and Caldwell (1991), 
much of the previous research on person-organization fit 
suggests that fit increases commitment, satisfaction, and 
performance, but very little empirical research on these 
relationships has been done. The present study attempted 
to address the gaps described by Posner (1992) as well as 
empirically examine the relationship between person-organi-
zation fit and outcome variables, such as commitment, 
satisfaction, and intention to leave. 
The Present Study 
The purpose of the present study was to assess person-
organization fit and to relate it to (a) individual charac-
teristics such as age, level of education, ethnicity, and 
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gender, and (b), outcome variables such as job satisfaction, 
job commitment, and intention to leave the organization. 
In addition, a profile of the organizational culture was 
assessed by examining the underlying dimensions of the 
value inventory. These dimensions were compared to dimen-
sions emerging from previous research on organizational 
culture. 
In contrast to previous studies on organizational 
culture which have assessed organizational culture among a 
variety of organizations and have made comparisons between 
them, this study concentrated on examining the degree of 
person-organization fit across several levels within the 
same organization. The organization studied has over 900 
branches throughout the United States. Comparisons were 
made among the various branches to assess whether there was 
an overall culture profile (as determined by factor analy-
sis) or whether profiles varied depending on job level. 
This study was part of a larger project concerning the 
assessment of training needs, leadership, and job skills at 
a large, national non-profit organization. Respondents 
consisted of executives, mamangers, and hourly employees at 
various centers of the organization throughout the nation. 
Person-organization fit was assessed by having employ-
ees rate a set of values. A values inventory was used for 
the rating scale, developed from items from the OCP 
(O'Reilly, Chatman, & Caldwell, 1991) as well from the 
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guidelines established by the organization. The Q-sort 
methods was not employed since employees responded to a 
paper and pencil questionnaire which they received by mail. 
Instead, a 5-point scale for each value was employed (see 
instrument section for complete description). Common 
measures that are equally descriptive of the person and the 
organization were used. Employees (a) rated the degree to 
which they felt each value was characteristic of the 
center at which they work (actual values), and (b) rated 
the degree to which they felt each value was desirable in 
their work life (ideal values). A profile of person-orga-
nization fit was obtained by summing the absolute differ-
ence scores between the two sets of ratings. The smaller 
the sum, the better the degree of fit between the employee 
and the organization. 
Hypotheses 
Based on previous research findings (O'Reilly, Chatman 
& Caldwell, 1991; Posner, 1992; Rousseau, 1990), the fol-
lowing hypotheses concerning the relationship between 
person-organization fit and outcome variables were tested: 
1. Person-organization fit should be positively related 
to job outcome variables such as job satisfaction, 
organizational commitment, and career goals such that 
the better the fit between the employee' ideal values 
and the perceived actual values of the organization, 
the greater job satisfaction and job commitment the 
employee should experience. 
2. The degree of fit between the employee's ideal and 
actual values should be negatively related to inten-
tion to leave the organization, that is, the greater 
the degree of fit, the less likely an employee would 
be to leave the organization. 
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3. Person-organization fit would be related to organiza-
tional variables such as job level and length of ten-
ure with the organization. Specifically, the higher 
the job level and the longer the length of tenure, the 
greater the person-organization fit. No specific 
directional hypotheses were made for branch location, 
although it was hypothesized that there may be a dif-
ference in person-organization fit depending on where 
the branch was located. Finally, it was expected that 
the degree of P-0 fit would not be related to 
demographic variables such as gender, age, and educa-
tion (Posner, 1992). 
Subjects 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD 
The present study was conducted in two phases in which 
a total of four main samples (executives, managers (first 
level and once promoted), and hourly employees] were each 
given a one-time self-administered survey. Historically, 
the organization was religiously affiliated, was run exclu-
sively by males and the branches were located in major 
cities. Presently, the organization is still largely 
located in cities, but does not have as strong of a reli-
gious affiliation as in previous decades. Although it is 
still predominately runs by males, the organization has 
begun to employ females within all levels in the past few 
decades. 
The first phase of the study consisted of the execu-
tive and managerial job levels. The pourly employees were 
administered the survey in the second phase, which was 
conducted four months following the first phase. For the 
first phase, the samples studied represented three groups. 
The three groups consisted of: (a) all professional staff 
members hired in 1992 and still with the organization in 
January 1993, called "First Level Staff"; (b) all profes-
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sional staff members who had been with the organization for 
two to five years and who had one promotion, called "Once 
Promoted Staff"; and (c) the executives of the associations 
employing these managerial staff members. The names of the 
first level staff, once promoted staff, and executives were 
obtained from the nation wide organizational database 
maintained by the corporate headquarters. 
For the second phase, which consisted of full-time 
hourly employees, the names of 1334 executives were select-
ed by the staff Development Division of the organization 
from a database listing all of the associations. The 
employee sample consisted of selected full-time hourly 
employees at the executive's unit. Executives were asked 
to select hourly employees whom they considered to be 
trainable for management positions. A more representative 
sample would have been preferred, but the selection was 
based upon the requirements of the larger project. 
Instruments 
Executive Survey. The phase one executive survey 
consisted of five main questionnaires, including the values 
inventory (see organizational-Values Inventory below). The 
first section assessed factors contributing to being a 
successful executive. Respondents rated a list of activi-
ties that executives do as part of their jobs, using a 
scale ranging from 1 (not needed by a successful executive) 
to 5 (absolutely essential for a successful executive). 
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The items fell under the categories of interpersonal 
skills, personal qualities, the mission of the organiza-
tion, administrative and leadership, and relating to the 
surrounding community. The second section contain items 
relating perceptions of current and emerging challenges to 
successful leadership in the organization. Respondents 
responded to (a) whether the items are a current challenge, 
ranging from 1 (not a current challenge) to 5 (a major 
current challenge), and (b) whether the items represent 
future challenges, ranging from 4 (not likely to be a 
future challenge) to 6 (likely to be a major future chal-
lenge). 
In the third section of the questionnaire, executives 
described, in an open ended format, three successful execu-
tives within the organization in terms of their perfor-
mance, training, background and experience. The fourth 
section involved problems concerning finding and retraining 
new staff. Executives listed reasons why employees leave 
the organization. Five closed ended questions concerning 
the hiring of nonprofessional staff into professional 
positions were also included. 
Managerial survey. The managerial survey consisted of 
four main sections, including the values inventory and job 
satisfaction scales (both described below). The first 
section assessed 17 categories of job skills and activities 
that may enter into an employee's job. Respondents rated 
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each skill on (a) importance, ranging from 1 (not at all 
important) to 5 (extremely important); (b) frequency of 
expected occurrence or use, ranging from 1 (never) to 5 
(almost daily); (c) frequency of actual occurrence or use, 
ranging from 1 (never) to 5 (almost daily); (d) frequency 
of ideal occurrence or use, ranging from 1 (never) to 5 
(almost daily); (e) current level of competency, ranging 
from 1 (not at all adequate) to 5 (proficient); (f) level 
of competency when hired, ranging from 1 (not at all ade-
quate) to 5 (proficient). In addition, respondents checked 
no more than three sources of skills from where they felt 
most of their competency came for each particular area 
(e.g., previous job experience, education, formal training 
by current organization, etc.). 
The second section of the managerial questionnaire 
consisted of statements concerning employees' perceptions 
of the work environment and intention to leave the organi-
zation (e.g., "I have occasionally thought about looking 
for a different job outside of the organization".) Most of 
the items were taken from previous research (e.g., O'Reilly 
& Chatman, 1986). Respondents were asked to indicate how 
strongly they agreed or disagreed with each statement, 
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 
Several scales were constructed from this portion which are 
described at the end of this section. 
Hourly Employee survey. The hourly employee survey 
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also consisted of four main sections, including the values 
inventory and job satisfaction scales (both described 
below). The first section assessed 12 categories of job 
skills and activities that were considered to be important 
by the managers assessed in the first phase. Respondents 
rated each skill on (a) how well formal education prepared 
them to use the skill, ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 
(very much); (b) how much formal training they had in the 
skill, ranging from 1 (none) to 5 (very much); (c) how well 
current and previous jobs prepared them to use the skill, 
ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much); and (d) how 
much they would enjoy a job that required them to use the 
skill, ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much). 
The second section of the hourly employee question-
naire, as with the managerial survey, consisted of state-
ments concerning employees' perceptions of the work envi-
ronment and intention to leave the organization. It also 
consisted of statements concerning perceptions of advance-
ment within the organization (e.g., "I think it would be 
unrealistic for me to pursue a career at the organization" 
and "I would like to train for a supervisory position at 
the organization".) Respondents were asked to indicate how 
strongly they agreed or disagreed with each statement, 
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 
Several scales were derived from this section which are 
described below. 
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All three surveys included a demographic section in 
which respondents were asked to report their lengths of 
service with the organization and tenures in their present 
positions. This section also included questions about 
whether they had participated in programs as a child, if 
they had previously held a part-time or hourly position at 
the organization, and whether they had held related or 
unrelated jobs outside the organization. The respondents 
were also asked to indicate the type of organization for 
which they worked. The type of organization was classified 
into either an independent unit or a branch of a larger 
regional unit. The regional units were further divided 
into urban and non-urban units. Finally, the last section 
also included demographic questions regarding gender, 
ethnicity, education, marital status, household income, and 
number of children (see Appendix A for complete measures). 
Scales 
Organizational Values Inventory. All employees were 
asked to rate a set of 41 organizational values, derived 
from previous research (O'Reilly, Chatman and Caldwell, 
1991), materials provided from the organization, and em-
ployee suggestions during pilot testing. Employees rated 
the items in terms of how characteristic the values were of 
their department within the organization (called "actual" 
values), ranging from 1 (very uncharacteristic) to 5 (very 
characteristic), and in terms of how desirable the values 
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would be in an ideal work situation (called "ideal" val~ 
ues), ranging from 1 (very undesirable) to 5 (very desir-
able). The difference between an employee's ideal values 
and actual values represents the degree of fit between the 
employee and the organization. 
Cronbach's alpha reliability coefficients for the 
value profiles were: (a) actual: executives - .91, manag-
ers - .93, and hourly employees - .88; (b) ideal: execu-
tives - .91; managers - .93; and hourly employees - .88; 
and (c) ideal minus actual: executives - .91; managers -
.94; and hourly employees - .92. 
Job Satisfaction. Job satisfaction was measured using 
the 20-item version of the Minnesota Satisfaction Question-
naire (MSQ) (Weiss, Dawes, England, & Lofquist, 1967), a 
standardized measure of job satisfaction. Employees re-
sponded to items using 5-point scales to index degree of 
satisfaction with various aspects of the job, ranging from 
1 (very dissatisfied) to 5 (very satisfied). Higher num-
bers indicate greater satisfaction. This measure yields 
three scores: General Satisfaction, which is a composite 
of all items; Intrinsic Satisfaction, which is an average 
of items related to what is done on the job; and Extrinsic 
satisfaction, which is an average of items related to 
salary, recognition, supervision, and advancement. 
cronbach's alpha coefficients among both managers and 
hourly employees for the three satisfaction scales were: 
general satisfaction - .88; intrinsic satisfaction - .82, 
and extrinsic satisfaction - .81. 
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Job Commitment. The job commitment measure was based 
on O'Reilly and Chatman's (1986) 12-item job commitment 
scale. These modified items were included in the Percep-
tions of Work Environment section (Items 1, 3, 10-19; see 
Appendix A for complete measure). These items were rated 
on a 5 point scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 
(strongly agree). Cronbach's alpha for the managers was 
.68 while for hourly employees it was .83. 
The job commitment scale was divided into two 
subscales, normative and instrumental commitment, based on 
the research findings by O'Reilly, Chatman, and Caldwell 
(1991). The normative commitment subscale was defined by 
eight items representing commitment based on an acceptance 
of an organization's values (Cronbach's alpha was .84 for 
managers and hourly employees). The second subscale, 
instrumental, was defined by four items representing com-
mitment based on exchange, or in response to specific 
rewards. cronbach's alpha for the instrumental scale was 
.36 for managers and .42 for hourly employees. 
Intention to Leave. Since we were unable to obtain 
actual turnover data, intention to leave served as a proxy 
for turnover. Items from the work environment section of 
the survey were combined to create an index of intention to 
leave. Intention to leave the organization was measured 
with three 5-point items, ranging from 1 (strongly dis-
agree) to 5 (strongly agree): (1) "Since I began working 
at this organization, my desire to find a full time job 
with a different employer has increased dramatically," 
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(2) "I have often thought about looking for a full-time job 
with a different employer and leaving this organization," 
(3) "I have not really thought about quitting but would be 
open to leaving the organization if the right alternative 
came along." Cronbach's alpha coefficient was .70 for both 
groups. 
Career Goals. A career goal scale was also derived 
from the items in the Perceptions of Work Environment 
section. The scale was comprised of three 5-point items, 
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree): 
(1) "I have often thought about pursuing a long term career 
at this organization," (2) "My desire to pursue a long term 
career in this organization has increased dramatically," 
and (3) "I expect to be working for this organization three 
years from now." Cronbach's alpha coefficient for both 
groups was .84. 
Job Aspirations. A job aspiration scale was developed 
from the additional Perceptions of Work Environment scale 
items that were used for the hourly employees. The scale 
was comprised of six 5-point items, ranging from 1 (strong-
ly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree): (1) "When I first began 
working for this organization, I hoped that someday I could 
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frequently required you to use client/community interaction 
skills." Cronbach's alpha for this scale was .71. 
Procedure 
Three separate surveys were developed for (a) execu-
tives, (b) managers, and (c) hourly employees. The survey 
for executives consisted of sections regarding factors 
contributing to being a successful executive within the 
organization, perceived current and emerging challenges to 
successful leadership, finding and retaining new profes-
sional staff members, and work organization values. The 
manager and hourly employee surveys consisted of sections 
regarding job skills and activities for staff members, 
perceptions of work environment, job satisfaction, work 
organization values and demographics (described above). 
For the executives, packets also contained a form 
asking them if they had been successful in promoting hourly 
employees in the past. If they had, and if they were 
willing to be contacted again, they were requested to add 
their names and addresses and return the form in an 
accompanying envelope. 
All instruments were revised after conducting separate 
focus groups for executives, managers, and hourly employees 
at the national office. The surveys were estimated to take 
approximately 45 minutes to complete. 
Survey Distribution. For the first phase, the name of 
an executive or a staff member was placed on the outside 
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cover of each survey. Executives from 920 branches re-
ceived surveys packets. Managers were randomly chosen from 
each branch. All of the surveys for a single branch were 
mailed together in an envelope addressed to the executive. 
Executives were requested to distribute the managerial 
surveys and to fill out their own surveys. Each survey was 
returned individually to the research team at Loyola Uni-
versity in a pre-addressed, postage-paid envelope; confi-
dentiality of responses was insured by asking respondents 
to remove the coversheet of the questionnaire containing 
the name label before it was returned. 
The surveys were mailed to executives on February 12, 
1993, with a request that they be returned by March 8, 
1993. A postcard follow-up was sent out to all respondents 
one week after the initial mailing reminding respondents to 
return their surveys. Surveys were accepted through the 
first week of April. 
For the second phase, two separate surveys were con-
structed, one for executives and one for the hourly employ-
ees. The executive questionnaire consisted of several 
items concerning (a) the executive's experience with pro-
moting full-time hourly employees, (b) the encouragement 
given for the development of employees, (c) estimates of 
the numbers of current employees who might benefit from an 
educational program either in their current job or to 
qualify them for future professional positions, and (d) a 
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All phase two surveys were returned individually in 
pre-addressed, postage paid envelopes. Confidentiality of 
responses was insured because employee names did not appear 
on the questionnaire, since the hourly employees were 
chosen by the executive of each unit. 
The surveys were mailed in June of 1993 with a request 
that they be returned by mid July, 1993. A postcard 
follow-up was sent out to executives one week after the 
initial mailing reminding them to encourage selected em-
ployees to complete and return their surveys. 
Response Rates 
For phase one, 920 packets were mailed. Each packet 
contained one executive survey and one or more staff sur-
veys. A total of 1998 staff surveys were mailed. Of the 
1998 staff surveys mailed, 173 new entrants and 788 promot-
ed staff returned surveys for a response rate of 48%. Of 
the 920 executives surveys, 577 were competed and returned, 
for a response rate of 63%. 
For the second phase, a total of 3858 employee surveys 
were sent in 1334 packets. Of the hourly employees con-
tacted, 993 returned their surveys by September, 1993. The 
response rate for employees cannot be calculated because 
the exact amount of surveys that were distributed by the 
executives is unknown. The executives who returned their 
surveys reported distributing 1246 surveys. Thus, the on-
time response rate for employees is somewhere between 26% 
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(993/3858) and 80% {993/1246). It seems most likely that 
executives would cooperate with the project by distributing 
surveys to employees and that employees asked to complete 
the survey by the executive or their association would 
follow through. Therefore, the response rate of the em-
ployees given surveys is probably closer to 80% than to 
26%. 
Because respondents in both phases did not complete 
all the questions, the numbers of respondents given in 
tables often do not match those above. The discrepancies 
are not large; however, the number of omissions differed 
f~om question to question. 
Level of Significance 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Due to the large number of statistical tests being 
performed, the level of statistical significance was con-
trolled for by setting a more stringent alpha cutoff (R < 
.01). Although tests reaching the R < .05 significance 
level are reported as being marginally significant, they 
should be interpreted with caution. 
Value Agreement 
The first research question addressed whether the 
organizational values were shared among all organizational 
members. Chatman (1989) describes organizational values in 
terms of crystallization or how widely shared the values 
are among employees throughout the organization. Using 
Chatman's (1989) procedure, crystallization of organiza-
tional values was assessed by calculating Cronbach's alpha 
reliability coefficient for the organizational value pro-
file (the actual values). According to Chatman (1989), a 
strong organizational value system would be indicated by a 
high reliability coefficient (e.g., above .70). If the 
alpha for organizational values were below .70, and there-
fore not highly crystallized, the organizational profile 
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would not be considered reliable. Low crystallization is 
equated with a weak situation and therefore the organiza-
tional values cannot be represented with a single profile. 
However, low crystallization at the organizational level 
may indicate that strong factions exist within the organi-
zation. To determine the level of crystallization, 
Cronbach's alpha reliability coefficients were calculated 
for the total sample as well as for various subgroups, such 
as job level, gender, and type of organization. 
The reliability coefficient for the total sample was 
.93. The organizational values are therefore, according to 
Chatman (1989), considered to be widely shared throughout 
the organization. The coefficient alpha reliabilities for 
the various subgroups comprising job level, gender, and 
type of organization were between .92 and .94, indicating 
very high agreement among the subgroups of the organization 
as to what values comprise the culture of the organization. 
Actual and Ideal Value Correlations. In order to 
assess further the degree of value agreement between the 
subgroups, Spearman rank order correlations for the actual 
values were performed among the three job level groups 
(executives, managers, and hourly employees). As Table 1 
shows, the actual rank order values among the three job 
level groups were strongly correlated. All correlations 
were .79 or greater. Managers and hourly workers displayed 
the highest degree of agreement(~= .87, R < .001); fol-
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Table 1 
Rank Order Correlations among Actual and Ideal Values 
for Executives, Managers, and Hourly Em12loyees 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Executives 
Actual 
2. Managers 
Actual .79 
3. Hourly 
Actual .79 .87 
4. Executives 
Ideal .79 .42 .54 
5. Managers 
Ideal .70 .36 .51 .93 
6. Hourly 
Ideal .70 .39 .57 .91 .99 
Note. All correlations reached significance at R < .001. 

managers: M = 4.12, hourly M = 4.15). Executives also 
rated emphasizing quality CM = 4.33) as one of the top 
three values. Among managers, requiring long hours (M = 
4.35), was highly rated, while developing friends at work 
(M = 4.22) was among the top three values for hourly em-
ployees. 
The bottom three actual values for all three groups 
were having low expectations for performance (executives: 
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M = 1.88, managers: M = 1.99, hourly employees: M = 2.15); 
having high pay for good performance, (executives: M = 
3.15, managers: M = 2.21, hourly employees: M = 2.19); and 
being unpredictable (executives: M = 2.51, managers: M = 
2.86, hourly employees: M = 2.89). These three items 
represent the values that are viewed as being the least 
characteristic of the organization. 
Ideal Values. All three groups rated providing quali-
ty service to members (executives: M = 4.87, managers: M = 
4.83, hourly employees: M = 4.76) and rewarding excellent 
performance (executives: M = 4.68, managers: M = 4.76, 
hourly employees: M = 4.71) among the top three ideal 
values. Executives and managers also rated emphasizing 
quality among the top three ideal values (executives: M = 
4.74, managers: M = 4.73), while hourly employees top three 
values also included being supportive (M = 4.73). 
The bottom three ideal values, or those values that 
were rated as being the least desirable in an ideal organi-
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zation, were having low expectations for performance (exec-
utives: M = 1.28, managers: M = 1.52, hourly employees: M = 
1.62), requiring long hours (executives: M = 2.57, manag-
ers: M = 2.42, hourly employees: M = 2.64) and being unpre-
dictable (executives: M = 2.49, managers: M = 2.52, hourly 
employees: M = 2.60). As stated above in the actual values 
section, these values were also rated as being the least 
characteristic of the organization. 
Person-Organization CP-0) Fit 
A person-organization (P-0) fit profile was formulated 
by summing the absolute values of the difference scores for 
each item2 • For each item, the actual rating was sub-
tracted from the ideal rating in order to form a set of 41 
difference scores. The absolute value of the difference 
scores were summed in order to obtain a measure of P-0 fit. 
This sum represents the degree of fit between the 
employee's actual and ideal values. The sum can range from 
zero (indicating a perfect fit) to 164 (indicating no fit). 
The smaller the sum, the better the fit between what an 
employee desires and what he/she perceives to be receiving 
from the organization. Table 2 to Table 4 summarizes the 
degree of fit broken down by various subgroups for execu-
tives, managers, and hourly employees. 
2Although there are other methods for calculating P-0 
fit, given the number of variables, difference scores seem 
most appropriate for the present study (see Edwards, 1991). 
Table 2 
P-0 Fit Means and Standard Deviations by Subgroups for 
Executives 
Subgroup Mean SD 
All Executives 29.6 15.1 
Gender 
Males 28. Sa 14.6 
Females 33. 7b 17.2 
Ethnicity 
Caucasion 29.31 14.89 
Non-caucasion 32.63 17.54 
Type of YMCA 
Independent 27. 6a 13.5 
Metro 32. 3b 16.8 
Urban Metro 31. 5 16.3 
Age 
37 or Below 33. la 16.1 
38 to 42 30.3 16.4 
43 to 48 28.8 13.5 
49 or Above 25. 5b 13.5 
Education 
Less than BA or BS 27.9 13.1 
BA or BS 30.8 14.1 
More than BA or BS 28.8 15.5 
Note. Statistically significant differences among 
subgroups are indicated by different letters. All 
differences were marginally significant at p < .05. 
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H 
577 
473 
96 
534 
41 
315 
148 
103 
149 
146 
144 
130 
14 
236 
326 
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Table 3 
P-0 Fit Means and Standard Deviations by Subgroups for 
Managers 
Subgroup Mean SD H 
All Managers 43.4 22.1 961 
Gender 
Males 41. 6 21.9 315 
Females 44.2 22.0 624 
Ethnicity 
Caucasian 42. 88 21.24 855 
Non-caucasion 47. Sb 27.54 97 
Type of YMCA 
Independent 42.9 21.9 434 
Metro 41. 7 23.8 255 
Urban Metro 46.1 20.6 232 
Age 
27 or Below 46.8 24.0 258 
28 to 31 42.3 20.6 242 
32 to 37 42.3 19.8 217 
38 or Above 41.2 22.4 226 
Education 
Less than BA or BS 40.1 19.9 207 
BA or BS 43.9 22.0 498 
More than BA or BS 45.0 23.3 248 
Note. Statistically significant differences among 
subgroups are indicated by different letters. All 
differences were marginally significant at p < .05. 
Table 4 
P-0 Fit Means and Standard Deviations by Subgroups for 
Hourly Employees 
Subgroup Mean SD 
All Hourly Employees 39.3 21. 0 
Gender 
Males 38.1 20.1 
Females 39.8 21.2 
Ethnicity 
Caucasian 39.5 20.48 
Non-caucasion· 37.6 22.01 
Type of YMCA 
Independent 39.8 22.1 
Metro 39.8 20.3 
Urban Metro 38.2 20.5 
Age 
26 or Below 38.3 20.4 
27 to 33 38.8 18.6 
34 to 41 41.8 22.8 
42 or Above 38.2 22.0 
Education 
Less than BA or BS 37. 7 8 21.1 BA or BS or More 41. 3b 20.6 
Note. Statistically significant differences among 
subgroups are indicated by different letters. All 
differences were marginally significant at p < .05. 
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H 
980 
197 
773 
808 
163 
294 
265 
347 
271 
233 
240 
223 
551 
427 
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Fit Differences Among Subgroups 
It was hypothesized that P-0 fit would be related to 
organization variables such as job level and type of orga-
nization. In order to assess this, several one-way analy-
ses of variance were performed. 
Job Level. Results of a one-way analysis of variance 
indicated that the P-0 fit means among the four job level 
groups differed significantly from each other ~(3,2497) = 
56.9, p < .001, ~2 = .06. Post-hoc analyses (Scheffe, p < 
.01) showed that the executives (M = 29.6) and hourly 
employees (M = 39.3) differed significantly from each other 
and both of these groups differed from the two manager 
groups. Since the two manager groups, first level (M = 
44.8) and once promoted (M = 43.1), did not differ signifi-
cantly from each other, these two groups were combined. 
The combined mean fit for both managerial groups was 43.4 
(SD= 22.2). 
Type of Organization. One-way analyses of variance 
were also run for the type of organization (independent, 
urban metro, or non-urban metro) to determine whether fit 
differed depending on organization type. Separate one-way 
analyses of variance were run for each job level group 
since the interest was in the differences within job level 
groups and not between groups. For the executives, the 
results of a one-way analysis of variance indicated that 
there was an overall significant difference of P-0 fit 
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between organization types (E (2,563) = 6.12, R < .001, ~2 = 
.018). Post hoc mean comparisons (Scheffe, R < .01) re-
vealed a significant P-0 fit difference between the inde-
pendent (M = 27.59) group, which had the best P-0 fit and 
metro organizations (M = 32.30), which had the least amount 
of fit. The urban group (M = 31.52) was not significantly 
different from the other two organization types (see Table 
3). 
For the managerial groups, no significant differences 
were found for type of organization. The pattern of means 
were such that metro had the best fit, followed by indepen-
dent and urban (see Table 3). Due to such disproportionate 
sample sizes between the two managerial groups, separate 
one-way analyses of variance were performed for each of the 
two groups, first level and once promoted managers, in 
order to assess whether there was an effect of organization 
type for either of these two groups. For the first level 
managerial group, there was no significant difference for 
P-0 fit among organization type. However, the pattern of 
means for this group differed from the overall pattern. 
For the first level group, metro organizations again had 
the best fit CM= 43.78), followed by urban CM= 44.87) and 
then independent CM= 45.59). For the once promoted mana-
gerial group, there was a marginally significant difference 
among the three organizational types for P-0 fit CE (2,743) 
= 3.21, R < .05, ~2 = .006). Post hoc mean comparisons did 
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not reveal significant differences between the groups. The 
pattern of means for this group is consistent with the 
overall managerial pattern (urban M = 46.57; independent M 
= 42.51 and metro M = 41.25). 
A one-way analysis of variance was also run for the 
hourly employees. No significant differences were found 
between the organization types for P-0 fit. The urban 
group had the best fit (M = 38.32) followed by both inde-
pendent and metro (39.82). 
Demographic Variables 
It was expected, based on past research (O'Reilly, 
Chatman, and Caldwell, 1991, Posner, 1992) that P-0 fit 
would not be related to demographic variables. In order to 
assess this, P-0 fit was correlated3 with age and organiza-
tional tenure. Additionally, two-tailed t-tests were 
performed for fit split by gender. 
Age. For the hourly employees, as expected, P-0 fit 
was not significantly related to any of the demographic 
variables. For both executives and managers, however, age 
was significantly related to P-0 fit. Age was significant-
ly negatively correlated with P-0 fit, such that older 
employees are associated with a better degree of fit than 
younger employees (executives: ~ = -.18, R < .001; manag-
ers:~= -.09, R < .01). When the managers were split into 
3unless otherwise specified, all correlations are 
Pearson Product Moment correlations. 
two job level groups, age was not found to be correlated 
with P-0 fit for the first level managers (~ = -.oa, n = 
173) but was found to be marginally significantly related 
to P-0 fit for the once promoted group (~ = -.09, R < .05, 
n = 776). 
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In order to further examine the P-0 fit and age rela-
tionship, four age groups were formed (based on quartiles), 
for both the executives and managers. A one-way analysis 
of variance was performed for each group. The results 
indicated significant differences among age quartiles for 
both groups. Among the executives, ~ (3,565) = 6.29, R < 
.001, ~2 = .027), post hoc mean comparisons, revealed a 
significant difference between the youngest (M = 33.09) and 
oldest (M = 25.45) age groups (Scheffe, R < .01, see Table 
2) • 
For the total managerial group, a one-way analysis of 
variance indicated a marginally significant overall differ-
ence in P-0 fit between age quartiles (~ (3,939 = 3.27, R < 
.05, ~2 = .007). Post hoc mean comparisons did not reveal 
significant differences between the quartiles. Although no 
significant differences were found for managers when broken 
down into the two tenure groups, the pattern of means was 
that of the overall group. Age and degree of fit had a 
linear relationship with the youngest group having the 
least fit (M = 46.3), and the oldest group having the best 
fit CM= 40.6). 
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Gender. Among executives, males had a significantly 
better fit than females (t(567) = 2.88, R < .01, Q2 = .013). 
For the managers and hourly employees, there were no sig-
nificant differences in P-0 fit between males and females. 
Education. Among hourly employees, education was 
divided in those with a college degree en = 427) and those 
without a college (n = 551). The results of at-test 
indicated that those without a college degree had a margin-
ally better P-0 fit than those with a college degree 
(t(976) = 2.71, R < .05, Q 2 = .006). No significant differ-
ences in P-0 fit were found between educational groups 
among executives and managers (see Table 4). 
Ethnicity. Due to the small representation of various 
ethnic groups, the sample was divided into caucasians and 
noncaucasians. There was no significant differences be-
tween ethnic groups among the three job levels. However, 
among managers, caucasians had a marginally better P-0 fit 
than noncaucasians (t(941) = 2.13, R < .os, Q2 = .004). 
Years with Organization. P-0 fit was also found to be 
related to tenure with the organization for executives (~ = 
-.17, R < .001). The longer the executive was with the 
organization, the better the fit between actual and ideal 
values. 
For the total managerial group, tenure was not signif-
icantly related to P-0 fit(~= -.02). However, when the 
groups were broken down by job tenure, a marginally signif-
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icant relationship was found between fit and job tenure for 
the first level managers (~ = .16, R < .05) but not for 
once promoted managers (~ = -.007). 
P-0 Fit and Outcome Variables 
Correlations. It was hypothesized that the degree of 
P-0 fit would be positively related to satisfaction and job 
commitment and negatively related to intention to leave the 
organization. In order to address the question of whether 
P-0 fit was related to the outcome variables, correlations 
were performed between P-0 fit and the six outcome vari-
ables: general satisfaction, intrinsic satisfaction, ex-
trinsic satisfaction, career goals, job commitment and 
intention to quit. For hourly employees, the relationships 
between P-0 fit and job aspirations and service were also 
assessed. As reported in the method section, executives 
did not receive instruments relating to outcome variables 
and are therefore not included in this section. As expect-
ed, fit was significantly related to all six outcome vari-
ables for both managers and hourly employees (see Table 5). 
As Table 5 indicates, fit was negatively related to the 
first five variables, indicating that the better the P-0 
fit (the lower the sum of the absolute value of the differ-
ence scores) the higher the outcome variable. P-0 fit was 
positively related to intention to quit such that the 
better the fit (the lower the fit score), the less 
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Table 5 
Correlations of P-0 Fit8 with Outcome Variables among 
Managers and Hourly Employees 
Managerial Hourly 
Employees Employees 
Variable ];'. li ];'. li 
General Satisfaction -.60 959 -.57 979 
Intrinsic satisfaction -.40 903 -.37 936 
Extrinsic Satisfaction -.64 935 -.65 955 
Career Goals -.29 954 -.25 972 
Intention to Quit .38 945 .34 969 
Job Commitment -. 26 926 -.31 954 
Normative Commitment -.28 936 -.31 964 
Instrumental Commitment -.13 946 -.23 967 
Job Aspirations NS 924 
Service -.25 949 
a A lower number indicates better fit between ideal and 
actual values. Therefore, a negative correlation indicates 
a positive relationship between degree of fit and the 
outcome variable. 
Note. All correlations reached significance at p < .001 
except where indicated. 
likely it is that a person intends to leave the organiza-
tion. 
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In general, the strongest correlations between P-0 fit 
and the outcome variables were for general satisfaction 
(managers: ~ = -.60, R < .001, hourly employees: ~ = -.57, 
R < .001). Within the satisfaction scale, extrinsic satis-
faction showed the strongest relationship with P-0 fit 
(managers: ~ = -.64, R < .001, hourly employees: ~ = -.65, 
R < .001). 
As mentioned above, two additional scales (job aspira-
tions and service orientation) were formed from the hourly 
employee's questionnaire. It was expected that P-0 fit 
would correlate with both of these outcome variables. P-0 
fit was correlated with service orientation (~ = -.25, R < 
.001) but was not significantly related to job aspirations 
(~ = .03). (See Tables 32 - 33 in Appendix B for scale 
means and correlations.) 
Predicting Outcome Variables from P-0 Fit. Several 
multiple regression analyses were performed in order to 
assess whether P-0 fit was predictive of the outcome vari-
ables. In order to insure that the demographic variables 
were not affecting the bivariate relationships between P-0 
fit and the outcome variables, and to attempt to replicate 
the O'Reilly, Chatman and Caldwell (1991) findings, age, 
gender, and tenure were included as controls in the regres-
sion analyses. The incremental proportion of variance that 
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could be accounted for by P-0 fit, over and above that 
which the demographic variables (age, gender, and tenure) 
accounted for in predicting the outcome variables was as-
sessed. Tenure, gender, and age were entered first, as 
controls, and then fit was entered into the model second. 
Separate regression analyses were performed for managers 
(total, first level, and once promoted managers, see Tables 
6 - 8) and hourly employees (see Table 9) for each of the 
outcome variables. 
In general, the change in R2 that could be attributed 
to P-0 fit after the demographic variables were entered 
into the model was significant for all six main outcome 
variables for both managerial groups and hourly employees, 
indicating that P-0 fit was a significant predictor of the 
outcome variables independent of age, gender, and tenure. 
As Tables 6 - 9 indicate, the largest proportion of vari-
ance that P-0 fit accounted for was in the prediction of 
extrinsic satisfaction, ranging from R2 = .47 for first 
level managers (E(4,165) = 38.86, R < .001), to R2 = .40 for 
once promoted managers (E(4,722) = 130.74, R < .001). P-0 
fit accounted for the smallest proportion of variance in 
the prediction of job commitment. The smallest value was 
found for first level managers (R2 = .06, E(4,160) = 3.53, R 
< • 01) • 
Multiple regression analyses were also performed to 
assess how well P-0 fit predicted the job commitment 
Table 6 
Standardized Regression Coefficients for All Managers 
Variables Gensat Intsat Exsat Goals Intauit 
P-0 Fit -.61*** -.41*** -.64*** -.30*** .38*** 
Age .06* .06** .08** -.04 -.09** 
Gender .02 .04 -.04 -.07 -.03 
Tenure -.03 .01 -.06** .15* -.01 
R:.. .37 .17 .43 .11 .16 
.E 138.33*** 46.23*** 167.90*** 29.45*** 43.80*** (df) (4,913) (4,858) (4,892) (4,908) (4,902) 
Change in R:.. .36 .17 .40 .09 .15 
Change in 
.E 534.50*** 174.47*** 630.10*** 88.77*** 157.70*** 
Note: * R < .05. ** R < • 01. *** R<. 001. 
Table 6 (Con't) 
Standardized Regression Coefficients for All Managers 
Total Normative Instrumental 
Variables Commitment Commitment Commitment 
P-0 Fit -.26*** -.28*** -.14*** 
Age -.01 .01 -.04 
Gender .03 .04 -.004 
Tenure .14 .13*** .11*** 
.B..:.. .09 .10 .03 
.E 21. 76*** 25.16*** 7.29*** (df) (4,885) (4,893) (4,902) 
Change in .B..:.. .07 .08 .02 
Change in .E 66.61*** 77.70*** 18.06*** 
Note: * 12 < .05. ** 12 < .01. *** 12<. 001. 
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Table 7 
Standardized Regression Coefficients for First Level Managers 
Variables Gensat Intsat Exsat Goals Intauit 
P-0 Fit -.57*** -.36*** -.66*** -.41*** .49*** 
Age .21*** .20** .19*** -.01** -.19** 
Gender .04 .01 -.05 -.08* -.01 
Tenure .03 -.01 .04** .10 -.01 
Rz 
.36 .16 .47 .16 .26 
.E 24.94*** 8.66*** 38.86*** 8.97*** 15.85*** (df) (4,167) (4,156) ( 4, 165) ( 4, 165) (4,164) 
Change in B:... .31 .12 .41 .16 .22 
Change in .E 81.96*** 23.57*** 132.2*** 32.76** 51.06*** 
Note: * R < .05. ** R < • 01. *** R<.001. 
°' 
°' 
Table 7 (Con't) 
Standardized Regression Coefficients for 
Total Normative 
Variables Commitment Commitment 
P-0 Fit -.24*** -.28*** 
Age .09 -.03 
Gender -.08 .11 
Tenure .12 .15* 
.R:... .06 .08 
E 3.53*** 4.56*** 
(df) (4,160) (4,162) 
Change in 
.R:... .06 .07 
Change in E 9.61** 13.18*** 
Note: * Q < .05. ** Q < • 01. *** Q<.001. 
First Level Managers 
Instrumental 
Commitment 
-.08 
.06 
-.16 
.06 
.01 
1. 64 
(4,165) 
.01 
.97 
0\ 
-..J 
Table 8 
Standardized Regression Coefficients for Once Promoted Managers 
Variables Gensat Int sat Exsat Goals Intguit 
P-0 Fit -.62*** -.43*** -.64*** -.27*** .36*** 
Age .02 .02 .05 -.04 -.06** 
Gender .01 .03 -.04 -.07 -.04 
Tenure .01 .01 -.03 .12*** -.05 
R2 
.38 .18 .42 .09 .14 
.E 117.05*** 39.41*** 130.70*** 18.87*** 30.42*** (df) (4,741) (4,697) (4,722) (4,738) (4,773) 
Change in .R:.. .38 .18 .40 .07 .13 
Change in .E 461. 02*** 154.10*** 501.77*** 59.40*** 110.39*** 
Note: * 12. < • 05. ** 12. < • 01. *** 12,<. 001. 
O'I 
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Table 8 (Can't) 
Standardized Regression Coefficients for Once Promoted Managers 
Total Normative Instrumental 
Variables Commitment Commitment Commitment 
P-0 Fit -.28*** -.29*** -.16*** 
Age -.03 -.01 -.07 
Gender .06 .06 .04 
Tenure .12 .11** .10** 
R2 
.08 .09 .03 
.E 17.79*** 19.72*** 6.83*** (df) (4,720) (4,726) (4,732) 
Change in R:.. .07 .08 .02 
Change in 
.E 59.23*** 66.95*** 18.77*** 
Note: * R < .05. ** R < • 01. *** 2_<.001. 
Table 9 
Standardized Regression Coefficients for Hourly EmQloyees 
Variables Gensat Intsat Exsat Goals Intguit 
P-0 Fit 
-.57*** -.38** -.65*** -.25*** .35*** 
Age .03 .06 .02 -.08** -.05 
Gender .006 .04 -.02 -.02* -.06 
Tenure -.003 .03 -.02 .07 -.02 
R:. .33 .15 .43 .06 .13 
.E 111.40*** 163.61*** 163.61*** 16.06*** 32.85*** (df) (4,891) (4,855) (4,868) (4,886) (4,883) 
R:. Change .33 .14 .43 .06 .12 
.E Change 441. 48*** 145.92*** 648.16*** 58.8*** 124.09*** 
Note: * Q < .05. ** Q < • 01. *** Q<.001. 
-...J 
0 
Table 9 (Con't) 
Standard Regression Coefficients for Hourly Employees 
Total Normative Instrumental 
Variables Service Job Asp Commitment Commitment Commitment 
P-0 Fit -.25*** .04 -.31*** -.31*** -.23*** 
Age -.01 -.16*** .03 .03 .02 
Gender -.01 .05 .002 .01 .02 
Tenure .02 -.08* .01 .06 -.08 
R:.. .06 .04 .09 .10 .05 
~ 14.99*** 10.25* 23.86*** 25.69*** 13.83*** (df) (4,862) (4,837) (4,869) (4,878) (4,880) 
Change in R:.. .06 .002 .10 .10 .05 
Change in ~ 59.65*** 1. 75 93.65*** 96.17*** 49.21*** 
Note: * p < • 05. ** p < • 01. *** p<. 001. 
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subscales, normative and instrumental commitment. Norma-
tive commitment is comprised of items relating to accep-
tance of the organizations values while the instrumental 
subscale reflects items representing commitment based on 
exchange of specific rewards. As Tables 6 - 9 indicate, P-
o fit accounted for a larger proportion of variance when 
predicting normative commitment than instrumental commit-
ment for both managers and hourly employees. For all 
managerial groups (total, first level, and once promoted), 
P-0 fit accounted for a larger proportion of variance when 
predicting normative commitment than total job commitment. 
For managers, as expected based on the significant 
simple correlations reported above, there were certain 
instances in which the age, tenure, and gender were associ-
ated with significant regression coefficients (see Tables 6 
- 8) • 
As Table 6 indicates, for the total managerial group, 
age, along with P-0 fit, contributed significantly to the 
prediction of general satisfaction, intrinsic satisfaction, 
extrinsic satisfaction, and intention to quit. Tenure 
contributed significantly to the prediction of extrinsic 
satisfaction and career goals. Gender contributed signifi-
cantly to the prediction of extrinsic satisfaction. Al-
though these demographic variables did contribute signif i-
cantly to the overall prediction, P-0 fit accounted for the 
majority of the explained variance for all outcome vari-
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ables. 
For hourly employees, the demographic variables only 
contributed significantly to the prediction of two of the 
outcome variables, career goals and job aspirations (see 
Table 9). Although age had a significant regression coef-
ficient in the regression equation for the prediction of 
career goals, P-0 fit accounted for the majority of the 
variance (R2 = .06, ~(4,886) = 16.06, R < .001). As expect-
ed, based on the correlation results, P-0 fit was not a 
significant predictor of job aspirations. However, age and 
tenure did significantly predict job aspirations, although 
R2 was small (~ = .04, ~(3,838) = 13.08, R < .001). 
Actual. Ideal. and P-0 Fit Profiles 
In order to assess the degree to which the patterns of 
results were similar to previous research (e.g., O'Reilly, 
Chatman, & Caldwell, 1991) and to examine the various 
dimensions of P-0 fit, a series of exploratory factor 
analyses were performed for the actual, ideal, and absolute 
value of the difference scores for the executives, manag-
ers, and hourly employees. Due to the small ratio of items 
(n = 41) to sample size in the present study, factor analy-
ses were only performed for the total managerial group Cn = 
961), not for first level (n = 173) and once promoted 
managers (n = 788). Additionally, the results of the 
executive factor analyses must be interpreted with caution, 
again due to small sample size (n = 577). 
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Actual and Ideal Factor Analyses. First, separate 
factor analyses were performed for each of the three groups 
for the actual and ideal value profiles. In order to 
increase the comparability of the present P-0 fit study to 
previous P-o fit research (i.e. O'Reilly, Chatman, & 
Caldwell, 1991), the principal components approach with 
varimax rotation was used. Additionally, as with the 
O'Reilly, Chatman, and Caldwell (1991), items with loadings 
equal to or greater than .40 on individual factors were 
considered to be meaningful and were retained. 
Results of the analyses of the 41 items revealed all 
41 items had loadings equal to or greater than .40 on at 
least one and only one factor for both managers and hourly 
employees. For the executives, fewer of the items had 
factor loadings equal to or greater than .40 on any partic-
ular factor (17 items for both the actual and ideal value 
profiles). Tables 34 - 42 in Appendix B show the results. 
Eight factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.0 
emerged for both managers and hourly employees for the 
actual values while nine factors emerged for the ideal 
values. Fo~ executives, there were three factors with 
eigenvalues greater than 1.0 for the actual values and five 
factors for the ideal values (see Tables 10 - 12 for 
eigenvalues and percent of variance accounted for by the 
factors). 
Table 13 summarizes the actual and ideal factor labels 
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Table 10 
Results of Factor Analyses for Managers 
Absolute Value of Difference Scores 
Factor Eigenvalue Percent of 
Variance 
1 12.41 30.3 
2 1.85 4.5 
3 1. 67 4.1 
4 1.46 3.5 
5 1.30 3.2 
6 1.16 2.8 
7 1. 07 2.6 
8 1. 06 2.6 
9 1.03 2.5 
Actual Values 
Factor Eigenvalue Percent of 
Variance 
1 13.98 34.1 
2 2.70 6.6 
3 1. 62 3.9 
4 1.47 3.6 
5 1.22 3.0 
6 1.13 2.8 
7 1.03 2.5 
8 1. 00 2.4 
Ideal Values 
Factor I:;igenvalue Percent of 
Variance 
1 10.07 24.6 
2 3.20 7.8 
3 1.90 4.6 
4 1. 61 3.9 
5 1. 39 3.4 
6 1.30 3.2 
7 1.17 2.8 
8 1. 09 2.7 
9 1. 04 2.5 
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Table 11 
Results of Factor Analyses for Hourly Employees 
Absolute Value of Difference Scores 
Factor Eigenvalue Percent of 
Variance 
1 11. 31 27.6 
2 2.14 5.2 
3 1. 66 4.0 
4 1.46 3.6 
5 1.21 3.0 
6 1.13 2.8 
7 1.12 2.7 
8 1. 06 2.6 
9 1. 00 2.4 
Actual Values 
Factor Eigenvalue Percent of 
Variance 
1 12.76 31.1 
2 2.56 6.2 
3 1.99 4.9 
4 1. 54 3.8 
5 1. 37 3.3 
6 1.12 2.7 
7 1. 03 2.5 
8 1. 02 2.5 
Ideal Values 
Factor Eigenvalue Percent of 
Variance 
1 10.70 26.1 
2 3.15 7.7 
3 1.89 4.6 
4 1. 61 3.9 
5 1.42 3.5 
6 1.23 3.0 
7 1.18 2.9 
8 1.05 2.6 
9 1.01 2.5 
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Table 12 
Results of Factor Analyses for Executives 
Absolute Value of Difference Scores 
Factor Eigenvalue Percent of 
Variance 
1 9.80 27.6 
2 1. 74 5.2 
3 1.55 4.0 
4 1.45 3.6 
5 1.40 3.0 
6 1.26 2.8 
7 1.13 2.7 
8 1.12 2.6 
9 1.10 2.4 
10 1. 05 2.6 
11 1. 01 2.5 
Actual Values 
Factor Eigenvalue Percent of 
Variance 
1 11.42 27.9 
2 2.36 5.8 
3 1. 33 3.2 
Ideal Values 
Factor Eigenvalue Percent of 
Variance 
1 7.07 17.2 
2 2.26 5.5 
3 1.12 2.7 
4 1.45 3.5 
5 1. 28 3.1 
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Table 13 
Actual and Ideal Factor Labels for Executives. Managers. 
and Hourly Employees 
Actual Ideal 
Executives 
1. Respect for People 1. Community Orientation 
2. Competitive 2. Quality of Perf. 
3. Community Orientation 3. Achievement Oriented 
4. Career Development 
5. Tolerance 
Managers 
1. Respect for People 1. Outcome Orientation 
2. Outcome Orientation 2. Community Orientation 
3. Personal/Career Development 3. Personal/Career Dev. 
4. Community Orientation 4. Respect for People 
5. Innovative 5. Mission oriented 
6. Rule Oriented 6. Fairness 
7. Stress 7. Stress 
8. Autonomous 8. Autonomous 
9. Developing Friends 
Hourly Employees 
1. Respect for People 1. Personal/Career Dev. 
2. Outcome Orientation 2. Community Orientation 
3. Personal/Career Development 3. Outcome Oriented 
4. Community Orientation 4. Respect for People 
5. Quality of Performance 5. Fairness 
6. Rule Oriented 6. Stress 
7. Stress 7. Innovative 
8 • Autonomous 8. Developing Friends 
9. Rule Oriented 
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for the three groups. The factor labels were determined by 
examining the types of individual items that loaded on each 
factor. On average, the factors that emerged most often 
were those concerning personal/career development, respect 
for people, and community orientation. In general, as with 
the O'Reilly, Chatman, and Caldwell (1991) study, the 
factors approximate many of the dimensions to which the 
qualitative literature on culture has often referred (e.g. 
Deal & Kennedy, 1982; Peters & waterman, 1982). Although a 
direct comparison to the O'Reilly, Chatman, and Caldwell 
(1991) study is not possible due to different items, the 
factors derived from the present study do correspond to the 
factors resulting from their study. 
Factor analysis of absolute value of the difference 
scores. In addition to performing factor analyses on the 
actual and ideal scales, a factor analysis was also per-
formed on the absolute value of the difference scores in 
order to explore whether particular components of the P-0 
fit scale were better related to the outcome variables than 
overall fit. Again, the principal components approach with 
varimax rotation was used. Separate factor analyses were 
performed for the three groups. Results of an analysis of 
the 41 difference scores items revealed all 41 items had 
loadings of greater than .40 on any particular factor for 
both managers and hourly employees. For executives, 37 
items had loadings of equal to or greater than .40 for a 
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particular factor. 
There were nine factors with eigenvalues greater than 
1.0 for managers and hourly employees and eleven factors 
for executives. Tables 10 - 12 show the results. Factor 
were based on the average of the individual items compris-
ing each factor. The individual items were unit weighted. 
For the executives, the dimensions were labeled: 
1) community orientation; 2) innovative; 3) team oriented; 
4) achievement oriented; 5) personal/career development; 
6) quality of performance; 7) competitive; 8) flexibility; 
9) tolerance; 10) rule oriented; and 11) developing 
friends. 
For the managers, the nine factor were: 1) person-
al/career development; 2) community orientation; 
3) achievement oriented; 4) tolerance; 5) innovative; 
6) flexibility; 7) quality of performance; 8) quality 
service; and 9) unpredictable. . 
The nine factors for hourly employees were: 1) respect 
for people; 2) achievement oriented; 3) innovative; 
4) tolerance; 5) personal/career development; 6) community 
orientation; 7) demanding; 8) long hours; and 9) unpredict-
able. 
P-0 Fit Factors and outcome Variables 
Correlations. Correlations were performed between the 
nine factors and the outcome variables for both managers 
(first level, once promoted and total, see Tables 14 - 16) 
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and hourly employees (see Table 17). For the total manage-
rial group, once promoted managers, and hourly employees, 
the majority of factors were significantly correlated with 
the outcome variables. Negative correlations indicate a 
positive relationship between P-0 fit and the outcome 
variable. As with the correlations between overall P-0 fit 
and the outcome variables, extrinsic satisfaction tended to 
have the highest correlations with all nine factors, while 
instrumental commitment had smaller or nonsignificant 
correlations. 
For the hourly employees, job aspirations, as with 
overall P-0 fit, was not significantly correlated with any 
of the P-0 fit factors. In addition, factors eight and 
nine, long hours and being unpredictable, had the smallest 
correlations with the outcome variables. 
For the first level managers, the correlations between 
the factors and the outcome variables tended to be smaller 
than those found for the total managerial group. One 
exception was intention to quit, which had stronger corre-
lations all nine factors for the first level managers than 
for once promoted managers (see Table 15). Since the 
sample size was small for first level managers Cn = 173), 
the managerial groups were combined for the following 
analyses. 
Table 14 
Correlations of P-0 Fit Factors with Outcome Variables for All Managers 
~tors8 
Outcome Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
General Satisfaction -.61 -.46 -.35 -.39 -.38 -.41 -.42 -.38 -.15 
Intrinsic Satisfaction -.39 -.35 -.23 -.26 -.28 -.26 -.24 -.27 -.08 
Extrinsic Satisfaction -.65 -.45 -.37 -.41 -.36 -.44 -.51 -.38 -.20 
career Goals -.26 -.21 -.17 -.18 -.23 -.17 -.29 -.18 -.12 
Intention to Quit .36 .29 .23 .22 .26 .25 .33 .26 .11 
Total Job Commitment -.25 -.23 -.14 -.15 -.16 -.15 -.18 -.23 -.08 
Normative Commitment -.27 -.24 -.14 -.16 -.18 -.17 -.21 -.23 -.08* 
Instrumental Commitment -.14 -.13 -.ll**-.06* -.07* NS .NS -.16 NS 
8 The factor numbers correspond to the following labels 1) personal/career 
development, 2) community orientation, 3) achievement oriented, 4) tolerance, 
5) innovative, 6) flexibility, 7) quality of performance, 8) quality service, 
and 9) unpredictable. 
Note. All correlations reached significance at R < .001 except *R < .05. **R < .01. 
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Table 15 
Correlations of P-0 Fit Factors with Outcome Variables for First Level Managers 
Factors8 
Outcome Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
General Satisfaction -.59 -.49 -.23 -.38 -.45 -.32 -.39 -.42 -.11 
Intrinsic Satisfaction -.34 -.37 NS -.23 -.32 -.17 -.27 -.30 NS 
Extrinsic Satisfaction -.70 -.52 -.28 -.47 -.47 -.40 -.49 -.45 -.20 
Career Goals -.42 -.19**-.17* -.26 -.33 -.20 -.40 -.23 -.12 
Intention to Quit .46 .31 .25 .30 .33 .27 .43 .33 .19 
Total Job Commitment -.26 NS NS NS NS NS -.26 -.18** NS 
Normative Commitment -.29 NS NS NS -.16* NS -.30 -.18** NS 
Instrumental Commitment NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
8 The factor numbers correspond to the following labels 1) personal/career 
development, 2) community orientation, 3) achievement oriented, 4) tolerance, 
5) innovative, 6) flexibility, 7) quality of performance, 8) quality service, 
and 9) unpredictable. 
Note. All correlations reached significance at R < .001 except *R < .05. **R < .01. 
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Table 16 
Correlations of P-0 Fit Factors with Outcome Variables for Once Promoted Managers 
Factors8 
outcome Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
General Satisfaction -.62 -.46 -.38 -.40 -.37 -.43 -.43 -.38 -.17 
Intrinsic Satisfaction -.42 -.37 -.26 -.28 -.27 -.29 -.25 -.26 -.09** 
Extrinsic Satisfaction -.65 -.43 -.38 -.41 -.33 -.46 -.50 -.36 -.21 
Career Goals -.22 -.22 -.18 -.15 -.20 -.16 -.28 -.17 -.12 
Intention to Quit .33 .28 .23 .21 .23 .25 .30 .24 .10 
Total Job Commitment -.25 -.26 -.16 -.16 -.16 -.16 -.17 -.24 -.09** 
Normative Commitment -.27 -.27 -.15 -.17 -.18 -.19 -.20 -.24 -.08* 
Instrumental Commitment -.14 -.17 -.12 -.07* -.09 NS NS -.17 -.08* 
8 The factor numbers correspond to the following labels 1) personal/cereer 
development, 2) community orientation, 3) achievement oriented, 4) tolerance, 
5) innovative, 6) flexibility, 7) quality of performance, 8) quality service, 
and 9) unpredictable. 
Note. All correlations reached significance at R < .001 except *R < .05, **R < .01. 
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Table 17 
Correlations of P-0 Fit Factors with Outcome Variables for Hourly Employees 
Factors8 
outcome Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
General Satisfaction -.50 -.47 -.38 -.41 -.55 -.35 -.31 -.13 -.20 
Intrinsic Satisfaction -.32 -.28 -.23 -.25 -.34 -.26 -.21 NS -.17 
Extrinsic Satisfaction -.53 -.55 -.43 -.46 -.65 -.36 -.33 -.19 -.20 
Career Goals -.21 -.20 -.17 -.22 -.23 -.15 -.12 -.08 -.08 
Intention to Quit .26 .27 .21 .28 .37 .21 .16 .15 .14 
Job Aspirations NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
Service -.22 -.19 -.13 -.15 -.25 -.22 -.12 NS -.08* 
Total Job Commitment -.27 -.23 -.18 -.26 -.29 -.21 -.20 -.10 -.11 
Normative Commitment -.27 -.24 -.16 -.27 -.29 -.20 -.20 -.10 -.11 
Instrumental Commitment -.21 -.17 -.13 -.19 -.19 -.16 -.16 -.05 -.07 
8 The factor numbers correspond to the following labels 1) respect for people, 
2) achievement oriented, 3) innovative, 4) tolerance, 5) personal/career development, 
6) community orientation, 7) demanding, 8) long hours, and 9) unpredictable. 
Note. All correlations reached significance at p < .001 except *P < .05. 
00 
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Stepwise Regressions. In order to explore whether 
certain dimensions of P-0 fit were more predictive of the 
outcome variables than others, stepwise regressions were 
performed separately for the two job level groups (managers 
and hourly employees). 
Results of the stepwise regressions for the managerial 
group revealed that factor 1 (career/personal development), 
which accounted for the most variance, and factor 7 (quali-
ty of work) were predictive of all six outcome variables, 
either alone or in combination with one or two other fac-
tors. Factor 2, for example, was predictive of four of the 
six outcome variables (see Table 18). 
For the hourly employees, as Table 19 reveals, the 
factors that were most predictive of the outcome variables, 
based on the stepwise regression analyses, were factor 5, 
personal/career development, and factor 4, tolerance. 
Factor 8, which is comprised of a single item, requiring 
long hours, in addition to factors 4 and 5, was predictive 
of extrinsic satisfaction, intrinsic satisfaction, and 
service orientation. 
In general, as with overall P-0 fit, the factors were 
able to account for the largest proportion of variance in 
the prediction of extrinsic satisfaction for both managers 
(R2 = .49, E(2,801) = 385.99, p < .001), and hourly employ-
ees (R2 = .50, E(4,747) = 186.96, p < .001). As with over-
all P-0 fit, the prediction of job commitment accounted for 
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the smallest proportion of variance for both managers (R2 = 
.08, l(4,791) = 18.55, R < .001) and hourly employees (R2 = 
.09, l(J,745) = 25.84, R < .001.) 
Table 18 
Stepwise Regression Results for Predicting outcome 
Variables from P-o Fit Factors for All Managers 
Oytcome Variables Beta 
.'.!'. R2 .r 
Factors8 (df) 
General Satisfaction 
1 -.45 -11.97*** 
7 -.18 -5.99*** 
2 (3,813) -.13 -3.66*** .41 186.56*** 
Intrinsic Satisfaction 
1 -.24 -5.15*** 
2 -.17 -4.05*** 
7 (3,776) -.08 -2.26*** .17 54.28*** 
Extrinsic Satisfaction 
1 -.53 -18.76*** 
7 (2,801) -.28 -9.80*** .49 385.99*** 
Career Goals 
7 -.20 -5.26*** 
1 -.13 -3.11*** 
5 (3,810) -.09 -2.25* .11 33.45*** 
Intention to Quit 
1 .19 4.37*** 
7 .22 6.10*** 
2 (3,805) .11 2.60** .17 56.34*** 
8 The factor numbers correspond to the following labels: 
1) personal/career development, 2) community orientation, 
3) achievement oriented, 4) tolerance, 5) innovative, 
6) flexibility, 7) quality of performance, 8) quality 
service, and 9) unpredictable. 
Note. *P < .05. **P < .01. ***P < .001. 
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Table 18 (Con't) 
Stepwise Regression Results for Predicting outcome 
Variables from P-0 Fit Factors for All Managers 
outcome Variables 
Factors8 (df) 
Total Job Commitment 
1 
8 
7 
2 (4,791) 
Normative Commitment 
1 
7 
2 
8 ( 4, 799') 
-.10 
-.10 
-.09 
-.10 
-.10 
-.12 
-.09 
-.08 
Instrumental Commitment 
8 -.12 
2 (2,806) -.09 
-1.99* 
-2.25* 
-2.43* 
-2.07* .08 18.56*** 
-2.13* 
-3.29*** 
-2.02* 
-1.97* .09 20.89*** 
-2.97** 
-2.32* .03 14.92*** 
8 The factor numbers correspond to the following labels: 
1) personal/career development, 2) community orientation, 
3) achievement oriented, 4) tolerance, 5) innovative, 
6) flexibility, 7) quality of performance, 8) quality 
service, and 9) unpredictable. 
Note. *R < .05. **R < .01. ***P < .001. 
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Table 19 
Stepwise Regression Results for Predicting Outcome 
Variables from P-o Fit Factors for Hourly Employees 
outcome Variables 
Factors8 (df) 
Satisfaction 
-.32 
-.16 
-.ls 
General 
s 
4 
1 
2 (4,7S9) -.12 
Intrinsic 
s 
4 
6 
8 
Extrinsic 
s 
4 
2 
Satisfaction 
-.24 
-.12 
-.13 
(4,737) .08 
Satisfaction 
-.48 
-.17 
-.17 
8 (4,747) -.06 
career Goals 
s 
4 (2,7S8) 
Intention to Quit 
s 
4 (2,7SS) 
-.lS 
-.14 
.30 
.lS 
-8.38*** 
-4.SO*** 
-3.60*** 
-3.00*** 
-6.14*** 
-3.10** 
-3.10** 
2.30* 
-lS.28*** 
-S.40*** 
-S.00*** 
-2.30* 
-3.90*** 
-3.70*** 
8.20*** 
4.20** 
.37 111. S8*** 
.13 29.lS*** 
.so 186.96*** 
.06 23.60*** 
.lS 66.20*** 
a The factor numbers correspond to the following labels: 
1) respect for people, 2) achievement oriented, 
3) innovative, 4) tolerance, S) personal/career 
development, 6) community orientation, 7) demanding, 
8) long hours, and 9) unpredictable. 
~. *P < .OS, **P < .01, ***P < .001 
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Table 19 (Con't) 
Stepwise Regression Results for Predicting Outcome 
Variables from P-0 Fit Factors for Hourly Employees 
Qytgom~ Variables Beta 1'. ~ 
Factors8 (df) 
Total Job Commitment 
s -.13 -2.90* 
4 -.14 -3.60* 
1 (3,74S) -.10 -2.20* .09 2S.84*** 
Normative Commitment 
s -.14 -3.lS*** 
4 -.14 -3.S4*** 
1 (3,742) -.10 -2.16* .09 26.46*** 
Instrumental Commitment 
4 -.13 -3.32*** 
1 (2,747) -.13 -3.19* .OS 19.S4*** 
Job Aspirations 
s (1,723) -.10 -2.60** .01 6.86** 
Service 
s -.19 -4.80*** 
6 -.14 -3.60*** 
8 (3,742) .08 2.10* .07 19.40*** 
8 The factor numbers correspond to the following labels: 
1) respect for people, 2) achievement oriented, 
3) innovation, 4) tolerance, S) personal/career 
development, 6) community orientation, 7) demanding, 
8) long hours, and 9) unpredictable. 
Note. *P < .OS, **P < .01, ***P < .001 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
The major focus of the present study was to determine 
whether person-organization fit was predictive of organiza-
tional outcome variables and to examine whether the degree 
of fit differed among subgroups. Person-organization fit 
was assessed by examining the congruence between the values 
that employees perceive to be characteristic of the organi-
zation and the values that employees would desire in an 
ideal work situation. The results reported here imply that 
degree of fit does differ among organizational levels and 
was predictive of outcome variables, regardless of organi-
zational level. 
Overall Organizational Value Structure 
Before discussing specific results, it is important to 
discuss the overall value structure of the organization. 
In addition to the above hypotheses concerning the rela-
tionship of P-0 fit with outcome variables, another purpose 
of the present study was to assess the degree to which 
organizational or actual values were shared among organiza-
tional members. As the high reliability coefficients 
indicate, the actual values were widely shared, which was 
the operational definition of organizational culture for 
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this study. The high reliabilities, or crystallization of 
the actual value profile, and high rank order correlations 
indicate that the organizational members perceived the 
content and ordering of the organizational values similar-
ly. The intensity of the values was examined by assessing 
the top and bottom three values, which were similar for all 
three groups. According to Chatman (1989), crystallization 
and intensity reflect how strong or weak an organizational 
system is. The present results indicate that the organiza-
tion studied here does have a strong culture. This finding 
is in contrast to the results of the study conducted by 
Glaser, Zamanou and Hacker (1987), which found that percep-
tions of the organization differ among employees at differ-
ent organizational levels. 
According to Boxx, Odom, and Dunn (1991), values that 
are widely held throughout the organization will eventually 
affect the way customers are perceived and treated, the way 
employees and their contributions are viewed and rewarded, 
and the way in which the future is anticipated and managed. 
For the present study, there seems to be considerable 
similarity among hourly employees, managers, and executives 
as to what values characterize the organizational culture. 
Values concerning quality service and concern for people 
are viewed as aspects of the organization for all employ-
ees, and are characteristics that all employees desire as 
well. This finding is in contrast to previous research 
conducted by Cooke and Rousseau (1988), which found that 
organizations have a high degree of both vertical and 
horizontal cultural differentiation. According to 
O'Reilly, Chatman, and Caldwell (1991), values can be 
viewed as normative beliefs that can guide behavior. 
Within the present organization, it is apparent that pro-
viding quality service and being people oriented are the 
values that guide behavior across all organization levels. 
Dimensions of Culture 
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According to Rousseau (1990), cultures vary in inten-
sity and integration. Intensity, as described previously, 
is the extent to which members of a unit agree on norms or 
other cultural content associated with the unit. Integra-
tion is the extent to which these units within the organi-
zation share a common culture. Based on the results of the 
present study, it seems that the organizations' culture is 
both highly integrated and intensive. However, the choice 
of values used in the study may have affected the intensity 
and integration. Other types of values may not have been 
as widely shared throughout the organization. 
Factor analysis for the actual and ideal values were 
performed in order to explore whether the current value 
profiles had dimensions that were similar to previous 
research. Our study found value dimensions similar to 
those found in previous studies (O'Reilly, Chatman, and 
Caldwell, 1991, Peters & Waterman, 1982). These authors 
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argue that these value dimensions, such as respect for 
people and innovation, are elements of organizations that 
have strong cultures. In the case of the present study, 
these value dimensions were shared across all organization-
al levels, again indicating the presence of a strong cul-
ture. 
Based on the above discussion, it must be kept in mind 
that the results of the present study (discussed below) may 
be restricted to those organizations that have strong 
overriding cultures and may be unique to this particular 
type of organization, a non-profit service organization 
with many branches across the country. 
P-0 Fit and Job Outcome Variables 
As mentioned above, the main hypothesis of the present 
study was that P-0 fit would be related to the organiza-
tional outcome variables. As expected, employees experi-
enced greater job satisfaction, job commitment, and had 
higher career goals when there was a strong fit between the 
their actual and ideal values. In addition, the greater 
the degree of fit between an employee's ideal and actual 
values, the less likely an employee was to intend to leave 
the organization. In general, these results are consistent 
with previous research on P-0 fit and job outcome variables 
(Boxx, Odom, & Dunn, 1991; Cooke & Rousseau, 1988; 
O'Reilly, Chatman & Caldwell, 1990). Again, it must be 
kept in mind that the strength of the association between 
P-0 fit and the outcome variables may be restricted to 
organizations with strongly shared values. 
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Because an organization's culture is a function of 
shared values, person-organization value congruency pro-
vides an important approach to measuring organizational 
culture and understanding its effects. The results report-
ed here, as in previous studies, suggest that P-0 fit may 
provide meaningful insights into individuals' adjustments 
to organizations (e.g. Holland, 1985; Louis, 1980). As 
O'Reilly, Caldwell, and Chatman (1991) demonstrated, per-
son-organization values can predict job satisfaction and 
organizational turnover a year later, and actual turnover 
after two years. Furthermore, an accurate understanding of 
the job requirements and the organization's values has been 
shown to enhance people's adjustments to their new jobs 
(Wanous, 1977), as well as their level of satisfaction and 
organizational commitment (Meglino, Raulin, & Adkins, 
1989). 
Among the outcome variables examined in the present 
study, surprisingly, the strongest relationship was found 
for extrinsic satisfaction. Perhaps since this is a not-
for profit organization, the less one's ideal values are 
congruent with the values of the organization, the more one 
will be cognizant of extrinsic sources of satisfaction, 
such as pay. This may lead to dissatisfaction, since pay 
in non-profit organizations is, on average, lower than in 
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for-profit organizations. Conversely, when there is a good 
match between ideal and actual values, one may feel greater 
satisfaction in terms of extrinsic rewards, such as recog-
nition and advancement. 
Interestingly, P-0 fit was more strongly related to 
normative, values-based commitment, than to instrumental, 
compliance-based commitment. Similar findings by Caldwell 
and O'Reilly (1990) revealed that normative commitment 
tends to be associated with firms with strong cultures. 
Furthermore, researchers have suggested that high commit-
ment and high satisfaction are outcomes of high P-0 fit 
(Chatman, 1989). A strong relationship was found for P-0 
fit and extrinsic satisfaction but not for instrumental 
commitment (which is related to extrinsic factors). Per-
haps employees with strong degrees of fit are more satis-
fied with the extrinsic aspects of their jobs, such as pay 
and recognition, but are more committed to their jobs due 
to the values of the organization. 
Of perhaps more practical importance is the relation-
ship between P-0 fit and intention to quit. Although it 
would have been more informative to use real turnover data, 
given the constraints of the study, this was not possible. 
However, it can be concluded that the degree to which 
people perceive their ideal values as matching those of the 
organization is important in terms of whether that person 
intends to stay or leave. Specifically, those with a high 
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degree of fit are less likely to have intentions of leaving 
the organization. Thus, high turnover may be avoided by 
hiring employees whose personal values tend to match those 
of the organization. In terms of selection, an organiza-
tion can assess P-0 fit in the selection process, and use 
this, in addition to other hiring criteria, as a basis for 
selecting eligible job candidates. However, since this was 
a correlational study and causation may not be inferred, it 
may also be the case that when employees' decide to look 
elsewhere for employment, their values may change. That 
is, intention to leave may lead to a lower degree of fit. 
Employees' values may become less congruent with the values 
of the organization because they are dissatisfied. It is 
important to study this issue longitudinally in order to 
examine the causal relationship between intention to leave 
and P-0 fit. 
Besides examining overall P-0 fit, specific dimensions 
of P-0 fit were also assessed. The purpose of the stepwise 
regressions, using the P-0 factors to predict outcome 
variables, was to explore whether certain factors, either 
individually or in combination with one another, were able 
to predict the organizational outcome variables. Among 
managers, it was found that career/personal development, 
quality of performance, and community orientation dimen-
sions were most predictive of all outcome variables. For 
hourly employees, career/personal development and tolerance 
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were the most predictive of outcome variables. Again, 
since the hourly employees may form somewhat of a subcul-
ture, it is not surprising that certain aspects of the fit 
between ideal and actual values, such as tolerance, may be 
more predictive of the outcome variables than other dimen-
sions. 
P-0 Fit Differences among subgroups 
In addition to examining the relationship between P-0 
fit and organizational outcomes, the present study also 
assessed the degree to which P-0 fit differed among (a) 
organizational variables such as job level (executives, 
managers, and hourly employees) and length of service with 
the organization, and (b) demographic variables, such as 
gender, ethnicity, and education. It was hypothesized that 
degree of P-0 fit would increase as job level and length of 
service increased but that the degree of fit would not 
differ on the basis of demographic variables. Although P-0 
fit was predictive of the outcome variables independent of 
the demographic variables, in certain instances the demo-
graphic variables were related to the degree of P-0 fit. 
As expected, the degree of fit differed among organi-
zational levels. Executives had a better fit or match 
between their ideal and actual value ratings than managers 
and hourly employees. Among all of the subgroups, older 
male executives exhibit the smallest discrepancy between 
their ideal and actual value ratings. This finding is not 
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surprising since, by the time employees reach the executive 
level, they probably have achieved a high level of congru-
ence between their own values and the values of the organi-
zation. According to Chatman (1989), fit is an interactive 
process. The employee may change to fit the organization 
but at the same time, organizations often change to conform 
to new leadership. Since executives have the highest or 
one of the highest positions within their branches of the 
organization, it is expected that they may have affected 
the values of the organization. 
One interesting finding in terms of organizational 
level was that hourly employees had a better fit than 
managers. There may be several reasons for this finding. 
For one, the sample of hourly employees is restricted to 
only those who showed potential for management positions. 
A broader range of hourly employees may have displayed, on 
average, a smaller degree of fit than those actually sam-
pled. 
Additionally, hourly employees may have lower expec-
tations than managers in terms of what they want to receive 
from the organization. Managers tend to have higher educa-
tional degrees than hourly employees, which may lead to 
managers having higher expectations about what they should 
be receiving from the organization. Their comparison level 
may be higher since they may be more aware of other work 
alternatives. 
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Although results showed a strong overall culture, as 
Schein (1989) states, culture should not be confused with 
actual behavior. Employees at varying levels and functions 
within the organization will observe the rules somewhat 
differently. An indication that hourly employees may be 
observing the rules differently is exemplified by their top 
rated values. Although all levels rated providing quality 
service to members and being people oriented as very char-
acteristic their organization, hourly employees also felt 
that developing friends at work was quite characteristic of 
their organization, whereas for executives, this value was 
rated much lower. Thus, when one is lower on the hierar-
chy, in addition to following rules regarding work related 
behavior, one may also be concerned with social values, 
such as developing friends. 
For both executives and managers, older employees have 
a better degree of fit than younger employees (the fit sum 
becomes smaller), indicating that the older employees' 
ideal and actual values are more congruent than younger 
employees. It is not known whether this fit develops over 
time, such that the longer employees are with the organiza-
tion, the more their ideal values match the actual values 
of the organization, or perhaps those employees whose 
values are not congruent with the organization's values 
tend to leave the organization. 
Although previous research has not detected a differ-
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ence between person-organization fit for employees of 
different ages (O'Reilly, Chatman, & Caldwell, 1991; 
Posner, 1992), as mentioned above, both executives and 
managers show a greater fit over age quartiles. One cause 
of the P-0 fit differences among age quartiles may be the 
attrition of executives and managers who are not happy in 
their positions. Those in younger age quartiles who do not 
have a good fit may leave the organization while those 
employees whose ideal values match the actual values of the 
organization will stay. 
It was also found that managers with more education 
(i.e. a bachelor's degree) have a lower degree of fit than 
those without a bachelor's degree. Managers with more than 
a bachelor's degree tend to show more discrepancy between 
their ideal and actual work values than any other breakdown 
of the respondents. Perhaps these employees are more aware 
of alternative employment opportunities than those with 
less education. In contrast, executives with more than a 
bachelor's degree show a better fit compared to those with 
a bachelor's degree (the number of executives without a 
degree (14) was too small to permit one to draw any conclu-
sions about their fit relative to other education groups). 
In addition to value differences between organization-
al levels, there were also small differences based on 
gender and ethnicity. According to Schein (1989), the 
treatment of minorities and women tend to lead to discrep-
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ancies between official and actual operating cultures. 
This study somewhat supports this statement in that there 
were differences in the degree of fit between males and 
females at the executive level (women had a lower degree of 
P-0 fit than men) and a difference between minorities and 
nonminorities at the managerial level (minorities having a 
lower degree of fit than nonminorities). Both women and 
minorities in this particular case were under represented. 
Perhaps because of this, the organization is not addressing 
their specific needs, again indicating that in addition to 
an overriding dominant culture, there may also be several 
subcultures within particular organizational segments. In 
order to address this issue, employers must be aware that 
these subcultures exist and attempt to lessen the discrep-
ancy between the official and operating cultures by attend-
ing to the specific needs of the under represented groups 
and by making sure that all subgroups are receiving equal 
treatment. 
Advantages of Quantitative Methods 
There are several advantages to using a quantitative 
as opposed to a qualitative measure of person-organization 
fit, such as ease of cross sectional assessments or compar-
isons and replicability of the assessment in different 
organizations by other researchers (Cooke & Rousseau, 
1991). This procedure is standardized and structured and 
easily allows input from people across all levels and 
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organizational subunits. The instrument itself provides 
information on what the organizational values are and how 
to increase fit. According to Cooke and Rousseau (1988), 
quantitative measures afford organizational members the 
opportunity to generate their own "ideal" culture profiles 
by responding to the items in terms of how things should 
be. Ideal profiles can then be compared to actual profiles 
to identify specific dimensions along which change is 
necessary. Thus, according to Cooke and Rousseau (1988), 
although the parameters for change are set by the instru-
ment, specific directions for improvement within these 
parameters can be identified by the people who must imple-
ment the changes. 
Previous research has failed to describe people and 
situations using the same language or set of characteris-
tics. For example, research has used normative measures of 
personality and broad classifications of tasks, occupa-
tions, or jobs to characterize situations. An advantage of 
the present quantitative method is that meaningful compari-
sons between actual and ideal profiles are made possible 
because both profiles are comprised of the same set of 
items. The only variations are in the anchors and the 
particular question (characteristic of organization or 
desirable in ideal setting) used for each set. Further-
more, people and situations are described along the same 
dimensions, allowing for a direct comparison of the person 
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and situation and enables one to draw more specific conclu-
sions concerning the relationship of P-0 fit to outcome 
variables than when separate person and organization vari-
ables are used (Caldwell & O'Reilly, 1990). 
Determining P-0 fit allows one to determine the like-
lihood of a particular individual causing an organization's 
values to change. According to Chatman (1989), low P-0 fit 
could lead to a) the person's values changing and becoming 
more similar to the organizational value system; b) the 
organization's values changing to become more similar to 
the individual's value system; or c) the person leaving the 
organization. 
Although there are several advantages to employing a 
quantitative approach to assess culture, there are also 
problems associated with this method. Qualitative feedback 
was obtained through focus groups at the beginning of the 
research project when the instruments were being developed. 
This was helpful in gaining an understanding of how employ-
ees perceive the culture of the organization. More quali-
tative feedback may have helped at the end of the study in 
understanding and exploring the various subdimensions of 
the P-0 fit scale. Although quantitative assessments have 
many advantages, it may be more beneficial to employ both 
quantitative and qualitative methods. 
Future Research 
Although the present study, along with previous re-
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search, has shown that P-0 fit leads to positive job out-
comes, future research may want to examine the negative 
effects that P-0 fit may have on an organization. For 
example, extremely high levels of person-organization fit 
among numerous organizational members may lead to ineffec-
tive individual and organizational behavior, such as con-
formity and lowered innovation, which may render people and 
organizations unable to adapt to new environmental contin-
gencies (Janis & Mann, 1977; Kanter, 1988). 
Weiss (1978) found that people aligned their values 
with the values of their leaders if they perceived their 
leaders to be considerate, competent, or successful. 
Future studies may want to examine the relationship between 
the subordinates and their leaders to assess whether subor-
dinate values are related to values held by the leader. 
Related to the above, due to time constraints of the 
respondents, we were unable to assess the relationship 
between P-0 fit and outcome variables for the executives. 
Researchers may want to assess this relationship in future 
studies. 
According to Schneider (1987), people are attracted to 
organizations because employees perceive the organization 
to have values similar to their own. Since the present 
study is correlational and no cause-effect relations can be 
determined, it is impossible to know whether employees are 
satisfied because they fit in well with the organization or 
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if there is a good fit beca~se employees are satisfied with 
their job. Billings and Wroten (1978) state that it is 
likely that the relationship between fit and outcomes is 
bidirectional or cyclically recursive. When misfit leads 
to negative outcomes, it stimulates attempts to change job 
supplies (extrinsic factors), and/or employee desires, 
thereby resolving misfit (Chatman, 1989). As Edwards 
(1991) suggests, future studies should employ repeated 
measures designs, thus allowing for the estimation of 
cyclically recursive relationships between fit and out-
comes. 
APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRES 
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Executive Questionnaire: Phase I 
Staff Development 
ExecUtive Survey 
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you IMI tne fcllowlng orglnlDllCn8i v8lueS n ~ .-:ta ot 1t1e at wPllCtl you work. Wheri ratnig 11'\e 
orglnlZ8licnal vlkM. thlnlc of tne deQanment for 'Nt'licl'I you work 01 lt'ae ~ Wlltl wnich you 1'18119 ll'le most 
interaetlan. Some of 1t'ae rterns may seem IOrnewhal generm or vague, but PleMe try to answer each item as t:iest you 
can. The resoonse codes range Imm 1 (very~ ot my ) to 5 (very charaCtensllC of my l 
Please Cll'Cle the runber ~to yos il'wwel'. 
ResporlM Coclea: 
1.v.., ........... 1111uotmy 
....................... tlootmy 
a • .......,.._ • ...-.atlow~olmy 
..................... lbotmy 
I• y_., ...._..... ... , ol my 
..,_.,.., 10" ... to deaaotbe.,.. YMCA; 10" .. not a.ins lllbd.to deaaotbe JOWMlf or 
.,..job. 
1. Stw;ng informMon freely . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
2. Empl'laZJng a 119e Mt ol ~ 1hrcugl'lo&A h ~ .............. 1 
3. Re9plcting 1ndiv1ciu.1'1 rqilS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
4 l-l8Vlng law~-for~......... ............................... .. 1 
5 l-l8Vlng higl'I pay for good ~ice ............................................... 1 
6. l-l8Vlng a law lellet ot ccnftict . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 1 
7. 0.0. •loSlll'IQ fl'iends • work . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. 1 
a. PrtMding ~for pertOM1 grOWll'I . .. . . . . . . .... ... . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . 1 
9 AeQuinng Jong houtS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 1 
10. Ernphasazrng Quality . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . ..... 1 
11 Confronting conflict directly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
12. Having a guiding mauior1 . . . . .. 1 
13. Stressing career ci.>elop'nent. . .. . .. . ... 1 
14. Prow:ling guidlnCe to dO a t:>ebr )Ob . . ...... 1 
15. PrOYidlng QUality ser\Jice to membeB .. 1 
16. ~ corrmriV,,... ............... .......................... ~1 
17 Aewlfdlng exctllent ~ .... . . .. . . .. . ..... . ... . ......... . . 1 
How cNl K11W lidc la le for your 
18.~ ..... . 
19. 11YlOY91Ne .................. ········ . .. .. . 
20. Risk tMng . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
21 Autcnomous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
.1 
.. 1 
........ ······ ...................... 1 
·················· .... 1 
22. RI.ill onented ............................................................................ . .. 1 
..... 1 
..... 1 
23. People onented . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
24. Oemlnding 
25. Quick to r8IQOl"ld to Cl'laOglng needs .. 
2'5. Easygoing .. 
27. F811' 
1 
.. 1 
......... 1 
Sue 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
NCU SC vc 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
28 Tolerant 
29 AdaPtaDle IO Cl'lal'lge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . 
30 Respectful ot CUitural dl\lltllty . . . . ............. . 
31 ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ . 
32 Action onented ....................................... . 
33. TNm oriented. 
34. $uppcrtive ... 
35 Ac/'tievement onented ............... . 
36 OistJnctlveldilterent from OllWS .. 
37 Socially responsible . 
38 Results onented .... 
39.CompetJIJve 
Vo,£ 
....... 1 
. .. 1 
. .................. 1 
. .............................. 1 
. ....................... 1 
. ..................... 1 
. ........................... 1 
. ................. 1 
. .. 1 
. .............. 1 
................ 1 
....................... 1 
40. Htghly organlZed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... 1 
4 1 . lnllOlved in the Cormu'llty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
OrpnizationalValues Inventory-Section II 
Sue NCU SC vc 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
............................ -..... ..,, .... ....,. ,,.., ................. ... 
...._L 
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ThiS trne. trllnk abOut wria ~ va11M .. ~11 to ycu in yox work life. Ple9le tndic-. now dllllCll rt 
would be for INICh or~ vllue 1-.d belOw to be a Pitt at yox wortc lif9. P-.. earcle h runtier corresponding 
to yo.s answer. ranging from 1 (very ui ldllirable) to 5 (very dealrable). 
t • v., ...... t .... value 
I•,_.._ ••11 I Aila value 
a ....... •11t ....... ••11L":Atl1 value 
4 •la••-- •11t:Atl1 value 
•• v., •••• :Atll value 
~,you ... ..._. t.ow much you nm~.,..... co c:lw'lct.nze 10W" wortc ..mro. .. 
menc; do noc dlacrtbe.,...,.. • 10W" cwnnc poaldwo. 
l/U 
, Shanno 1nfOlmaticrl frllly . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 
2. E~ a U1Qll • ol val&M lhrcughoul the organizatlOn 1 
3. ~ 1ndividu1r1 ~ ........................... . ............. 1 
4 Having to# elCJ)eCt.llionl for~ . . . . .... , 
5. Having~ pay tar good~... . ....... 1 
6. Having • to# ..,., of ccnllict...................... . .. 1 
7. 0..1q,ii IQ fnlf'dl • wortc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. 1 
8. PrCMdlng ~ tcr '*'°"" grOINll"I ......... 1 
9 Reauinng long hOurs . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
, 0 Empl'lallZJng QUality . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .............. 1 
1 1 Confronting conflict directly . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. 1 
12. Having a guiding rTValOf'I . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
, 3. Slrelllrlg cal'llr deli llDPT*lt.................... . .............. 1 
i 4 PrOVldlng guidlnee to do a beftlt' Jct> . . . . ..... 1 
i 5. Providing QUllrty service to membel'S ... 
i 6 Meeting communrty needS 
, 7 Rewarding excelle1'1t penoimance 
• 
SU ' NOU 
2 3 
2 3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
so 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
VO 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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1 • v.., ~11k:llll1 value 
I a 1-. ..... •llUlnaill value 
I• ....... llHk i.11 W --alu:lllll value 
4 •II_.._. llllk 1111 value 
S • v.., llHk :11111 value 
vu SU NOU so VO 
18. Unpredicf.at)je . .. ....... 1 2 . 3 4 5 
19. lnnovatrve ...... 1 2 3 4 5 
20. RiSk taking 2 3 4 5 
21 Autonomous ...... 1 2 3 4 5 
22 Rule oriented ... 1 2 3 4 5 
2:3 People oriented . ..... t 2 3 4 5 
24 Demanding ......... 1 2 3 4 5 
25 Quick to respond to changing needS ..... 1 2 3 4 5 
26 Easygoing .1 2 3 4 5 
27 Fair .... 1 2 3 4 5 
28 Tolerant 2 3 4 5 
29. AdaP!abte to cnange . ...... 1 2 3 4 5 
30 Respectful of cutturai diverSl1y ............. 1 2 3 4 5 
31. Aggr9SSIVe 1 2 3 4 5 
32. Action onented ... ... 1 2 3 4 5 
33. Team onented .. ....................... .... 1 2 3 4 5 
34. ~ .... 1 2 3 4 5 
35 Achrevement oriented ...... 1 2 3 4 5 
36. D1StJnCtrveJdlfferent from OCl'lers ... 1 2 3 4 5 
37 Socially responSlble .... 1 2 3 4 5 
38 Results oriented .... 1 2 3 4 5 
39. Compet1trve ... 1 2 3 4 5 
40 Highly organized . ......... 1 2 3 4 5 
41 l!WONed tn the COITYTU'Hty .. ..... 1 2 3 4 5 
' 
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Defnosraphic Information 
The information below wiH be trMted confidentially; It is need9d to fofm groups tor INly9IS and to ll9nfy ltle effecmieness 
of our sampling procedure: ?lease cwcle the ~ runcer or fill in the blrik. 
Ethnic 
, male 
2. female 
Aqe __ _ 
background 1 Aslan-Amenctn 
2.Atncan-Amenctn 
3. H1spanlC/tatino 
4 NatlVe Amencanl.A.nieriearl Indian 
5 'Nhtte 
6 Other ?lease specify:---------------------
1 some l'llQh SChOOI 
2. htgf'l SCl'IOOI gradUate 
3. some COiiege 
4 lllOC*9'S ~ SChOOI 
s.~·sdeQrN 
6. some gradUate lll.ICliet 
7.~degree 
Nu'nber of full.lime. l)lofl ••. >. (.-rni:it) _,, ~ --
Number of full-lime. hOurty (~) stalf ~ ---
Qc:iera11ng budget of '/QJI . Circle one: 
1. Und9r s 320.001 
2. s 320.001 to 620.000 
3 s 620.001 to 1.000.000 
4. s 1.000.001 IO 2.500.000 
s. s 2.500.001 to e.000.000 
6. 56.000.001to12.700.000 
7. °* $12.700.000 
IS _1.~ 
_a br8fld'I of a~ · Is yos CQrl)Or8le on !he liSt of 
next pq?_2. Yea _ 3. No 
- 1. swigle. ,.... ITlll'ned - 3. single. widOw9d 
_ 2. swigle. divCrC«t or~ 
- 4. ITlll'ned 
My hQusehOld income IS m.- up of 
_ i my inCOme ~ _ 2. inc:omeS from two or more peoc:)ie 
How many cnlldren ~ are 1n 'JOA.II l"IOu9ehOld" _ 
IO 
on h bottOm of the 
Length ol seMC8 Wllh lhe _ Y'S 
Length ol ~ in yo.JI CIJfT9l'lt PolltlCn - Y'S 
Did yQJ Pll'!IC•pafe in 
_ 1.Yes _2.No 
Did yQJ wort< pan time tor a 
_ 1 Yes _2.No 
Did yQJ hold a non-ex9T1P1 JOb 1n lt'le 
_ 1 Yes _2.No 
HaV9 yQJ fNflt held a full-Ome poe111on OUlllde lt'le 
_ 1 Yes _2.No 
1-iav. yQJ ..... held • tulHime pcUiOr1 OIAlidlt the 
_1Y81 _2.No 
llU'nblr of people who rei::icn 10 yQJ -----
in ., W"m1 field'? 
Please return this~ in the~ enll9IOQe that C#T18 Wllh it 
It wdl go directly to lt'le SIUdy teem in the~ ol ~a Loyola University of Chicago. 
ust of 
Atlama 
Bosten 
Charlotte 
Chicago 
C1nc"1Nti 
ClevMrld 
Dallas 
Oelaws9 
Den\191' 
OeVOlt 
Hal1b-d 
Houllion 
Los Angeles 
Milw8uk-. 
~
NewYortc 
Phil9delptlia 
Pltllburgn 
Roctw 
St. PIUI 
St. LOUl8 
SantaCllra 
~Diego 
~ Fr*'1CllCO 
SMiie 
WarlYA iglan, O.C. 
II 
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Managerial Questionnaire: Phase I 
Staff Development Survey 
FebnJary 1993 
(122) 
"9w ..._ ....,._, you n MKad tor intormabon on "'fCU • p-. answer tor,... .....-..-. .. 
• .....,. and not tor you enure mevo °' ccrporare u.ocraticn °' tor the enore mowmeni. 
Staff' Members 
The~ d 1his MCllOn d the~ 18 to obml'I it1fol'TWliQ1 on wtwt lkill Wld ~ mel<e up your JOO. 
The will UM 1hts ~ in updating i1s TillrWlO pragrwTIS. The fir'lt J*t d this 9ICllOl'I aSkS you to 
respond to a_.. d ~ c:onc:emi ig MCh d 17 ~ d 9killl rid/Or ac:IMlil9 tl'W might enter into your JOO. 
The QU9StlOnS aaoc..a.d will ..:n llWl/8C1Mly categery will leek lb the ump1e Ql.-licnS lilted ~. 
At How - 1 ..... ii lhil stcilllKIMly tor ycu a.wret'lt Job? 
Not at All SamewNl F.ny 
1 2 3 
•t How ...... Hiit ~ ,_ ...... le JR .. 11 in lhil acMy OI UM lhil lkil wherl you Int beglri you 
current fQb'? 
Nell.- Rnly Occ:MicMlly Oftlr! Amolt Daily 
2 3 4 5 
C) How IN• I RllJ tie,_ •11119' • 1•11 in lhil KIMty OI UM lhil lkil in Vol ci.mnt )CO'? 
Neller Rnly OccMionllly Olt8rl Almost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
D, ....... hOw ..... nHr ..... ,_ .. le ...... in lhil acMy OI UM lhil skill in.., )CO'? 
Never Rlreiy OcCMICNlly Olt8rl Almost Daily 
2 3 . 4 5 
I) Whar iS ywr..,... ..... el ....... ..., •.....,concerning 1his skiWl!CtMty? 
lnadeQuate Bnly,t,deQI.- AdeQliate MorelhenAdeQuate 
1 2 3 ' 4 
P) Whal._. you ..... el ....... ..., •...,concerning lhil skill/K!Mty ..._'*-tor your curren1 JOO' 
lriadeql- Bnly ....... .. AdeQuate More then AdeQuale Proficient 
1 2 3 4 5 
GI Mair d my~ cy on 1his area CllTle from: (check no more lhen ll'VM) 
_ lcrrriml IChOcl edlabOn _ preY1CU1 lite (non"fOb) expenence 
- Pl'9WlUI JOO~ JOO expenence 
- formal on-1he-fQb ~ off-llte ll'Wlong 
- non- on.- nnno 
N. you cari .... the first SIX QU9StlOnl (A through F) ask you to resQOnd by circling a '11.tnbef on the fille-l)Olnt scale 
provided. The MllW1ltl ~ (G) -.s you to-. a cneck marll ,..xt to•_.. - ...._ careoor- wnere 
you feel you learned 0t Obta"'8d most of your ability 1n tt11s area. Please anSW9I' all .....,, QU9StlOnS for eacti of the 17 
sk11111act1V1ties listed on the following pages 
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•J What is your .....e...,.. el........._, • .mtr concerrung tn1s S1<1H/actMty? 
1naaequate Barely A08Quate A08Quate More tnan A08Quate 
2 3 4 
Proficient 
5 
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Fl What was your...,.. el...,....._, • 8lllMltJ concerning this Sk1ll/act1V1ty when 9*ed for your current 1ob? 
1nadeQuate Barely A08Quate A08Quate More than Aoequate Proficient 
2 3 4 5 
Q) Most of my competency 1n this area came from "(check no more than three) 
_ torma1 SCr"\001 education _ prevlOUs ttfe ~-JOb) exoer1ence 
_ previous 100 experience JOO excenence 
_ formal on-the-JOO tra1n1ng off-sne tra1n1ng 
_ non- off-site tra1n1ng 
3) Plennlnti end~ .............. • ow of 80tlen for Mlf ~.....,.to wompHsh 
• ...-111o ..... ........... ...,..o-dq .................................. ,...... ........ ..m.of 
,.,... .... end ... ,,...,.... ............. of NOOtlfOOO, eto. 
A) How ~ is this Sk1ll/act1vny tor your current Job? 
Not at All Somewnat Fairly 
2 3 
Very 
4 
Extremely 
5 
8) How fl'I 1111•ntlt ~ ,... o..-ot te ... ,, 1n !hrs actrvny or use this Skill when you hrst began yo-.;r 
current 100? 
· Never Rarely 
2 
Occasionally 
3 4 
Almost Daily 
5 
C) How 1 .. 11111nttw do,... .ma11r ...... 1n tt11s actrvny or use this Sk1ll 1n your current )Ob' 
Never Rarely Occasionally Often Almost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
Dt ,...., now ...... ...., weuN ,... •• te ...... ·,n this act1v1ty or use this skill 1n..., 1ob' 
Never Rarely Occasionally Olten Almost Da1iy 
2 3 4 5 
., What IS your ..... ...,.. .. ....... WY - tlllfJlllty concerning mrs Skrll/actrvrty? 
1naaequate Barely AdeQuate AdeQuate More than Aaeouate 
1 2 3 4 
Proflcrenr 
5 
F) What was your...,.. of .......-w • 8ltlllty concerning this sk1ll/act1v1ty _..... 9*ed for your current roe.., 
1na08Quate Barety AdeQuate Adeciuate More than Aaequate Proficient 
2 3 4 5 
GI Most of my competency 1n tn1s area came from (Check no more than three> 
_ tormal scl'IOOI education _previous 1rte tnon·,ob) excerrence 
_ prevlOUs JOO experience 100 excerrence 
_ iormat on-tne-JOD tra1n1ng off-site tra1n1ng 
non off-site tra1n1ng 
4 
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4t.,.. a.. MOClvatlftw _.....to worll t•1•lller to,...._ ...... Mttlne ._a oHp.,8tlve 
... ...,,., .......... w ................................... . 
At How ............. is ttus sk1ll/actMty for yo.ir current JOb' 
Not at Ail Somewhat Fairly 
2 3 
Very 
4 
Extremety 
5 
•t How frl lllUlnllr .. rou ·~ to ....... 1n ttus acnvlty or use ttus skill wl'len you first began yeur 
current Job' 
Never Rarely 
2 
Occasionally 
3 4 
Almost Da11y 
5 
Ct How fr1.,1ntty do rou _....., ....... rn this act!Vlty or use this skill 1n your current JOb' 
Never Rarefy Occasionally Often Almost Daily 
1 2 3 4 5 
DI.......,,. hOw ,,.., •• W...W JOU .. to ...... 1n this activity ex use this sk1ll 1n _, ioo' 
Never Rarely Occasoialty Often Almost Dally 
2 3 4 5 
•>What IS yo..ir ........ ..,,., .. ........ y., ~ Concemtng lh•S skilVactJVlty? 
lnaaeQuate Barely AdeQuate AdeQuat9 More than AdeQuate 
2 3 4 
Prot1c1ent 
5 
I') What was your lewl el ..._.tol•Y ., ~concerning this skdVactMty wlleft '*-I fa yo.Jr current 100? 
lnaaeQuate Barely AdeQUate AdeQI iate More tl'lan AdeQuate Proficient 
2 3 4 5 
Gt Most of my competency 1n this area came from: (check no more than three) 
_formal SChoOI edUCabOn 
_ prevteus )Ob experience 
_ formal on-me-,ob training 
_ non- off-site trairung 
_ pr9\llOUS life (non-j()b) experience 
!Ob experience 
off ·Site training 
I) ............... ...._ .,..... wlllt.....,. In• cupasatl" way,llst.,..tootllers' idea .. 
.............. .............. ,... ... m.. ... ....... ~ .... 
At How ............. is this SkllVactMty for your current )Ob' 
Not at All Somewl'lat Fairly 
2 3 
Very 
4 
Extremely 
5 
•I How,,..,,...., .. rou ·~ to ....... 1n lh1s activity ex use this Skill when yo.i first oegan your currenr 
iob' 
Rarely 
2 
Occasionally 
3 
Often 
4 
Almost Daily 
5 
C) How,,..,,....,. do ,... _...., ....... in ttus actMty or use this skdl in your current JOb' 
Never Rarely Occasionally Often Almost Dally 
2 3 4 5 
s 
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Dt ....... hOw ... • I ... _.., ,... a. .. 1111•11 in thiS llCtMty OI' use lhil Skill tn _,pt:,? 
Never FWeiy Occaianelly Often Almost Dally 
2 3 4 5 
I) What IS 'fCAJI ......a ........ 1..._1'9llcr •..., concemtng lhlS SkdVectMty? 
lnadeQuate S.e1y ~ AdeQumle More than AdeQuate 
2 3 4 
'>What was yo.Jr....., ., • •••••~ • ....._ conceming this lkill/llCtMty ..._. .._. fOI' yo.;r current ioo? 
lnadeQuate Barety AdeQI late AdeQuate More than AdeQuate Profieient 
2 3 4 5 
••Most of rT'rf comoetei 'IC'f in thiS area came from: (Cheek no men than ltne) 
- fom'lll scnoot educabCn 
_ prtMOUS )Ob experience 
- formal on-tne;ob trairWlg 
- non- olf-lltl 11'.nng 
- previous life (ncn-fQb) eJCPet ienCe 
)Ob PP8111111Ce 
olf-tllllnintng 
., ............... 01 ........ ,,,...... ...........,, n I ....... , ................... .... 
....................................... ,,,....,....... ..... ,. ....... .............. 
...... ir. .... 
AJ How - I ff•1 I ia lhil llcilll8dMly fer '(OJI ~ Jct)? 
Not at All ~ Feirty 
2 3 
Very 
4 
Extremety 
5 
•J How IN• 1 Hlllt ., ,... .....- te ...... in this activity OI' use lhil skill When yo.; first beg8r1 yo.;r 
current JOb? 
Never Rsely Occasionally Olten Almost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
C, How fN .. 11111r • ,... Mtl ••Ir ... ,, 1n this activity OI' use lhlS 9kill in your current )Ob? 
Never Rsely Occasionally Often Almost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
D) .....,, hOw ..... 1 lllJ-*,... a.• ...... 1n thtS ac:tMty OI' use thrs skiH in..., pt:,? 
Never Rsely Occaaicnally Often Almost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
I) What iS 'fOJI...,.... ..... ., .. .,,._IC,., alllltv concemrng this skilVac:tivtty? 
lnadeQuate S.ety AdeQI • AdeQuate More than AdeQuate 
1 2 3 4 
Proficient 
5 
'>What W9a yo.s....., ., 11.,1'9llcr • __, conceming lhlS skill/activity..._ .._. for your current JOb? 
tl'\dQUMI Barely AdeQI *' AdeQuate More than Adequate Proficient 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q) Most al rT'rf ~in thiS.,.. came front (ctieck no more than three) 
- famal SCl'lOOI eduCeon - pr8VIOUS life (non.,ob) ~ 
- previous )Ob expenence 'Pb·~· 
_ tamal on·tne-)Ob training oft·srt• trUling 
_ non· oft-sne training 
• 
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7)Deu1l111._..el~Y--1F111M1•11l111lnl .................... 111ot...._,_. 
...................................................................................... Jelle. ..... 
............................................. 
A) How .....,..... is this slcill/9Ctlvlly for yo.x current rob' 
Not at All Somewt1at Flirty 
2 3 
Very 
4 
•t How,.. .. , lllr ~ ,... •...-ct te ...... 1n this activity or use this Sl<ill wnen ya.i first began yoor 
current rob' 
Never Rarely 
2 4 
A1rrOst Dally 
5 
Cl How ...... ....,•,_. •t..., .... ,, 1n thiS activity or uee this llUll in yo.x current roo' 
Never Rarely Occasicnally Often AlmoSt Dally 
2 3 4 5 
Dt ....,, hOW "' .. ,...., ......., ,... a. te ...... in thlS activity or use thiS 9kitl in.., fOb' 
Never ~ Occ:allCIMlly Often AlmoSt Daily 
2 3 4 5 
I) WNl is ycu......a ....... I I 11111It.IQ • ..,conc:eminQ1Ns lkill~ 
IMdeql- a.iv Mio• Adlell• Men 1hen .Ad9QI• 
1 2 3 4 
., WNl was yo.JI...,..., • ••• •h•aJ •__,concerning this~..._ MIM for yr:u current ioo? 
I~ a.iv Mio• Adlell• More lhln .Ad9Qliate Proficient 
1 2 3 4 5 
0) Most of my comQefllnCY 11'1 U'lis ... C#nl from: (Check no more lhal'l ltlree) 
_formal Sd'COl ecluCatiCn _ pr9\llOUS life (l"IOn-JOb) experience 
- preYIOUS yob 9XJ)9iiel IC8 fOb ~
- formal on-ltle-tCt> bWWIO ·- off-sate training 
_non off-Site ninr'lg 
l)CNlllMlyt .................... ..._lnwett&........,.......__ 
••How 111111 ,.._.it lhl ~for ycu current Job? 
Not at All Somewl'llll Fairly 
2 3 
IJ91y 
4 
Extremely 
5 
81 How fr1 .. 1 ..., ~ ,_ ...,... te ..... ,, 1n this activity or uee this slQll when ya.i first bega'1 your 
Cl.INnl ,ab? 
Never ~ Occuon.llly Often Almost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
C) How 111 .. 1 nllr • ,_ MtlMllw ... ,, 1n th11 activity or uee thiS skill in ycu ci.mnt jab? 
Never Rnty Occuicnally Often AlmoSt Daily 
2 3 4 5 
7 
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Dt NMllr. howtN11111111J ~ ,_ a. to ....... 1n thlS activity or use thlS sl<ill 1n.., JOb' 
Never Aarety Occasionally Often AlmOst Dally 
2 3 4 5 
I) "Mlat is your ...... level_, ...... ._, Oil 9lllr concemtng thlS skilVactMIY' 
lnadeQUate Barely AdeQulle AdeQuafe Mere than Adequate 
, 2 3 4 
I') What was your level ., ......... , ., 9lllr concemng this lkilVactivily .._. '*-d for yoor current JOO' 
lnadeQuate Barely AdeQuate AdeQuale More than Adequate Proficient 
2 3 4 5 
Gt Most of my competency 1n this area came from: (checil no more lhln three) 
_ formaJ schOOI education _ ?'9'llClUS life (non-tot>l eXQenenee 
_ prev10Us !Ob experience JOb eXQenenee 
_ formaJ on-in.10e training oft·llte tr81ning 
- non-YMCA Off·srte training 
9t Ne1e ............ c.nlllol lleH•rtleftl ........ to ....... IWl.lllm MtwW ...... ,_ ....... 
................... ,.. ..... me. .................... ,...... .... 00 .... ll..........,,.., 
............................ to ........ 1,t:llH, .... 
A) How ........... is this skilVectMty tor your current Job? 
Not at All Somewhat Fairly 
2 3 
Very 
4 
Extremely 
5 
8) How ............ ~ ,_ e..-ct to ....... in this actMty or use thlS Slcill wnen yoo first began your 
current jOO' 
Never Rarefy 
2 
Occasoially 
3 
Often 
4 
Almost Daily 
5 
C) How 1N1111nttw • ,_ edUellr ....... 1n this activity or use this slull 1n yoor current JOb' 
Never Rarefy Occasionally Often Almost Daily 
2 3 ' 4 5 
D) NMllr now 1N11111111J wouM ,_a. to ....... 1n this activity or use this sl<itl 1n _,!Ob' 
f'W.ler Rarefy Occasionally Often Almost Dally 
2 3 4 5 
., "Mlat is yoor ...... level., .... , ... , • 9lllr concerning thlS sl<llVactivtty? 
lnadeQUate Barely Adequate Adequate More than AdeQuate 
1 2 3 4 
I') What was your level., .... , ... ,., --.V concerning this SlulVacuvity .._. '*-d for yoor current 1ob' 
lnadeQuate Barety Adequate Adequate More than AdeQuale Proficient 
1 2 3 4 5 
••Most of my compeiency 1n this area came from: (cneck no more than three) 
_ formal schOOI education _ previous life (ncn-jOb) experience 
_ prev10Us jOO exoenence JOb eXQenenee 
_ formal on-me-ioo tra1111ng off·Slte training 
_ non ott-sne tra1n1ng 
• 
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10) lu•psllCltt ~ lllr1lll1M ....... NOi ....... ....., .... -'111111._ Ill ....... •WWIJeillt, 
.................................... ,.... ....................... •11l1l1n. .... 
At How ............. is thia Si<lll/ICtivity fer yQ:I current Job? 
Not at All Somewnal Fairly 
2 3 
•I How fr1 .. 1 nllW • ,.. ._.. lo ...... in this activity a'* this Skill when~ first began ~r 
current JOb? 
Never Rarely · Occa&IOl'\llly Often Almost Daily 
2 3 . 4 5 
Cl How frl ..... m ,... •tmllr ....... in this activity OI ~this lkill in yQ:I cumint job? 
Never Rarely Occasionally Often AJmost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
DI....,, hoW fN• •nllr W9UM,... .. lo ....... in this activity OI ~ lhi& Skill in_, job' 
,....,.. Rarely OccallClnlily Often Almost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
., Whir IS yQ:I .............. .......... , .. ...,·~this lkillhlc1ivily? 
lntdlQl ia Bnly AdeQl im AdeQI • Mont ltWI AdlQl.llfll 
, 2 3 4 
l'J Wl'lll ._.'/QI ..... ., a •Alli llJMJ •...,ca ICelTlll IQ lhia lllciPJldMty ..... llll'M fa ywr current JOb' 
liiedeql • BlrllV AdeQI • AdeQI • Mont ltWI AdeQI .- Proficient 
1 2 3 4 5 
•t Most cl mv ~icy in this.,.. c.rie lrcm: (ctlllCk no men ltWI three) 
- form.I sc:tm educllliCn - pnlYIOUI lif9 (ncn-job) e>q»nence 
- pr9\llOUS JOb 9"'*• ICe JOb 91CP91• IC8 
- formal on-cne-,ob tr.nng ott..- nnng 
- non- ott .... lrar.ing 
11) llalalL I,_ welll •IMlliae lo - ah 111• llllewtllll11 .......... ~ .......... 
.,.... ,,., "c- •'1111R1o,_-. .... 
Al How•• ,..... is this~ lor '/QI current ,00? 
~•M ~ Flirty 
1 2 3 
81 How fN ... nllJ - ,_ •JlllMt lo IRllll in this activity OI ~this Skill when ~ first begW'i ~ 
Curl'Wlt job? 
.... Rarely OccallOMlly Often Alrnoet Daily 
2 3 4 5 
C) How IN ... n llW • ,_ .e 1111 •PAI• in this activity Ot ~this lkill in ywr Cl.n'ent job? 
.... Rarely ~ °""' Almost Deity 
2 3 4 5 
' 
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DJ.....,. now r.1 .,,...., weuM ,... .. to ...... 1r. this actMty or use this sklll 1n _,JO()? 
Never Rarefy Occasionally Otten AlmoSt Dally 
1 2 3 4 5 
I) What is your...,.......,.. el~ • ...., concerning lh1S Skill/actMly? 
lnadeQUate Barely AdeQuate AdeQuate More than AdeQuate 
1 2 3 4 
Proficient 
5 
F) What was yCXJr lewel el .......... , or....., concerning thlS SkllflacotMty .._. ...., fOf yQ.Jr current pb? 
lnadeQuate Barely AdeQuate AdeQuate More than AdeQuate Proficient 
1 2 3 4 5 
QI Most of my competency 1n tnis area came from: (check no more than three) 
_ formal schOO edueatton _ previous lite (non-,ob) experience 
_ previous job expenence job expenence 
_ formal on-lhe;otl training oft·• tranng 
_ non· otl·Slte tra1n1ng 
11) U-.. T .... 111..,,,... lllHlllo KMwt111i111 ..... h t111ut1lee ,..,._In,......_ ...... 
.......................................................... Jd; .... 
Al How .....,._. JS lhlS Skitl/actMty for your current JO()? 
Nol at All Somewhat Fairly 
2 3 
Very 
4 
Extremely 
5 
81 How,...,, ..... ., ,... •..-ot to ..... ,, 1n this activity or use this skill when you first began your 
current JOb' 
Never Rarefy 
2 
Otten 
4 
AlmoSt Daily 
5 
CJ How fr•.,,...., • ,... •b.1111J ..... ,, 1n this act11/lty·or use ttus sklll in your current JOO' 
Never Rarefy 0cc8SO'lally Otten AlmoSt Daily 
2 3 4 5 
Dt ~ how,...,, ..... weuM,... .. to ....... 1n this activity or-use this Sklll 1n _,JOO' 
Never Rarefy Occasionally Often Almost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
I) What is your...,.... lewel el WllP•tw'r •...,concerning 1t11s Sk11Vactiv1ty7 
Inadequate Barety Adequate AdeQuate More than AdeQuate 
1 2 3 4 
Proficient 
5 
F) What was your lewel el .... , ..... , or..-, concerning tt'llS Skill/activity.._. ...., for your current JOb' 
1nadeQUat1 8wety AdlQuate AdeQuate More ttian AdeQuate Proficient 
1 2 3 4 5 
QJ Most ot my competency 1n trltS area came from (check no more than tt'lree) 
_formal schOOI eduCatlOn _previous life (non-J()bl expenence 
_ prevlOUS JOO expenence JOO expenence 
_ formal on-t!'le-tOb training off-Site training 
_ non- off-Site tra1n1ng 
10 
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131 ...... AHlftiwe aftlll IRll1,1ndellll: ......... ,_ W'e • 11111111 ....... llHlle8fY, t.Mlnt 
........ to .............. MyolNI ................................. . 
Al How ........,.. is tt11s Skdl/actJvity tor yoyr current JOb' 
Not at All Somewtiat Fairly 
2 3 
Very 
4 
Extremely 
5 
•t How ff1 .,,...., ~ ,_, ....... to ....... 1n thts actMly or use ttus skill when you first began your 
current !OD' 
Never Rarely Occas1ona11y Often Almost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
CJ How,.,.,,...., do ,_, _....... ....... 1n this actMty or use thiS skill in yo.x current iOb' 
Never Rarety Oceastonally Olten Almost Dally 
2 3 4 5 
DJ....,, now,,..,,...., wouM ,_, .. to ....... 1n this activity or use !his skill in.., iOb' 
Never Rarely ~ Olten . Almost Dally 
2 3 4 5 
S) What is yoyr .......a level el •...-.way• .-V concaming thlS SkilVactMty' 
lnac:lequate S.ety ~ AdeQl iate Men tl'lln AdeQI late 
1 2 3 4 
I') 'Miat wa 'fOJI level el .......... , • .-V concaming thlS stcilll..:tMly .._. ..... for yo.Jr currenr iOO' 
1"8deQuale Barely AdeQl*9 AdeQl iate Men tl'lln Adequate Proficient 
1 2 3 4 5 
GJ Most of my c~ency in !hiS area came from: (cheek no more ttlan three) 
_formal scl'IOOI eduCatlOn _ pr9Y10US life (non100) experience 
_ pr9VIOUS )Ob expenence JOb expenence 
_ formal on-the-j()O tra1r11ng off-Site training 
_ non- off-site training 
141Cll•nt.1Cec•......,.............. ............ ... ............ ..................... of 
........... ...,, .......... , ............. ,., .. • ............... ........ ,..,,actioM 
................ , ......... .,.... .. .............. to .......... .,, ... . 
AJ Mow ..._,,.... is thlS Skill/..:tMly fer ycu current JOb? 
Not at All Somewhat Fairly 
1 2 3 
Very 
4 
Extremely 
5 
a) Mow IN.,, Illy ~ ,_, •Jl(MOI to ....... 1n tnis 8ciMly or use !his sl<lll ""*' yoy first began yoyr 
current icX>' 
Never Occasacnelty 
3 4 
Almost Daily 
5 
C) Mow ffe .,, nt1f do v- eat •Ir ....... 1n this actMly or use thlS SIQll in 'fOJI current JOb' 
Never Rarely Occastonally Olten Almost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
II 
DtNMlly. howfN••• 111J __..,.. .. te ...... 1ntl'lisactMtyoruselhisSklllin..,JOb' 
Never Rarely Occasionally Olten Almost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
It What is yQX ........ lewl el~., 9lltr concerning this skilllactMty' 
tnat1eQIJate Barely Adequate Adequate More than Adequate 
1 2 3 4 
Proticient 
5 
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,, 'Mlat was yOA.Jr...,.. el •-.......Cr ., ~ conceming this skilVactivlty .._. '*-tor yoor current ioo' 
tnadeQuate Barely AdeQuate Adequate More ttwl Adequate Proficient 
1 2 3 4 5 
Gt Most ot my competency 1n this area came from (cheek no more than three) 
_formal school edUCallOn _ pr9Y!OUS life (non-tOb) expenence 
_ previous JOb experience JOb eiq:ienence 
_ formal on-tne-JOb training off-site trairWlg 
_ non- olf-sne tr.,lnQ 
At How • •rUlll is tl'lia skilllactMty tor ywr current Job? 
Not at Alt Somewnat F.ny 
2 3 
Very 
4 
Extremely 
5 
8t How r.1 .. I lllJ ~ ... ·~ le ..... in this activity Of use !his llQM when you first beglr'I yQJ1 
current JOb' 
Never Rarely Occuonally Oft., Almost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
Cl How fr• ... ...., ,. ,.. 90tl •llV ...... 1n thrs actMty or use tl'lis skiN in your current JOb' 
Never Rarely OccasionaHy Olten Almost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
DI NMlly. how ..... ,...., weuW,.. a. le .... ,, in ttus actMty or use this skill in.., JOb' 
Never Rarely Occasionally Oflen Almost Dally 
2 3 4 5 
11 'Mlat 1~ your ........ ...., el .....-..acr • 9lltr concerning this sk1tVac?Mty' 
lnadeQuate Blrely AdeQI aace AdeQuate More than Adequate 
1 2 3 4 
Proficient 
5 
,, What was your...,.. el ..... ...,.,...., concerning tl'llS skitVactMty .._.'*-for yOA.Jr current JOO' 
tnadeQu819 Bere1y AdeQuate AdeQuate More than Adequate Proticient 
1 2 3 4 5 
Gt Most a my comc:ietenCY in !his•• cwne from (cheek no more thin tl'lree) 
_ 1orma1 schOOI eduCa1ICn _ prevlOUS life (ncn-JC)b) eiq:)erienee 
_ previous JOb expenence JOb experience 
- formal on-tne-JC)b training off-site training 
_ non- off-Site training 
12 
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1 .................. 11.., ............................ ., ............... .......... 
.............. 
A) How ......_.. is this sKill/actMty tor yo.Jr C\Jn'n Job? 
Not at All Somewnat Fllf1y 
2 3 
VfKY 
4 
81 How"• .. ,....., ., JeU •.-ct te ..... 1n ltlis activity <Y use this Skiff wnen \l'OU first began 'IOJI 
current jOb? 
Never Rarely OccasioNlly · Often Almost Dally 
2 3 4 5 
Cl How"• .. , nlllt do JeU •IU•IJ ..... in ltlis actillltY a UM 1hi8 skill in yo.Jr Cllrent jOb? 
Neve< Rarely OcC8SIClMlly Often Almost Darty 
2 3 4 5 
Dt....., how lr• .. •RllV weullll,... a. te ..... ,n t!'1ls actMty <Y use t!'1ls Skill in.., tob' 
Never Rarely Occaaiclnallv Often Almost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
I) 'Mlal IS yo.Jr .............. etf I ........... , - ......, coraming ltl• skitl/acttvity? 
lnade0 *8 S.ely 4.deQI .- AdlQI • More !Nin "deqlJ8le 
1 2 3 4 
., 'Mlal was ycu...,.. etl 1 ,.., •••r •....., ccnceming 1hi8 skilll.aillity .._. llllM tor yo.JI current ioc? 
lnadlQuate a.eiy Ad9ql- Adlql- More tNln Adequate Proficient 
1 2 3 4 5 
GI Most ot my com(l8tenCy in 1tlla ... c.me ffOm: (cneck no more !Nin three) 
_ formal SCnool educatiOn _ pr9Y10US life (non-j()b) expenence 
_ previous ioo expenence !Ob expenence 
- formal on-ttie;oo tranng off-Site training 
_ non- off-site training 
AJ How ... I ftall IS this skilllllCtivily ftlr yCAJt current Job? 
Not at All Somewtlal Fairly 
2 3 
Very 
4 
Extremely 
5 
•t How Ir• ... nllr ., ,... •.-ct te •11111 in this ac1Mty <Y uae lt'lts skiff wnen \l'OU first began \l'OU' 
Currlnt/(11:)? 
,.__ Rarely OcC8llONllly Olten Almost Daily 
2 3 4 5 
Cl How.,, .. ,...., do ,... ..., • ., ...... ,. in ltlll lciillity a use lhil ~ in ycu C1ITenl )Ob? 
Never Rarely OccallOrlllly Olten Amoat Dally 
2 3 4 5 
13 
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DI...., how ..... ,...., --*,_,lb te ...... in lhls actlVity <:x use lhts s1c111 in_, fOb? 
Never Rarely Occasionally Olten AlmoSt Daily 
2 3 4 5 
•)What IS yoJT ............ of u-.9lel10Y er....., conceming lhts Slcill/actMty? 
lnadeQuale Barely AdeQuate .A.deQuale More ltW'I AdeQuate 
1 2 3 4 
F) What was '/OJf ...._. ol .......... , er ....., c:oncemtng !his slQll/ectivity ...... '*'9d f<:x your current 1ob' 
lnadeQuate Barely AcleQuate AdeQuare More ltW'I AdeQuate Proficient 
1 2 3 4 5 
Gt Most ot my competency in !his area came from: (cheek no more~ ttne) 
- formal SChOOI edueatJOn - pr9YOJ& life (ncn-iob) 8xpetl8nCe 
_ pr8YIOU$ fOb experience fOb experience 
- formal on-lhe-jOb training off-1119 training 
- non- oft·Slte nltWlg 
........... .., ....................................... ,.... ....... .... 
.......... , ............ -...... . 
.................... ..,., ................................ .... neorN.., ... In 
....... ,... ........... ., ... ~ 
............ .., ..... .,,.... .......... ,.., weuld .......... 
w .... .,..., ....... .., ....................... . 
14 
............. -(c1rc1e one) 1 •yes 
....... ..., ... ., ...... 0 ............ 0 ...... , 
2 •no 
... ..., ., _ ~,.., .... ,...... ··~ .. -............... --..... , (circle one) 1 •yes 2 •no 
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If ~ responded ...,.... to the IDOl.'e QUeStion. ~ely what perCSttage ot the people ~ SUpeMSe are licensee! 
or certified? _ % 
Do ~ feel lt'llt a COiiege degree iS necessary to perform yax jOb? 
(circle one) 1 •yes 2 • no 
When I ~ wcr1w'lg far !he I planrWd 10 build ""I~ tw.. (circle !he~ nunber) 
Slrongly Oi1aQr91 Oilagr9I Nelll'llf Agee nor OilaQr9I Agr9I Slrongly Agee 
1 2 3 ' 5 
At lhiS paint in ..,._, 11911 ht I am building ""I~• !he (circle !he~ rvnber) 
Slrongly ClillVw OilaQr9I ~Agee nor OilaQr9I AQr9I Slrongly Agee 
1 2 3 ' 5 
""1 ~11 l*t ol lf'V jab I"- I'.- would be ill~~. (circle lhl ~ rvnber) 
Slror91 ClillVw ClillVw ~ Ag9e nor o.gr. Agee Slrongly Agree 
1 2 3 ' 5 
,.... ................. rlalt ... ,_ ........ ,.., ................... ..... 
, ........ -
IS 
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For each ot the statements below. Circle !he l'8IPCJ'* wtliCh belt ~ the ~ ID wtliCh )Q.I .gre8 wiltl the 
staUlment, using !he ICM below: 
t ....... DIH!llM 
l•Dlll ... .. 
a • .....,.. 
..... 
..... ...., ... 
SOON ASA 
haYe beccrre mere similar ........... 1 2 3 4 5 
2. Since 1 begarl worlcllQ ror !he my delire to find a full.lime ;oo wilt! a dlllnnt ~ nu 
Increased dramallelllly. . ................................................................................................................... . 
..1 2 3 4 5 
*-- I bllil'lle in ila gomll ............................................. 1 2 3 4 5 
.. 12345 
5. I ii.... not redy 1twgtlt ~ QUilling blA wculd be Of*'! 1IO leM'lg !he if !he lil1'C ...,,.....,. 
came alOng ..................................................................................................................................................... 1 2 3 4 5 
6. If I deClded ID IM'A ~jot>• !he 
........................................................... 1 2 3 4 5 
19 incrllll d drlrT.iiallly. . ....................................... 1 2 3 4 5 
tne~f\'cmnow ..................................................................... 1 2 3 4 5 
1 o. If the vaa.s of this organiUlicrl were dlhrenl. I wculd not be • COit ii inld 1IO my job ................................ 1 2 3 4 5 
11. Myworkatlhe mcMmlnt ii~·· ........... 1 2 3 4 5 
12. I give the no men 1han !he amouir of work ttiev pay me far ............................................................. 1 2 3 4 5 
......................................................... 1 2 3 4 5 
14 In order to adllanCe M lhe .. 1 2 3 4 5 
ID my frilndl. I decibe it • a grllllt pl9ce to wont. ........................... . ... 12345 
16. My 8111Chm111t eo hi OfQll~ ii bMed primarily on the limillrilY between my J)lf'ICnaf ll8fueS 
and 1tlOle of 1tle OI QI! mlllOI t. ................................................................................................... · .. · ........ . .. 1 2 3 4 5 
17. My priv9le vieWI of 1he .,. dilf9rer1I f\'cm 1tue I ~ l)Ytllicty .................................................. 1 2 3 4 5 
18. R9lher hr! being "jult an~." I '-I lhM. in a rM1 --· lhil ii ~ orgltliDliOn ............................. 1 2 3 4 5 
19. I inter hi~ to Olhlta *--of hi Vllll.- it ltlnds far ...................................................... 1 2 3 4 5 
.................... ······ 1 2 3 4 5 
21. My Idea about how ID dO my wcrk .. ~a fair '-1ng ..... ................... 1 2 3 4 5 
22.My QN9S me tnCUgh tlexibilil'y in IChecluling my work hourS .................................. . . .. 1 2 3 4 5 
23 Working at tne petmtS ft to ii.... more ccruct Wllh my children 1han WCUld be pcmible 
WlthOlher~.. .. ........ .......... .... .. . . . 1 2 3 4 5 
" 
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Job Satisfaction Questionnaire 
The purpose ol !hiS pcrlJOrl ot ll'le UllflV is to give ycu a ctwice to 1911 bQw yqy fMI eta, ygyc qncn !QO wtiat things 
ycu .,. salJstied Wiiii. llid wt\91 lfMnga ycu .. not Ulllfied Wllh. 
On ll'le baSIS ot yoor answers and inc. ol lhouundl ot octw ~ ac:rou ll'le nallOn. we hoQe to get a better under· 
stnMg ot tne lhlngl ~ ljkl IDQ Q!a!Mt fM '[ lt!tW !!Q 
Below. ycu will find WI• 118 lbCiut yoAI present jOb. 
• Read eect1 wnent cnf\Jlly. 
· Decide bQw Sl!!!fiec1 YOU fMI •QQ ¢ !ht "£*'t gt ygur "*1 delctibed by ll'le sr.ter1 lelit. 
Keeping the Wne.'lt in mind: 
·Circle t (..,. ••I 1t111M) if ycu feel !hat '/OAI jOb gNel ycu au;ti • !r'wn 'AJ •mgted 
• Circle I ( •1 lliltlM) if ycu ,_. 1hat yoor jOb OM18 ycu - !1WJ yqy •mp ""'· 
• Circle I (......_ ........., w •11 llaftM) if '!OJ CNlOQI a#I \&! ygyc CT11'1Q whether or not yoor )Ob gives you 
what ycu expected. 
· Circle 4 (........., if ycu feel that yo.JI jOb gives ycu wbaf YOU eygw;tert 
·Circle I c ... .........., if ycu feet that yoor jOb gNeS '/OJ !IR'! !IWJ YOU""'*"" 
Remembei . keep ll'le wnenr in mind wnen deCidinO bQw M'ietlr1 YOU IM! ebca « !bit •rw:t gt yqyr iQC? Do this tor all 
srar.menca. Plew .,..,,.. tmlt item. a. rm m l'Xlr# GNe a tru1 J)ICMe of yoor •inQs acour yoor W!MO! !OQ 
Ask ycuraelf,"How Ulilfied am I Wllt1 hl-.:>eCt of my jOb?" 
t • r am..,. •• ,..,.,.... Wllt1 hi MS>eCt ot my jOb 
I • I lfTI C 1 ti •le" Wiit! lhiu1pect of my jOb 
I• 1.---...... wl'leltllr I am 8*fied Wllt1 this~ ol my jOb 
4• lam I II 11 .. wilh ... MQeCtofmyf(lb 
a • I lfTI ... I 11'11 I II With N MS:*t of my fCb 
VO 
1 Betng able to keer:> buly all !!'le lime .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ...... 1 
2. The CIWICe to wet1c alOt1e on my jOb . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. ...................... 1 
3. The cnanc. to dO dill9rent lhtnQI from bme to trne ............................... 1 
4. The cnanc. to be "ICITlllbOdy" in tne c:cnmnty ................................... 1 
s. The way my bCllll twldlel hil or her people .. . .. . ......... , .. .. .. .. .. . . ..... 1 
6 The compe191 ic» of my~ in meklng deCISlonS ....................... 1 
7 Betng able IC dO lhlngl 1hat don't go egllr'9I my ccnacience ....... . ..... 1 
.. ... 1 8. The way my jOb IJ(Olidll b -.sy ~ ..... . 
9 The cnanc. to do tNngl b OllW people ......... . .. ....... 1 
10 The ctwce IC 1911 people W'1a llO do ....... .. .............. 1 
11. The ctwce llO do IQn'llllhil IQ'* ,,... i.e d my abilities ......... 1 
12. The way~ poliCiel .. put inlO ~ ........ . .. . .. . . ..... . ......... 1 
13. My psy and !he lrncu'll of WCfk I do .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . ................... 1 
14. The cn.nc. for~ on 1hil tcb .. . 
15. The frMdom IO~ my own )Udgmenf .............. .. 
16. The ctwlC8 to ry my own ITllll'IOCtl of doing the JOO .. 
17 The woNlg calCliliCll• .............................. .. 
.......... ········· ........ 1 
................ 1 
.. ......... 1 
.... 1 
18 The way my ~get along Wllh MCl'I OllW . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. ... 1 
19 The prlll98 I get for doing a good jOb .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .......... 1 
20 The f9eling of~ I get from the fCb ....... .. ................. 1 
17 
0 co s 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
vs 
5 
s 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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Orpnizational Values Inventory • Section I 
llTl()OtUlnt or~ vlluee mlY be ~ 1n 1Me tam of norms or Shared expectatiol 1& ~ what is lf'nPC)fW!t. 
now to benalle. or what mllllUdll n  • work. Using 1Me IOliowlng scale, piMle lndicme tne degree to wfitch 
'/OJ !Ml tne following orglnlZllllCNll v11uee .,.. ctwactenstle llQeCts of tne at wncn '/OJ work. When rating tne 
org111lzatJOMI ~. 1hink of tne ~for wncn '/OJ work or tne ~ 11 Wiii'! wfitch '/OJ new tne most 
1meracoon. Some of 1Me IWt'1I mlY...,, somewhat general or vague. OUt PleMe ll'y to answer 8llCtl item as best you 
can The response COdllS r1nge from 1 (wry uncnarlic:tenstic of my ) to s (llflfY ctwactenstic ol my ) 
Please ClfCle trie l'U\'1ber CCfT98Pol lding to your answer. 
t•Very .............. 1aoofmy 
1.1 ..................... ofmy 
~ ••• ..._.._,....,,,, .. nor~ofmy 
.... _ .................... olmy 
S •Very ...._111111111 of my 
....,,,.,...., JOU_.. CID 1111 Cl .. ,..... 
,..... .. 
1. SNnng •lflom'mliOn frMly ....................................................................... 1 
2. ~a lir-.gle Ml of~~ h Ofglf1IDllOn .............. 1 
3. ~indMdull'lrtgntl ................................................................. 1 
4. H9v1nQ tow exf*~ •for pertmwa .............................................. 1 
s. Having nign pay for good "*'°'"•a ................................................. 1 
6. Having • tow ~ of conllic:t ...................... " .............................. " ......... 1 
7. Dewtoptng friends at work .................................................................... 1 
8. PrtMdlng ~for per'IClnll growth . .... ......... ..... . .................. 1 
9. ~long hOln .............................................................................. 1 
10. QUalily.. ......................................... . . . ....... 1 
11 Confrol1t1110 conflict direc:tly ................................................................ 1 
12 Having a guiding IT.al .......................................... . 
13 Stressing carw d• .. lopmeitt.................................. .. ... 1 
14 PrOl/ldlng gucsance to dO a tieu.qob .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . ...................... 1 
1 S PrOl/ICllng QU9lity a.111C1 10 ,,,...,... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 1 
16 Meell'lg corrmnlY,.... ...................................... . 
17 Reww'ding elCClllent perlolmm a .......................................... . 
18 \JI~ ...................... .. 
191~ ....................................... .. 
20 Rilit '*"'O 
21 Aulonomoul ....................................... . 
22. RUie oriented 
23. Peooie or*1l9d . 
24~ .. 
25 Quick to retQOnd to d'langlng needl .. 
26 Easygoing 
27 Fill' 
.... 1 
...... 1 
················· ... ················ ... 1 
···························· ..... 1 
.. ············· .... 1 
.... ········· ·········· ...... 1 
............. 1 
.... 1 
.......... 1 
... 1 
II 
SuC 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
NCU 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
SC 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
vc 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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VuC SuC NCU SC vc 
28 TOierant 2 3 4 5 
29 Adaptacte to cnange 2 3 4 5 
30 Respectful of cultur., diversity ............... .... 1 2 3 4 5 
31 Aggressive ... 1 2 3 4 5 
32. Acton onented . 
··················. 1 2 3 4 5 
33. Team onented . 
.1 2 3 4 5 
34 5upQomve .................. ............... 1 2 3 4 5 
35. Achievement onented .. . ...... 1 2 3 4 5 
36. OIStlnetiveldifferent from otners ....... 1 2 3 4 5 
37 Soctally r~sible ....... 1 2 3 4 5 
38. Aesutts onented .1 2 3 4 5 
39 Competrtrve ...... 1 2 3 4 5 
40. Htghly organized .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1 2 3 4 5 
41 lnVOlved 1n the communtty .. ..... 1 2 3 4 5 
OrpnizationalValues Inventory-Section II 
.................................... ..,, ......... ,,., ......................... 
....._L 
Thia time. lhn a1:>o.a wtt111 orglnlZlllioMI ~ .,. ~ to yQJ ., yQX wonc life. Plell9 indicate now daltll* 1t 
would be for 9llCh or~ v.iue lilted belcMI to be a pert of yQX wcrk life. Plell9 cirele the rvnt>er corr~d1ng 
10 yo.Jr answer. rWlgll'lg trcm 1 <..-.Y ~>to s (..-.y dllllrll:lie). 
1 • y_, -·· ··-·· value I  81•1 ..... ••11lrml1 value 
a ............... w ........... value 
4 • ._ ..... •11lrMI• value 
I• y_, •1111 Mii value 
~.10" ........ how much 10" .... thw-- to c:twacc.riza your work environ-
ment; do noc dlllcrlM youwll or your CWNnC pO.idor.. 
vu 
1 Sh&mg Information freely .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . ............. 1 
2 Emphasizing a sr.gie set of~ ltWougl'IOut the organizallOn 1 
3 Aespecung individull'S nghll .................. .. 
4 Hawig IOW expecmo 11 for~ ice .. . 
5. Having nigh P8Y for geed perforrTwlce . .. . .. . . . . 
6 HavwigalOwlevelofeonftict............... .. . .............. . 
7. OelrelOf,)ll ig friendS It wcrk " "" .. " .. ". . .. .. 
8 ~~kw per9CNI growth. 
9 ReQumg IOng hOurS .. "" .. "". .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 
10. ~ QUality ............................................ . 
11 Confronlil ig c:onftict direClly . 
12 Having a guiding mission .................. . 
13 Stressing career dllleloQITlent .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 
14 PrO\llding gutdanee to dO a beft9r )Ob .. 
15. PrO\llding QUalily MMCe to member$ ..... 
16. Meeting cormiuntty needS ... 
17 Rewarding excellent pertormance .... 
19 
. ... 1 
. 1 
....... 1 
. ..... 1 
. 1 
..1 
..1 
1 
SU 
2 
2-
2 
,2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
NOU 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
so 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
VO 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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t .v-.m11111 •••.,... 
............... ,, ... .... 
a •••• " llnl 11111 ... 1111ilnlnth 'l8lue 
4 • 8t• I ..... llUILII I ..._ 
• • v-.1111t 1t11 v-. 
P'- lnll Jte how much ,au ... pr wwtg w. tio be: 
vu SU NCU so VO 
18. l.Jnpredictable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... 1 2 3 .. 5 
19. 11'1nOY91iYe ................................................................................. 1 2 3 4 5 
20. Rillc tAlkf1Q . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... 1 2 3 .. 5 
21 AulcncmouS ............................................................................. 1 2 3 .. 5 
22. F\lle onented ........................................................................... 1 2 3 .. 5 
23. People onented ......................................................................... 1 2 3 4 5 
24 o.n.nding ............................................................................... 1 2 3 4 5 
25. Quick ID r9'PQnd IO ctw iging nMdl ........................................ 1 2 3 4 5 
26. Eaygang ............................................................................. 1 2 3 4 5 
Z7F• ........................................................................................... 1 2 3 .. 5 
28.T-..C .................................................................................... 1 2 3 4 5 
29. ~ 10 dWige ................................................................ 1 2 3 4 5 
30. AelpectlU °' ~ dN9l'lltV ................................................... 1 2 3 4 5 
31 . .._ .................................................................................. 1 2 3 4 5 
32. AcllOn ontnted .......................................................................... 1 2 3 .. 5 
33.T..,,onenrlld ........................................................................... 1 2 3 .. 5 
34 &JQIXll1Mt ................................................................................ 1 2 3 4 5 
35 Adwoement onenrlld ............................................................... 1 2 3 4 5 
36. ~from olt'ierl ................................................. 1 2 3 4 5 
37 Socially~ ................................................................. 1 2 3 4 5 
38 FlelUlls onemed ...................................................................... 1 2 3 4 5 
39 CornpelJtiwe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. : .... 1 2 3 4 5 
40.Hqlly~ ................................................................ 1 2 3 4 5 
41 lnvcllled 11'1 lhe comm.nty ....................................................... 1 2 3 4 5 
20 
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DemoanPhiclnformation 
The~ belOw will be 1l'e-.c2 confidenllajly: rt is needed to farm grQUI» fer~ Ind to~.,,.~ 
ot r:u SlfTlPlin9 ~- PlelM acie N ~ runcer a fill in ll'le *'*· 
1.,,,.. 
2. *"* 
Age __ _ 
1.~ 
2.~ 
3.~ 
4. NmN9 ~Amll'ican Indian 
5. White 
6. Oltw. PIMle specify: 
1. some high IChclcl 
2. high IChclcl gra.. 
3. some ce1111ge 
4. ~c•·s ~iai IChclcl 
5. bec:Nlor'• --
6. some~&dea 
7.~--
~al f\.ll.line. ncutv (rlllr'r44!1~) tlllft ,,..,..,... ---
Operaling l:ludgM flOr II PIOQl&i • al yoAI ~ cilllicw 1. Cn:le OM. (Plew Uk t!'le 
elC9C\AM al yoAI if you .. net .... ) 
My 
, ' Under s 320.001 
2. s 320.001 eo 820.000 
3. s 820.001 '° , .000.000 
4. s 1,000.001 '° 2.500.000 
5. s 2,500.001 '° 6.000.000 
6. s e.oco.001 eo12. ?OO.ooo 
7. 0-S12,?00.000 
_1.i~ 
_a tnnch al a~- : Is VoAI ~ on 1ht lilt ol 
i"lllldpllga'?_2. Y• _3. No 
- 1. single. ,.._ mamed - 3. single. widowed 
_ 2. single, dNCrced a ~md _ 4. rrwned 
My hcu9ehOld income is made up al 
_ 1. "'I incCrN Cfto/ _ 2. ~ frcrn two or mere peQQle 
How many d'likhn iam..ll .. in yoAI hOullhOld'? __ 
11 
on the bOllrlrTI ot the 
............... ,.....~ ......... 
Lengltl of ~ Wllt'I .,. - V'S 
lAnglh of W\llCe in Vol current PQliliOf'I - )I'S 
c..r.nt ~ii in: 
_ 1. Adn• llSll'atiOlr 
- 2. Child c.e 
- 3. oa.. Progrwna 
_4.0hr 
Did you l)lltiClf*9 11'1 
_ 1 Yes _2.No 
Did you work pmrt time for a 
_ 1. Yes _2. No 
Did you hOld I~~ JOb 11'1 lhe 
_ 1 Y• _2.No 
~you._ held • full.time~ CKaide.,. 
_ 1.Y• _2.No 
1-18\19 you ._ held • fUl-lirre pceitiarl CKaide .,. 
_ 1. Y• _2.No 
Number d peoQle whO report to you (if any): __ 
Tlw*,.... for,..... 11 I tance ..... t:hk projecC. 
F'le8M return thiS MW'/ in h ~ ~ tt'olll-Clln8 with it. 
It Wiii go dQctly to h 9'Df -.n tr'I h ~of PsycticlOgy ll l.O't'Qla ~of Chicago. 
List of 
Alllnt.a 
ec.u:.i 
CIWlclla 
Chic8go 
Ciiclr'f*i 
~
a... 
011a.,.. 
o.n-
Oelr'Olt 
Hartfcrd 
~ 
Los Angeles 
~ 
Mil 1 llllS)Clil 
New York 
~
PlttDirgl'I 
Roc:num 
St PIUI 
St.'-"'-
SlnCaCln 
SenOiego 
Sen Ft• ICllCO 
Sellle 
W181'1ingtQn. 0.C. 
• 
22 
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Executive Questionnaire: 
$«d Deu II Dpme!IC 
lua.Jlft• .....,., June '"3 
Phase II 
1 .....,. lf'Y d yox ~ atf ~ ~ prcmotlld ID prot111 or• att l)OllbCrlS ar yru a at other ' 
=Y• -::: No 
If not.,..,. only qi.iiCn runber sand 1he ~ (IUelllCl'IS. 
2 How "*1Y non-.xempt staff member$ have~ Plomct8d ID ~staff l)OllbCrlS at yox . 1n 1he past live 
years? __ _ 
[143] 
3 Whet did yox do ID enccurage the dewlOQment d 1t10U ~ 111111 member$? (Plwe Cl'leek all that apply.) 
= SuQQotted woncsnop ~(paying Ill a P9lt d 1he ,.., 
= Supponed non woncsnop ~(paying Ill a P9lt d 1he ,..) 
= SuQQotted ~ <X c:crrm.nty cCllege COlll9I (paying .. <X - d 1he ,.., 
= Gave non-exem!JI mt!~ expoiUre ID OU. poeationS ~ on-r.f(lb tr1nng 
= ~ 1he WOf1( ldledlJle cA 1he ~_,,member 90 hr ne a ll'le CCUld take courses 
= Enccll.nged ll'le ~ 111111member1D .... u:n delo'llopment 
= Qltw. Plwelilt-· ------------------------
4. Are ttwe lf'Y prllClical hr yox ~ fcbwl 10 ~far~~..,,~ wno might 
~ nto prgtm ce• 111111 nwrtllrs? (Plllle cl'leCk II thll ~-> 
= We~ II na'141C91"CX 111111 n*'**9 IO dllo'9ICp ~Ill ldl. 
= We-.gn ptCll 11 Dtllll d rTW*n IO ptOl•IQ ~iipl d nwTt>erl. 
= We S)RMdl nan-.-1ipl d ~wit\ ll'M'icue ltcil 0.. ll~IC Alling. 
= We prOlide ftrwcill a,IJlpCrt far~ d mnbn llO l8lnd cff .... Itel 0..llOClfT*ll tranng. 
= w.,,,.. ... ,.. parnil9ilig ~rcx..,,,,..,.... ~ pecp1e 1ram Obi' 
=0ttw.Plwedllettle-· ---------------------~ 
5. 0oea yox have ncn...-ripl d mnblrl wt'IO could i.'8ftt from I Itel ds> II~ prggrwTI that wculd heiQ 
ll'lem ID woric b111r 11'1 1heW ~ polilionl, llO _..,,. ~ polilionl Wi1t'1 men~. <:'X to QUalily for 
~Ph~ 11 Qt Ill Slllfl pceilionl? 
= Y91 =No 
Den ...... 
Answers to ,_ qullliOrll will hllP in QI tnllylia. 
Mv gender: = Mm = F9mMI 
:~ 
Mv . ii: 
= ii ldlPel ldlrt 
= • bl'lnen. It yox corixr• on 1he lilt cA IM'blf'l aeocimenl belOW? 
=Y• =No 
Ollr'Oit 
Hlrtfard 
Holall'\ 
Loi Angelel 
,. ... 
MinnelQolis 
N9WYQn( 
~
 
Roc::l'IWI 
&r'I Diego 
&r'I Ff• iCllCO 
S...Cln 
Se9llle 
St. LOUIS 
St. Paul 
w ..... igtcn. o.c 
"'-* ...... ,... ..................... ....., ...................... ~.~ 
(144] 
Hourly Employee Questionnaire: Phase II 
Staff Development Survey 
June 1H3 
[145] 
Skills and Job Activities 
Below. and on me foftowing pages. you 1Mll hnd a series of Silllls or actMtteS tl'lal have °"'1 found to t>e ""PQttarlt for 
111 11111.....,. at the The QUeStions fOllQwlng eacn SildVactMty are deSqied to 1'M11Q us unde'1tar1d YOJJ 
tnougl'lts and feet1ngs aeout having a )Ob wl"lictl WOUid reQUWe you to use such Skills or to engage 1n sucn actMtJes We 
............................................................. IC .................... 
._........, Jelt .._. weuN ..... you to .......... ...._ llllle 8NI eolhlllH. Please read tne 
aescnPtlOl'1S for each of the S1C1t1s ancs actMtleS carefully. then answer each ot tne related Questions by c1rc11ng tne 
number on each scale that beSt rel)resents now Y<?U feet or tn1nk abOut tl'lal particular 91<111 and actMty "9aM circle 
....,_......., ........... ..... 
1J e.-..a "-• ... am.: •wl111 .... ....,.. fw ....._ H111n1-. ......._ 1111ndll11 prlorit..., 
...................... 
a) How well did your formal educatlOl'1 (h1gn school. cOllege etc l prepare you to use..._.. ......... lkJlla~ 
Not at All Very L1tt1e Some A Fair Amount Very Mucn 
2 3 4 5 
bl How much formal training (not counting school) have you had 1n .................... , 
None Very lJttle Some A FM Amount Very Mucn 
2 3 4 5 
c) How well have Yo.JI current and previous iocs and ycu non-SChOOl life experiences prepared you to use ludttet 
...... , ... , 
Not It All Very Little Some A Fu Amount VefY Much 
2 3 4 5 
d) How much WOUid you 9nfOY a )Ob tl'lal freQuently reQUll'ed you to use.._.. "-••11 ... ,
Not at All VefY lJttle Some A Fair Amount Very Much 
2 3 4 5 
21~ .............. Wlllteft)I ....................... when tlvtnw lnetructlon• 
......................... ,...... .................. . 
a) How well did yQJt fcrmal educatJOn (high schOOI. college. etc l prepare you to use ColNnunlcatlon lkJHs~ 
Not at All VefY Llttle Some A Fair Amount Very Much 
2 3 4' 5 
b) How much lormel 1r8fW1Q (nol CCU'\ting sehooll have you nad 1n Ce ................. , 
None VflrY Little Some A Fair Amount Very Mucn 
2 3 4 5 
c) How well have Yo.JI current and previous iocs and ycu non-school lite experiences prepared you to use C..... 
-'••tl•llllla? 
Some 
3 
AF•Arnount 
' 
VefYMuch 
5 
d) How much WOUid you enioy a JOb which freQUlntly reQUlred you to use Ce n.....,... ... ,
Not at All VflrY Llttle Some A F811 Amount VflrY Much 
2 3 4 5 
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IJll ............ ._ ..tr.lllt .... ...,. In• lllU allw _,, 11111 ... te ............ 
........ ...... wlllt ,_....., ""'f'lllN _... wlllt ""'MeoN. .... 
a) How well did yo.x formal educaCICJn (hlgn scnooi. COlegl. e!C.) ~ yQ.i to IJle........,...... llElle' 
Not at All Very Liftle Some A Fiii' Amount Very Much 
2 3 4 5 
bl How much formal trar'lrng (not Counting Sd'IOOI) ha"9 ~ had in .............. llElle' 
None Very Lltlle Some A Faw Amount Very Much 
2 3 4 5 
c) How well nave yop current and previous tobS .-Id yo.x ncn-IChool lite eJCQeneneeS prepared yQ.i to use.....,_ 
............ , 
Not at All Very Liftle s...n. A Fair Amount Very Mucn 
2 3 4 5 
d) How much WOUid ~ 8nfOY a JOb ow ireQUenUy reQUirld ~ to use ......_...., ... ,
Not at All Very l.ltlle Some A FU' Amount Very Mucn 
2 3 4 5 
., .......... o. ............................................................ t • 
........ ................................. , ................. ~ ........ 
....................... , ............................. .... 
a) How well did yo.x fa""9I ~ (hign IChaol. eolleg9. eec.) ~~to use ..... ,._... 0r.....-. 
... ? 
Not at All Very Wtlle 
2 
Some 
3 
Very Much 
5 
b) How much formtl nnng (not COl.l'ICirlg Sd'IOOI) ha"9 ~had'" .......... Or ............. , 
None Very Ut11e Some A Fw Amount Very Much 
2 3 4 5 
c) How well nave yo.x CllTent Sid Pf9lliOuS !Obi Sid yo.x ncn-scnooi tiM ~ prepared ~ to use Pmto 
.......... °' ............. ? 
Not at All Very Wtlle Some A Fii' Amount Very Muc:ti 
2 3 ' 4 5 
d) How mucl'I WOUid ~ ~. JOb whictl fr9QU8Mlly reQUQd ~to IJle .......... o.,..alllnt ... , 
Not at All Very wate Some A Fu Amount Very Muc:ti 
2 3 4 5 
1 
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•• ~ ............. ll&Jh: ........ tlne-- .......................... ,. 
., ................ ....._., .............. ,...... ..... ..................... .,... 
........ ,...._. - ................... OGIRlllURltr'• ..... .,... .... 
a) How wetl did your formal educallOn (high scl'IOCI. COiiege. etc.) P1'9C*• you to use C11~1........., 
................ , 
No! at All Very Little 
2 
Some 
3 
AF•Amount 
4 
Very Much 
5 
c) How well have your current and previous jObs and your non-SCl'IOCI life elCl)enenCes prepared you to use ca.nu 
c.u ...................... , 
No! at All Very l.1ttle 
2 
Some 
3 
Some 
3 
A Fair Amount 
4 
AFMAmount 
4 
Very Much 
5 
Very Mucn 
5 
...... '" .................................................................... enwirolto 
-. •••••• .... , .. a11 .... .,,,... .... ,,,,,,.,.. ._......,. ......._. •u11...., ..._ 
a) How well did ycu formal educllion (high IChOol. college. etc.) Pf9f*9 you to use o..'tl •11M1111 8ftll Pr 1 llil1m-
........... , 
No! at All Very Litlle 
2 
Some 
3 
A Flit Amount 
4 
Very Much 
5 
b) How much formal training (not counting scl'IOCI) have you !'led 1n klil1tttlMI ....i lllr111il1111 lolwtne lkJH•"' 
No! at All Very t.ime Some A Fair Amount Very Much 
2 3 4 5 
c) How well ,,..,. ycu current .-Id pr9\llOUS jObS. and non-schoOl life experiences prepared you to use....._, 
_. .......................... , 
No! at All Very Wftllt 
2 
Some 
3 
A Fair Amount 
4 
Very Much 
5 
dl How much WCUld you entov a job wnich freQUefltty reQU1red you to use o.."ui11tc4ld 8M PNlll1111 lotvlltt 
..... ? 
Notat All VeryWttle 
2 
Some 
3 
J 
A Fair Amount 
4 
Very Much 
5 
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7J ....................... ...._..to w9ftl ........ to .......................... ,. •the 
w..es .................................................... . 
al How well did your formal edueatJOn (higtl scl'!ool. COiiege. etc.) prewe you to UM .......... , 
Not at All Very Lltlle Some A Fair Amount Very Mucn 
2 3 4 5 
b) How mucri format tra1n1ng (not counting scl'!ool) have you nad 1n ....... lldle' 
None Very Little Some A Fair Amount Very Mucri 
5 2 3 4 
c) How well have yaur current and prevtOuS JObS and yeur non-sehool life experiences prepared yeu to use ....... 
11&119? 
Norat All Very little 
2 
Some 
3 
A Fair Amount 
4 
Very Much 
5 
d) How much WOUid you eniOY a ,ob which treQuently r8Quired you to use .......... , 
Not at All Very Little Some A Fair Amount Very Much 
2 3 4 5 
8) ...... A•a•rtlve .... lnlllflndedb ........ fer,_, .1 .. lu ..._ nHnewr, toldn9 •· 
.... ...,..... ............. ..mr ................................... .... 
a) How well did yo.x formal ec:U:at10n (high tcl'ICol. eolleg9. lie.) prepere you fer being A111tthe .... lnll•11•n-
._.., 
Very lJtlle 
2 
Some 
3 
AFIWAmount 
4 
Vety Mucli 
5 
b) How mucri formal training (not counting scl'!ool) have you had 1n being Alllrtlve .... lnlllp•nllent" 
None Very l.Jttle Some A Fair Amount Very Mucri 
2 3 4 5 
c) How well have yeur current and Pt9111CUS fOC5 and your non-scl'!ool life experiences prepared you for oemg 
AeH,._w .... IRll1111,....d" 
Not at All Very lJtlle Some A Fair Amount Vety Mucli 
Not at All 
2 3 4 5 
Some 
3 
.. 
A Fair Amount 
4 
Very Mucli 
5 
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91 Del• ....... Md C....... a.. -.•ntMle .................... ,,,._.... w..e& .. •lllllftefttS. 
.............................................. _... .......................... owtructlve 
....... etc. 
al How well did yOUr formal ed\JcallOn (h1gn schoOI college. etc l preQare yOU to use Del•_... .,.. Control 
... , 
None Very L.Jttle Some A Fair Amount Very Much 
1 2 3 4 5 
b) How much formal training (not counhng schCX)I) have you had in Del• ............ Control ..._, 
None Very Lime Some A Fair Amount Very Much 
2 3 4 5 
c) How well have your current and previous ioos and your non-schoOl life experiences prepared you to use..._.. 
.......... Control ... ' 
Not at All Very L1tt1e 
2 
Some 
3 
A Fair Amount 
4 
Very Much 
5 
dl How much would yOU enJOY a !Ob wnich lreQuent1y reQuired yOU to use Del•llltlon.,.. Centrol lldlla' 
Not at All Very L.Jme Some A Faw Amount Very Much 
2 3 4 5 
109 CfulMtrs ................................. '""' ......... ............ 
a) How weH did your fcml8I eduCatiCln (l'Ngl'l scnool. COiiege. etc J preoare you to be Orultwe' 
Not at All Very lJttle Some A FU' Amount Very Much 
2 3 4 5 
bl How much formal training {not counting scnooll haw yOU had 1n CNl.tlwltw' 
None Very L.Jttle Some A Fair Amount 
2 3 4 
Very Much 
5 
c) How well haw your current and pr9V10US iObS and your non-scnoot life experiences prepared you to be er.. 
...... , 
Notat All Very L.Jttle 
2 
Some 
3 
A Fair Amount 
4 
d) How much would you 9nfOY a !Ob wl'llCh freQuent!y reQuired yOU to be ONldhe' 
Not at All Very lJttle Some A Faw Amount 
2 3 4 
s 
Very Much 
5 
Very Much 
5 
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11J ............... Cell8lot .................................... ,. ........................ ,.. 
............ ....,. •• ..._,.. ._,,.._.,...,........,,.. ......... ~._ aoaa; .... 11 ..._. 
............................................................... 
a) How well did Y04Jt lom1al edueallOn (high schOOI. COiiege. etc.)~ you to use ............ -.. ConMot 
................ ? 
Not at All Very Little Some A Fair Amount Very Much 
2 3 4 5 
b) How much formal training (not counting schc)oj) have you had in Ne11l1Mlon ..- c.nlllct Roaolutlon 
lldla? 
Very Little 
2 
Some 
3 
A Fair Amount 
4 
Very Much 
5 
c) How well have yr;Nr current and previous !Obs and your non-schc)oj life~ preQared you to use ...... 
~ ... Cell8lot ................. ., 
Not at All Very Little Soma A Fu Amount Very Much 
2 3 4 5 
d) How much WOUid you enioy a )Cb whlCl't lrequan1ly rlQUlrld you to uu N111....._ ..... COnlllot ........._ 
........ ? 
Nol at All Very l.Jtlla 
2 
Soma 
3 
AF•Amount 
4 
Very Much 
5 
11) ............. ,.... w9lk.............. . .......................... ..... 
... l111phleaeftlw ,.......... MIUllR1e,_J9, .... 
a) How well did Y04Jt formal aducalJOn (high schc)oj, COiiege. etc ) pl9C)a(e you to ...... ,.... w9lk aotlvlllea to 
- ..... ft? 
Nol at AU Very Little Some A Flir Amount Very Much 
1 2 3 4 5 
b) How much formal training have you h9d ;,, Nlal .... ,.... wefk •llwllllle le tlw ml• 1l 1n" 
None Very Llftla Soma A FIW Amount Very Much 
2 3 4 5 
C) How well have 'fOI el6fft and~ )Qbl and yoJt ncn-schcol life I~ prepared you to ...... ,.... 
welk Mllwllllle le tlw Rlllll rt? 
Nol at All Very l.Jtlla 
2 
Some 
3 
AFlll'Amount 
4 
Very Much 
5 
d) How much WOUid you enjoy a jab whlCl't fraQuently required you to ...... ,.... wefk _......_ le t1w 
ml11°1ft? 
Nol at All Very Lillll 
2 
Some 
3 
' 
A Fair AITQrlt 
4 
Very Much 
5 
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Perceptions of Work Environment 
For each ot the stal8mlntS betow. circle the resoonse whtCh belt ~ the degree to wl'llCl'I yo..r agree Wltr'I the 
statement. USll'l9 the sea1e betow 
1 Since I began 'INOtl<lng here. my personal valueS and thole ol the 
2 Since t began 'INOtl<lng tor the 
1ncreued dramatleally 
3. t often put extra ellOl1 into my work at 11'18 b8Cau1e I ~ in ila gmll ... 
t ................ .. 
2 ....... .. 
, ......... 
...... 
..... ..., .... 
SOD~~s.i 
1 2 3 4 5 
'' 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
4 t have oft9r\ tnougl'lt lbout toomg tor a fult-trne JOO Wltr'I a different empqw and leew1g the 1 2 3 4 5 
5. I have not r..ily thougl'!t about QUilbng bUt wculd be oPlf'1 to IMvirlg the if the right altematNe 
came lleng. ................. . ................................... . 
6 If I deC1ded to IMve my JQb • b 
8. My delir9 to~ a lang-lln'n e... •the 
9. I expect to be WOl'kng tor some 
10. 11 lt'le valueS ol lhrs organiZation were diff9rent. I WOUid not be as CCm'nltted to my ,ob. 
11 My work at lhe 
12. I givelhe 
mcNement IS~ ... 
no mare lhln 1he amcuit of work they pay me tor .................. . 
13. I am proud to tell Olhn lhll I work fer 1his orglr1ization. 
14. In order to adYW'ICe • the , it is neceaary to 8xp'8SS the "right aailude." 
15. ~ 1 talk abol.a the to mv fnlnds. 1 describe it as a greet p1ace to work ...... . 
1 s. My macrment to 1NI org11 liali0rl is bWd pnmanly on 1he smi.itV belWeel'I mv personal valueS 
andtaeofborgllliDllOll ............................................................................... . 
.. dillwent from thole I exp' .. publiCly .................... .. 
18. Allt. lhlrl beir1g "jult an~.· 1 ,.., lhlll in a,..,..,,.., 1NI ii mv organizallCn. 
19. I ~ 1N1 otganiDlian to Oll'ln ~of !he V-.. ii Mandi for. .. ................ .... · · 
7 
... 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
.. 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
. "1 2 3 4 5 
.. 1 2 3 4 5 
. .. , 1 2 3 4 5 
. .. 1 2 3 4 5 
...... 1 2 3 4 5 
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f ..... .., ...... 
.......... 
, .......... 
....... 
...... .., ..... 
~ 0 ~ A SA 
..... 1 2 3 4 5 
22. My QIV9S me enougn llexibllity '" scneduling mv work l'IOUrS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . ..1 2 3 4 5 
23. Woricing at the · pem11tS me to l"lll\le more coract With mv children nwi WCUld be Pol2ibl9 
Wltt'I Olher emplOyerS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
24 'M'ten I first begarl working for the 
1nt0 a~ Po1rtJOM 
25 In order for me to becOrne a exerTICl( atf member. it WClUld be 
necesutY for me to get a COiiege degrM.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 
26 1 nave nev.r ta*-0 With mv IUP9IWIO' lba.t ~ opport\ftiea 
..1 2 3 4 5 
.. 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
bec:auM I am rMlly not •Itel 1 .. 1 CL........................ . .............. . 
·························· ·········· ········· .. 1 2 3 4 5 
27 I WClUid be tntll l&lld in tr.nng far a C.W It the 
or~~ CMlle ll'IWW1g. ................... . ..1 2 3 4 5 
28 I WOUid be ,,,. llfed in tr.nng far a C.W It the if 
!tie . WOUid pay for COiiege ~....................... . ....................... ········ ...... ····· .............................. 1 2 3 4 5 
.. 1 2 3 4 5 
JO. , ,...... never talked to mv suoervi9or lba.t ldVll icenw 1t ~ 
beCaule I didrft 11'11'* he OI ft would lillslL . . . . . . . . . . ..................... . 1 2 3 4 5 
31. The nas trairwig ~ avu.ble for II intereSled W)CIMduels. ....... .............. .. . .. ··········· 1 2 3 4 5 
32. 1 consider the JOb 1 ,...... now to be mv ~-······ .................... . 1 2 3 4 5 
33. If I had sutficienf trarwig IO be 1 IUS*\lilCIY sllllf memblr. 
I wcutd prOClbly UM If IO git & jab in ~ OlganiullCn .. . ... 1 2 3 4 5 
34. I would like to train for a ~ pQlitiar\ wilt'! '"V . ............ 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
37. I am lllilfied With the W9g11 I receNe far '"V wort( . . . . . . . . . . . ................................... · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 2 3 4 5 
38. 1 am UbSfild With the benefiCa I ..ceNe (e.g .. w.nncs. VllC&bCll. 111ir.,.•1t piln, ll'C.) ............................ 1 2 3 4 5 
• 
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42. Are lhere arry Skills UMd in ygur SlltlC!t QQl!bQ!'l tl'let y0u feel COUid be~ With addmonal training' Please 
circte: No Yes If yes. Pielse liSt beloW: 
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Orpnizatlonal Values Inventory· Section I 
Important or~ values may be expressed 1n the form ot norms or shared elCJ)eCtaliOnS abOut what is important. 
how to betlaYe. or what altltUdeS are ~tat~- USlnQ ll'le fellowing scale. please indicate the degree to wnich 
you feel ll'le following organtZatJOnat values are charac:tenstic ~ ot the at wl'lich you ~- When rating the 
organlZ8bOn&l values . ..._., .... ...._ .. fw wlllolt,... wofll .... ••111Mnt wfth wNoh rou 
..._ ... -' ............. Some of the items may seem somewl'l8t general Of vague, but pleaSe try to answer 
each item as beSt you can. The response codes range from 1 (very l.l'!Characterislic ot my ) to 5 (very charactens-
tie of my ). Please circle the number corresponding to yo; answer. 
Response Codes: 
1 •Very .......,_tacl1U1 ot my 
2 • ..._.._ Unolwtacl1U1 ot my 
3 • ...._. Clw'eo ... t1Uo w ~aalli: of my 
4 .......... a..otettllfc of my 
I• Very ca..otaet1U1 of my 
RerMmber, JOU ... to clelcrlM your~ of your 
clelcrlM J'O'll"Mlf or your job. 
• JOU ... not Mint asked to 
Scl!wlw .... ~ 
UnclW uncn. Ow 
1 Sharing infomlation freely . .. . . . . . . . ..................................................................... 1 2 3 4 
2. ~a sirigle set ot valUea ~the orglnialion ......................... : 1 2 3 4 
3 Respecting indivldull's righls ............................................................................ 1 2 3 4 
4. Having low e~taDOllS fer~ .......................................................... 1 2 3 4 
5. Having high pay fer good performlnce .............................................................. 1 2 3 4 
6. Having a low level ot conflict ............................................................................. 1 2 3 4 
7. Deowelop11g friends at work .................................................................................. 1 2 3 4 
8. Providing~ fer per90MI growtt'I . .. . . . ............................................... 1 2 3 4 
9. ReQuinng Ieng hourS .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . ................................. 1 2 3 4 
10~QU81ity ............................................................................................ 1 2 3 4 
11. Confronting conflict direCUy .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . 1 2 3 4 
12. Having a guiding milliOn ................................................................................... 1 2 3 4 
13. &rwing c:arw deYllCJPTilrt( ............................................................................. 1 2 3 4 
14. Providing guidJncJ '° do • betfm' jOO ............................................................... 1 2 3 4 
15. Providing QUJlity 9W» 90 rnerTi>ers ............................................................ 1 2 3 4 
16. Meeang corm'U1llV needs .... .. .. .. ...... .... ...... .. .. .. . .. ..... .. . .. ... .. . .. .... .. .. .. .... . . 1 2 3 4 
17. Rew#ding exc.llent periormance .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .......... 1 2 3 4 
How m. .... 11111:1c II It for your tobe: Scl!wlw .... Somewnar 
UnclW UnclW 0.. 
18.~ .................................................................................................... 1 2 3 4 
19. Innovative ........................................................................................................... 1 2 3 4 
20. Riek llllci1g .......................................................................................................... 1 2 3 4 
21. AulDnomoul ....................................................................................................... 1 2 3 4 
22. Rule onented ...................................................................................................... 1 2 3 4 
23. People oriented .................................................................................................. 1 2 3 4 
24. Oen91ding ..................... ::""'"""""''''''"''''"'"'""''''"""""'"'"'"'"""""'""'""' 1 2 3 4 
25. Quic:I( to reepand to chenging needs ................................................................. 1 
II 
2 3 4 
"'' :"¥ 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Very 
Char 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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""" 
~ ,... Sol-. ~ .... 
\ilCIW i.-
°* 
CllS 
26. Easygoing . ..................... 
... 1 2 3 4 5 
27.Fw ........ 
..... 1 2 3 4 5 
28 TOlerlnt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 1 2 3 4 5 
29.~toctwige ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 1 2 3 4 5 
30 ResQec:llU d CUiturai ~ 2 3 4 5 
31 Aggressive .... 
········· ........... ····· 1 2 3 4 5 
32. Acnon onented .. 1 2 3 4 5 
33. Team onented . ...... 1 2 3 4 5 
34.~. . . . . . . . . . 1 2 3 4 5 
35. Acniewrnent oriented ....... 1 2 3 4 5 
36 OistlnctNeldiffefel'lt from others .. 1 2 3 4 5 
37 Soe1811y retQOnSlble . ... 1 2 3 4 5 
38 ReslJlts oriented ............... 2 3 4 5 
39.~ .... .... 1 2 3 4 5 
40 Higntv or~ed .. .... 1 2 3 4 5 
41 lnvollled .,, ,,,. ccmmuiily ... ........... 1 2 3 4 5 
OrpnizationalValues lmentory-5ection II 
....................................... -....... ,,.., ................... ... 
IHllHL 
Thts time. ll'link ltXllA wt'llt ~ ~ft il'nQOl•lt IO '/OU in yr» wcrk life. PleiM lndiCate how~ 1t 
WOUid be for 9ICl'I or~ v.iu. liald belOW IO be a l*t at yr:u work lif9. PleMe crcte IM runtier corresponding 
to yr» .-..wer. ringing from 1 (vwy llldellral:lle) 10 5 (~ delntlle). 
1 • V., Vil 111111 .. II value 
I• 11•1.._. ""'lllrMll value 
I•••--Duh 1Ll1 w U.llHL 11111 value 
4 • 11•1..._. D11lrMl1 value 
I• V., D11LMl1 value 
....,_..._,JOU ........ how much JOU- ct...,...,_ CD~ 'fOIUI' work 
erwtro.wne11c; do noc d11c,..,....., or yovr curr.c ,....... .. 
~ ... ~ ltr. 
u ... u.- Dll Oii 
1 Shanng 11folnWien fr9llV .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ..... 1 2 3 4 5 
2 ~ • lll'!Qle - at v ... lhn:lugt'lcM,,,. orglr'llDllCn ...................... 1 2 3 4 5 
3. Flelpeal ig l'ldivldu9t's ngnia . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 1 2 3 4 5 
4 Having 10W eicpectaiOl IS lor pericrmance .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 3 4 5 
5 Having 1'191 Jl9V tor good~ . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . ................ ········ ... 1 2 3 4 5 
6 HaW1Q a 10W ~ at ccnftic:t . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................................... 1 2 3 4 5 
7 Ce\ •. QC'll'IO lrilndl al wcrk .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 3 4 5 
8. Providing OPPOl'Ulllill tor pertcrW growth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .... 1 2 3 4 5 
9 ReQuir1ng 1cng nours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. 1 2 3 4 5 
10.~~-· ........................................................ ! 
11 Co11tront111g ccnftic:t direCtly .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. ..................................... 1 
12 Having • guiding IMllOn . . . . ... . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. ........................ .. 
12 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
13. Slrellr'ig career ~ l'CPT* • .. 
1• ~ guidrce 10 dO. tlellW ice .... 1 
1 s. PrOllldirig ~ service 10 membiJis .. . 
...... 1 
16. Meebng CClmU1llY needl . .. .. . . . . . . . . ........ . 
.... 1 
17. Flew•ding excelent ~ ........................... .. ...... 1 
1 • v-. U.11111 •11 value 
I• l1•1wMI& un•ulralllll value 
:I• Na .... Da••l1 W U.111111 •11 value 
4•11 ............... ~llvaiue 
I • v-. D1 al •• • vllUe 
18. Unslredic:lable .. .. . . .. 1 
19.1~......... ................... .. ............................ 1 
20. Flilk llllw1g . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. 1 
21.~ ............................................................................. 1 
22.~or...i ........................................................................................... 1 
23. F9IXlle or...i ................................................................................................. 1 
24. Oenwiding ......................................................................................................... 1 
25. Quick IO *PQnd IO d'lm 1g111g r*Cll ................................................................. 1 
26. &lygcing .......................................................................................................... 1 
~~ ........................................................................................................ ! 
28. TQierwlt .... .... . .............................................................................. 1 
29.~eocn.nge ........................................................................ .1 
30. Relpec1fU of CIAnl diYerliCy .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. 1 
31.Aggl ........................................................................................................ 1 
32. Aclicn onented .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..... .. ... .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. ... " ........................ 1 
33. T.-n or.-c1 .... ...... ........ .................... .... .. ..................... .... .. .................. . . ... 1 
34.~ ...................................................................................................... 1 
35. ~.,,..°'*"*Id ....................................... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ...... . . .. 1 
36. ~framalWI ....................................... . . .... .. .. ........... ..1 
37. Socially~-- .................... ..... .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .... . .. . . . ..... 1 
38. ~ Clnlnlld .. ....... ................................ ........ ... . .... . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .... .. .. 1 
39.~ ........................ ; ............................................................. 1 
«). ~ orglniZ8d.... ..... ................. ........... ...... .. ... .... .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. ... .. . . . ...... 1 
41 . lr111'C11Yed l'I .,. CClmViilV .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .1 
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The information below will be tread confidentilllly. It is needed to lcrm ~ for ~ Ind to verily the eftectiveness 
of our sampling procedure. Please cil'Cle the ~ number or fill in 1he IMnk. 
1. male ~-~· 2. female 
Ethnic 1 Amc:an-American 
Background 2. ANn-Arnencan 
3.HisplnlcA.atino 
Highest 
level of 
education 
completed 
Descnption 
of your 
4. Nalrve ~American Indian 
s. VVhite 
6.0lher. PleaseSQeeify:~~~~--~~~~~--~-~~~~~~ 
1 some high school 
2. high school diploma or GEO 
3. aome college 
4. associate's ~school 
5. bac:helor's degrw 
6.somt~Sll.ldies 
7.~--
NIMT1ber ol full-lime. l)l'CJfesslcNI (exempt) staff~ II yos 
NIMT1ber at full.time. hourly prcfealonel (~)staff members II yos 
Operating budget for II mvna at yos mocillion. Circle one. 
(Please Mk lhe ~at yos it you n net an.) 
1. Under s 320.000 
2. s 320.001 • 620.000 
3. s 620.001 • 1.000.000 
4. s 1,000,001 • 2.500.000 
s. s 2.500.001 • 6.000.000 
6. s 6.000.001 • 12.700.000 
1. Overs 12.700.ooo 
My is 
- i""nclePel-....... ldlnl-
- a brlnctl. Is yos in one of !he IDOCialiOn listed below? 
_.., .. _No 
Allslta Ollroit Rcchell8I 
ec.iri Hertford St Paul 
OW1C1111 HoullOn St Louis 
Oago Loi Angeles Sir! Diego 
Cn:mati MiM&Qe Sir! Fnlncilco 
~ MiwieepcliS sna Cllra 
o.11as New York Sedte 
o.iaw.re PtiillldelPhi8 'Nashi11gm. o .c. 
Denver Pltllbu'gh 
.................... 
1. Single. ,...., metried 
2. Single. di'tlcrced or .. ~,,__-.d_ 
3.Single.widowed 
4.Merned 
14 
... 
- , 
My household income .. made up ot 
1. my income only 
2. incomes from two or more people 
How many children l.ICdm..l8 are 1n your housetiold? _ 
What is the language 1 1s1 auy &X*M 1n your household? 
1. EngliSh 3. Other: ___ _ 
2. Span1Sh (Please specify) 
'Mia! was the fiW language you learned as a child? 
1 English 3. Other ___ _ 
2. Spanish (Please specify) 
................. ,.... ............... 
Length of full-time employment with the _ yrs 
Length of serw:e 1n your current position: _yrs 
Please give your pcsitlon tllle: ----------
Please claSSify your wor1< area by circling your primary area of responsibility: 
1 Program (including youth programs. aquaties. health and fitness) 
2. Child care (including infant-loddler. Pf81Ch001, and atter-schoOI ~) 
3. Malnterwice (incklding building supeii1111111dent. ~. and custodial worl<) 
4. Admnstratior'I (including admini9lr8liYe assislants at corporate olfice and clerical pcsitlons such as 
detlc/cOurtll8y and membersiiipl8CCOJl'lting Clerlls and computer operators) 
5 Other 
Did you participate 1n 
1. Yes 
programs as a cbill;I'? 
2.No 
Did you ~ for a . at any time before accepting a full-time pcsitlon with the ? 
1. Yes 2.No 
Did you work Qla=li:DI for a at arr{ lime before accepbng a full-time position with the ' 
1. Yes 2. No 
Have you ...... held a lylHirrw pcsitlon in an organization that was QQl a ' 
1. Yes 2. No (Skip the next QUeSIJOn.) 
If "Yes." was the wor1< you did in ttiat non- position smilar ro !he wgc1s you do at the ? 
1. Yes 2. No 
Number of lylHirrw nmgtgyw who report directly to you (if any) -----
"-*,.. .... ,.... ................. PNieot-
(159] 
Please return this ~ in the postage-paid erneiope that came with it. It will go directly to the study team 1n the Decar.-
ment of~ at Loyola University of Chicago. 
IS 
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Table 20 
Actual Value Means and Standard Deviations for Executives 
Values 
1. Sharing information freely 
2. Emphasizing a single set of values 
3. Respecting individual's rights 
4. Low expectations for performance 
5. High pay for good performance 
6. Low level of conflict 
7. Developing friends at work 
8. Opportunities for personal growth 
9. Requiring long hours 
10. Emphasizing quality 
11. Confronting conflict directly 
12. Having a guiding mission 
13. stressing career development 
14. Guidance to do a better job 
15. Quality service to members 
16. Meeting community needs 
17. Rewarding excellent performance 
18. Unpredictable 
19. Innovative 
20. Risk taking 
21. Autonomous 
22. Rule oriented 
23. People oriented 
24. Demanding 
25. Quick to respond to changing needs 
26. Easygoing 
27. Fair 
28. Tolerant 
29. Adaptable to change 
30. Respectful of cultural diversity 
31. Aggressive 
32. Action oriented 
33. Team oriented 
34. Supportive 
35. Achievement oriented 
36. Distinctive/different from others 
37. Socially responsible 
38. Results oriented 
39. Competitive 
40. Highly organized 
41. Involved in the community 
Mean 
4.22 
3.74 
4.11 
1.88 
3.15 
3.27 
3.97 
4.02 
3.98 
4.33 
3.73 
4.11 
3.80 
3.98 
4.32 
4.08 
3.74 
2.51 
3.92 
3.67 
3.67 
3.16 
4.31 
3.55 
3.63 
3.37 
4.19 
3.85 
3.87 
3.89 
3.70 
4.02 
4.02 
4.03 
4.04 
3.76 
3.86 
4.13 
3.76 
3.69 
4.05 
standard 
Deviation 
0.90 
0.94 
0.82 
1.08 
1. 03 
0.99 
0.87 
0.81 
0.88 
0.71 
0.94 
0.84 
0.92 
0.75 
0.70 
0.76 
0.92 
1.10 
0.85 
0.96 
1. 04 
0.89 
0.74 
0.98 
0.91 
0.99 
0.74 
0.78 
0.84 
0.89 
0.89 
0.81 
0.88 
0.76 
0.78 
0.89 
0.77 
0.71 
0.88 
0.88 
0.90 
Note. The possible range is from 1 (least characteristic) 
through 5 (most characteristic). 
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Table 22 
Actual Value Means and Standard Deviations for Hourly 
Employees 
Values 
1. Sharing information freely 
2. Emphasizing a single set of values 
3. Respecting individual's rights 
4. Low expectations for performance 
5. High pay for good performance 
6. Low level of conflict 
7. Developing friends at work 
8. Opportunities for personal growth 
9. Requiring long hours 
10. Emphasizing quality 
11. Confronting conflict directly 
12. Having a guiding mission 
13. Stressing career development 
14. Guidance to do a better job 
15. Quality service to members 
16. Meeting community needs 
17. Rewarding excellent performance 
18. Unpredictable 
19. Innovative 
20. Risk taking 
21. Autonomous 
22. Rule oriented 
23. People oriented 
24. Demanding 
25. Quick to respond to changing needs 
26. Easygoing 
27. Fair 
28. Tolerant 
29. Adaptable to change 
30. Respectful of cultural diversity 
31. Aggressive 
32. Action oriented 
33. Team oriented 
34. Supportive 
35. Achievement oriented 
36. Distinctive/different from others 
37. Socially responsible 
38. Results oriented 
39. Competitive 
40. Highly organized 
41. Involved in the community 
Mean 
3.75 
3.70 
3.95 
2.14 
2.20 
3.31 
4.22 
3.73 
3.56 
4.04 
3.44 
3.85 
3.08 
3.52 
4.16 
4.08 
3.15 
2.87 
3.61 
3.09 
3.34 
3.55 
4.21 
3.56 
3.43 
3.72 
3.85 
3.89 
3.69 
4.10 
3.31 
3.67 
3.74 
3.81 
3.76 
3.66 
3.98 
3.89 
3.58 
3.34 
4.11 
Standard 
Deviation 
1.13 
1.09 
1.00 
1. 09 
1.11 
1.10 
0.87 
1.05 
1.20 
0.91 
1.16 
0.98 
1.13 
1. 08 
0.84 
0.88 
1.20 
1.21 
0.98 
1.12 
0.94 
1. 01 
0.88 
1.07 
1.16 
0.97 
0.94 
0.86 
1. 03 
0.92 
1.02 
0.98 
1. 09 
1.06 
0.98 
0.96 
0.85 
0.87 
1.01 
1.14 
0.94 
Note. The possible range is from 1 (least characteristic) 
through 5 (most characteristic). 
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Table 23 
Ideal Value Means and Standard Deviations for Executives 
Values 
1. Sharing information freely 
2. Emphasizing a single set of values 
3. Respecting individual's rights 
4. Low expectations for performance 
5. High pay for good performance 
6. Low level of conflict 
7. Developing friends at work 
8. Opportunities for personal growth 
9. Requiring long hours 
10 Emphasizing quality 
11. Confronting conflict directly 
12. Having a guiding mission 
13. Stressing career development 
14. Guidance to do a better job 
15. Quality service to members 
16. Meeting community needs 
17. Rewarding excellent performance 
18. Unpredictable 
19. Innovative 
20. Risk taking 
21. Autonomous 
22. Rule oriented 
23. People oriented 
24. Demanding 
25. Quick to respond to changing needs 
26. Easygoing 
27. Fair 
28. Tolerant 
29. Adaptable to change 
30. Respectful of cultural diversity 
31. Aggressive 
32. Action oriented 
33. Team oriented 
34. supportive 
35. Achievement oriented 
36. Distinctive/different from others 
37. Socially responsible 
38. Results oriented 
39. Competitive 
40. Highly organized 
41. Involved in the community 
Mean 
4.64 
4.27 
4.53 
1.28 
4.40 
3.79 
3.77 
4.54 
2.57 
4.74 
4.32 
4.63 
4.36 
4.53 
4.87 
4.66 
4.68 
2.49 
4.46 
4.06 
3.79 
2.81 
4.66 
3.53 
4.33 
3.56 
4.67 
4.18 
4.54 
4.45 
3.90 
4.44 
4.64 
4.61 
4.45 
3.91 
4.38 
4.40 
3.73 
4.21 
4.55 
Standard 
Deviation 
0.51 
0.88 
0.62 
0.74 
0.71 
1.00 
0.86 
0.62 
0.92 
0.51 
0.71 
0.60 
0.63 
0.57 
0.35 
0.53 
0.55 
1.18 
0.61 
0.70 
0.98 
0.94 
0.52 
0.96 
0.59 
0.92 
0.57 
0.74 
0.54 
0.68 
0.89 
0.58 
0.52 
0.54 
0.66 
0.81 
0.63 
0.65 
0.90 
0.79 
0.61 
Note. The possible range is from 1 (least desirable) 
through 5 (most desirable). 
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Table 24 
Ideal Value Means and Standard Deviations for Managers 
Values 
1. Sharing information freely 
2. Emphasizing a single set of values 
3. Respecting individual's rights 
4. Low expectations for performance 
5. High pay for good performance 
6. Low level of conflict 
7. Developing friends at work 
8. Opportunities for personal growth 
9. Requiring long hours 
10. Emphasizing quality 
11. Confronting conflict directly 
12. Having a guiding mission 
13. Stressing career development 
14. Guidance to do a better job 
15. Quality service to members 
16. Meeting community needs 
17. Rewarding excellent performance 
18. Unpredictable 
19. Innovative 
20. Risk taking 
21. Autonomous 
22. Rule oriented 
23. People oriented 
24. Demanding 
25. Quick to respond to changing needs 
26. Easygoing 
27. Fair 
28. Tolerant 
29. Adaptable to change 
30. Respectful of cultural diversity 
31. Aggressive 
32. Action oriented 
33. Team oriented 
34. Supportive 
35. Achievement oriented 
36. Distinctive/different from others 
37. socially responsible 
38. Results oriented 
39. Competitive 
40. Highly organized 
41. Involved in the community 
Mean 
4.67 
4.37 
4.70 
1.52 
4.48 
4.23 
4.32 
4.67 
2.42 
4.73 
4.45 
4.56 
4.56 
4.67 
4.83 
4.74 
4.76 
2.52 
4.38 
3.79 
3.64 
3.08 
4.65 
3.46 
4.41 
4.03 
4.72 
4.35 
4.57 
4.62 
3.86 
4.39 
4.64 
4.75 
4.43 
4.18 
4.55 
4.24 
3.76 
4.49 
4.66 
Standard 
Deviation 
0.59 
0.83 
0.62 
0.97 
0.78 
0.97 
0.74 
0.63 
0.97 
0.53 
0.71 
0.65 
0.63 
0.54 
0.43 
0.51 
0.54 
0.19 
0.66 
0.86 
0.96 
0.99 
0.59 
0.97 
0.65 
0.87 
0.53 
0.73 
0.58 
0.61 
0.92 
0.68 
0.60 
0.51 
0.68 
0.76 
0.65 
0.79 
0.99 
0.65 
0.60 
Note. The possible range is from 1 (least desirable) 
through 5 (most desirable). 
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Table 25 
Ideal Value Means and Standard Deviations for Hourly 
Employees 
Values 
1. Sharing information freely 
2. Emphasizing a single set of values 
3. Respecting individual's rights 
4. Low expectations for performance 
5. High pay for good performance 
6. Low level of conflict 
7. Developing friends at work 
8. Opportunities for personal growth 
9. Requiring long hours 
10. Emphasizing quality 
11. Confronting conflict directly 
12. Having a guiding mission 
13. Stressing career development 
14. Guidance to do a better job 
15. Quality service to members 
16. Meeting community needs 
17. Rewarding excellent performance 
18. Unpredictable 
19. Innovative 
20. Risk taking 
21. Autonomous 
22. Rule oriented 
23. People oriented 
24. Demanding 
25. Quick to respond to changing needs 
26. Easygoing 
27. Fair 
28. Tolerant 
29. Adaptable to change 
30. Respectful of cultural diversity 
31. Aggressive 
32. Action oriented 
33. Team oriented 
34. Supportive 
35. Achievement oriented 
36. Distinctive/different from others 
37. Socially responsible 
38. Results oriented 
39. Competitive 
40. Highly organized 
41. Involved in the community 
Mean 
4.62 
4.38 
4.71 
1. 62 
4.42 
4.23 
4.38 
4.62 
2.64 
4.66 
4.43 
4.50 
4.31 
4.60 
4.77 
4.68 
4.71 
2.59 
4.29 
3.62 
3.58 
3.33 
4.61 
3.49 
4.44 
4.07 
4.68 
4.37 
4.61 
4.61 
3.82 
4.38 
4.61 
4.74 
4.47 
4.21 
4.56 
4.27 
3.84 
4.52 
4.59 
standard 
Deviation 
0.64 
0.81 
0.60 
1. 03 
0.94 
1.05 
0.76 
0.64 
1.04 
0.59 
0.75 
0.69 
0.81 
0.62 
0.49 
0.54 
0.65 
1.20 
0.69 
0.94 
1.00 
1. 04 
0.63 
0.98 
0.62 
0.89 
0.55 
0.75 
0.57 
0.61 
0.94 
0.66 
0.61 
0.52 
0.65 
0.78 
0.61 
0.77 
0.95 
0.65 
0.61 
Note. The possible range is from 1 (least desirable) 
through 5 (most desirable). 
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Table 26 
Means of Absolute Difference between Ideal and Actual Values 
CP-o Fit) for Executives 
Values 
1. Sharing information freely 
2. Emphasizing a single set of values 
3. Respecting individual's rights 
4. Low expectations for performance 
5. High pay for good performance 
6. Low level of conflict 
7. Developing friends at work 
8. Opportunities for personal growth 
9. Requiring long hours 
10. Emphasizing quality 
11. Confronting conflict directly 
12. Having a guiding mission 
13. Stressing career development 
14. Guidance to do a better job 
15. Quality service to members 
16. Meeting community needs 
17. Rewarding excellent performance 
18. Unpredictable 
19. Innovative 
20. Risk taking 
21. Autonomous 
22. Rule oriented 
23. People oriented 
24. Demanding 
25. Quick to respond to changing needs 
26. Easygoing 
27. Fair 
28. Tolerant 
29. Adaptable to change 
30. Respectful of cultural diversity 
31. Aggressive 
32. Action oriented 
33. Team oriented 
34. Supportive 
35. Achievement oriented 
36. Distinctive/different from others 
37. Socially responsible 
38. Results oriented 
39. Competitive 
40. Highly organized 
41. Involved in the community 
Mean 
1.14 
1.13 
1. 06 
0.87 
2.32 
1.48 
0.64 
0.95 
2.02 
0.80 
1.42 
0.88 
1.18 
1.25 
0.79 
0.87 
1. 73 
1.26 
0.93 
0.97 
0.82 
0.95 
0.72 
0.96 
1.22 
0.93 
1.13 
0.88 
1. 09 
0.92 
0.92 
0.95 
1.15 
1.15 
0.88 
0.84 
0.86 
0.79 
0.82 
1.29 
0.84 
standard 
Deviation 
1.15 
1.10 
1. 05 
1. 05 
1. 30 
1.16 
0.81 
0.98 
1.16 
0.96 
1.22 
0.92 
1.10 
1.10 
0.86 
0.91 
1.20 
1. 07 
1. 01 
1.00 
0.92 
0.92 
0.87 
0.93 
1.14 
0.98 
1. 05 
0.94 
1. 08 
1. 05 
0.90 
1. 00 
1.14 
1. 07 
0.93 
0.85 
0.89 
0.86 
0.88 
1.13 
0.93 
Note. The possible range is from o (perfect fit) through 4 
(no fit). 
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Table 27 
Means of Absolute Difference between Ideal and Actual Values 
CP-0 Fit> for Managers 
Values 
1. Sharing information freely 
2. Emphasizing a single set of values 
3. Respecting individual's rights 
4. Low expectations for performance 
5. High pay for good performance 
6. Low level of conflict 
7. Developing friends at work 
8. Opportunities for personal growth 
9. Requiring long hours 
10. Emphasizing quality 
11. Confronting conflict directly 
12. Having a guiding mission 
13. Stressing career development 
14. Guidance to do a better job 
15. Quality service to members 
16. Meeting community needs 
17. Rewarding excellent performance 
18. Unpredictable 
19. Innovative 
20. Risk taking 
21. Autonomous 
22. Rule oriented 
23. People oriented 
24. Demanding 
25. Quick to respond to changing needs 
26. Easygoing 
27. Fair 
28. Tolerant 
29. Adaptable to change 
30. Respectful of cultural diversity 
31. Aggressive 
32. Action oriented 
33. Team oriented 
34. Supportive 
35. Achievement oriented 
36. Distinctive/different from others 
37. Socially responsible 
38. Results oriented 
39. Competitive 
40. Highly organized 
41. Involved in the community 
Mean 
1.18 
1.11 
1.10 
0.93 
2.17 
1.52 
0.76 
1. 05 
1.92 
0.90 
1.43 
0.91 
1.18 
1.19 
0.81 
0.90 
1. 63 
1.20 
1. 07 
1.04 
0.91 
1.06 
0.80 
0.97 
1.25 
1.01 
1. 09 
0.94 
1.12 
1.01 
0.98 
0.97 
1.12 
1.13 
0.87 
0.88 
0.93 
0.79 
0.85 
1.48 
0.89 
standard 
Deviation 
1.14 
1.12 
1. 06 
0.86 
2.36 
1.47 
0.62 
0.93 
2.04 
0.78 
1.42 
0.88 
1.18 
1.26 
0.79 
0.86 
1. 75 
1.27 
0.90 
0.95 
0.80 
0.94 
0.70 
0.96 
1.21 
0.91 
1.14 
0.86 
1.09 
0.90 
0.91 
0.94 
1.16 
1.15 
0.88 
0.83 
0.85 
0.79 
0.81 
1.24 
0.83 
Note. The possible range is from o (perfect fit) through 4 
(no fit). 
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Table 28 
Means of Absolute Difference between Ideal and Actual Value 
CP-0 Fitl for Hourly Employees 
Values 
1. Sharing information freely 
2. Emphasizing a single set of values 
3. Respecting individual's rights 
4. Low expectations for performance 
5. High pay for good performance 
6. Low level of conflict 
7. Developing friends at work 
8. Opportunities for personal growth 
9. Requiring long hours 
10. Emphasizing quality 
11. Confronting conflict directly 
12. Having a guiding mission 
13. stressing career development 
14. Guidance to do a better job 
15. Quality service to members 
16. Meeting community needs 
17. Rewarding excellent performance 
18. Unpredictable 
19. Innovative 
20. Risk taking 
21. Autonomous 
22. Rule oriented 
23. People oriented 
24. Demanding 
25. Quick to respond to changing needs 
26. Easygoing 
27. Fair 
28. Tolerant 
29. Adaptable to change 
30. Respectful of cultural diversity 
31. Aggressive 
32. Action oriented 
33. Team oriented 
34. supportive 
35. Achievement oriented 
36. Distinctive/different from others 
37. socially responsible 
38. Results oriented 
39. Competitive 
40. Highly organized 
41. Involved in the community 
Mean 
1.02 
0.97 
0.88 
0.91 
2.30 
1. 32 
0.53 
1. 02 
1.28 
0.76 
1.16 
0.80 
1. 39 
1.17 
0.71 
0.73 
1.65 
1.23 
0.87 
1.02 
0.73 
0.87 
0.63 
0.87 
1.17 
0.77 
0.93 
0.76 
1. 02 
0.71 
0.85 
0.88 
0.96 
1. 01 
0.88 
0.85 
0.75 
0.74 
0.76 
1.28 
0.71 
standard 
Deviation 
1.10 
1.06 
0.97 
1. 04 
1. 34 
1.11 
0.74 
1. 04 
1. 07 
0.91 
1.15 
0.90 
1.16 
1.12 
0.83 
0.83 
1. 26 
1. 06 
0.98 
0.97 
0.89 
0.95 
0.87 
0.89 
1.13 
0.89 
0.97 
0.86 
1.03 
0.89 
0.91 
0.98 
1.07 
1. 06 
0.96 
0.91 
0.83 
0.84 
0.88 
1.18 
0.87 
Note. The possible range is from o (perfect fit) through 4 
(no fit). 
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Table 29 
Rank Order of Actual and Ideal Values for Executives 
Values 
1. Sharing information freely 
2. Emphasizing a single set of values 
3. Respecting individual's rights 
4. Low expectations for performance 
5. High pay for good performance 
6. Low level of conflict 
7. Developing friends at work 
8. Opportunities for personal growth 
9. Requiring long hours 
10. Emphasizing quality 
11. confronting conflict directly 
12. Having a guiding mission 
13. Stressing career development 
14. Guidance to do a better job 
15. Quality service to members 
16. Meeting community needs 
17. Rewarding excellent performance 
18. Unpredictable 
19. Innovative 
20. Risk taking 
21. Autonomous 
22. Rule oriented 
23. People oriented 
24. Demanding 
25. Quick to respond to changing need 
26. Easygoing 
27. Fair 
28. Tolerant 
29. Adaptable to change 
30. Respectful of cultural diversity 
31. Aggressive 
32. Action oriented 
33. Team oriented 
34. Supportive 
35. Achievement oriented 
36. Distinctive/different from others 
37. Socially responsible 
38. Results oriented 
39. Competitive 
40. Highly organized 
41. Involved in the community 
Actual 
4 
28 
8 
41 
39 
37 
18 
14 
37 
1 
29 
8 
24 
17 
2 
9 
28 
40 
19 
33 
33 
38 
3 
35 
34 
36 
5 
23 
21 
20 
30 
14 
14 
12 
11 
26 
22 
6 
26 
31 
10 
Ideal 
8 
26 
15 
41 
21 
33 
34 
13 
39 
2 
25 
9 
23 
15 
1 
6 
3 
40 
16 
29 
33 
38 
6 
37 
24 
37 
4 
28 
13 
18 
31 
19 
8 
10 
18 
30 
22 
21 
35 
27 
11 
Note. A lower number indicates a more characteristic value 
or more desired value. 
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Table 30 
Rank Order of Actual and Ideal Values for Managers 
Values 
1. Sharing information freely 
2. Emphasizing a single set of values 
3. Respecting individual's rights 
4. Low expectations for performance 
5. High pay for good performance 
6. Low level of conflict 
7. Developing friends at work 
8. Opportunities for personal growth 
9. Requiring long hours 
10. Emphasizing quality 
11. Confronting conflict directly 
12. Having a guiding mission 
13. Stressing career development 
14. Guidance to do a better job 
15. Quality service to members 
16. Meeting community needs 
17. Rewarding excellent performance 
18. Unpredictable 
19. Innovative 
20. Risk taking 
21. Autonomous 
22. Rule oriented 
23. People oriented 
24. Demanding 
25. Quick to respond to changing needs 
26. Easygoing 
27. Fair 
28. Tolerant 
29. Adaptable to change 
30. Respectful of cultural diversity 
31. Aggressive 
32. Action oriented 
33. Team oriented 
34. Supportive 
35. Achievement oriented 
36. Distinctive/different from others 
37. Socially responsible 
38. Results oriented 
39. Competitive 
40. Highly organized 
41. Involved in the community 
Actual 
20 
24 
14 
41 
40 
38 
6 
13 
1 
4 
36 
10 
28 
28 
3 
7 
37 
39 
25 
35 
33 
30 
2 
2 
31 
29 
19 
17 
26 
9 
32 
21 
22 
19 
15 
17 
11 
8 
23 
34 
5 
Ideal 
12 
27 
7 
41 
20 
30 
28 
8 
40 
3 
21 
18 
17 
13 
1 
5 
3 
39 
24 
34 
36 
38 
9 
37 
24 
32 
6 
26 
15 
11 
33 
25 
14 
5 
22 
31 
17 
29 
35 
19 
11 
Note. A lower number indicates a more characteristic value 
or more desired value. 
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Table 31 
Rank Order of Actual and Ideal Values for Hourly Employees 
Values 
1. Sharing information freely 
2. Emphasizing a single set of values 
3. Respecting individual's rights 
4. Low expectations for performance 
5. High pay for good performance 
6. Low level of conflict 
7. Developing friends at work 
8. Opportunities for personal growth 
9. Requiring long hours 
10. Emphasizing quality 
11. Confronting conflict directly 
12. Having a guiding mission 
13. stressing career development 
14. Guidance to do a better job 
15. Quality service to members 
16. Meeting community needs 
17. Rewarding excellent performance 
18. Unpredictable 
19. Innovative 
20. Risk taking 
21. Autonomous 
22. Rule oriented 
23. People oriented 
24. Demanding 
25. Quick to respond to changing needs 
26. Easygoing 
27. Fair 
28. Tolerant 
29. Adaptable to change 
30. Respectful of cultural diversity 
31. Aggressive 
32. Action oriented 
33. Team oriented 
34. supportive 
35. Achievement oriented 
36. Distinctive/different from others 
37. Socially responsible 
38. Results oriented 
39. Competitive 
40. Highly organized 
41. Involved in the community 
Actual 
16 
20 
9 
41 
40 
34 
1 
18 
27 
7 
30 
12 
38 
29 
3 
6 
36 
39 
24 
37 
32 
28 
2 
26 
31 
19 
13 
11 
21 
5 
35 
22 
17 
14 
15 
23 
8 
10 
25 
33 
4 
Ideal 
9 
23 
4 
41 
22 
30 
25 
8 
39 
7 
21 
18 
27 
14 
1 
6 
3 
40 
28 
35 
36 
38 
10 
37 
20 
32 
5 
26 
13 
12 
34 
24 
11 
2 
19 
31 
16 
29 
33 
17 
15 
Note. A lower number indicates a more characteristic value 
or more desired value. 
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Table 32 
Means, Standard Deyiation1. and Correlations among Qutcome yarilble1 for Managert 
Variable HUil .lU l .a. i .t ~ .§ 1. 
1. General Sati1faction 3.74 .52 
2. Extrin1ic Satiefaction 3.16 .83 .86 
3. Intrintic Satiefaction 4.09 .47 .87 .54 
4. Career Goal• 3.74 .91 .44 .38 .39 
5. Intention to Quit 2.67 .96 -.52 -.51 -.40 -.57 
6. Total Job Commitment 4.02 .53 .49 .36 .51 .s8 -.48 
7. Normative Commitment 3.92 .60 .35 .37 .so .56 -.47 .96 
8. Instrumental Commitment 4.22 .53 .35 .22 .38 .45 -.34 .78 .59 
~- l! < .001 
l 
I-' 
-...J 
w 
Table 33 
Means. Standard Deyiations. and Correlations arnonq Qutcome Varilble1 for Hourly EnJployee• 
Variable ~ .ll2. l .2. 1 ! i i 1 .§ .i 
1. General Sati1faction 3.75 .S4 
2. Extrin1ic Sati1faction 3.19 .82 .es 
3. Intrinsic Sati1faction 4.07 .so .89 .SS 
4 .• Career Goal1 3.70 .96 .40 .3S .37 
S. Intention to Quit 2.61 .93 -.51 -.49 -.42 -.S3 
6. Job Conmitment 4.02 .S4 .48 .40 .4S .60 -.s2 
7. Service 4.09 .Sl .4S .30 .so .48 -.38 .60 
8. Job Aspirations 3.98 .69 .08* NS .09* • S4 -.lS .33 .26 
9. Normative Commitment 3.91 .61 .48 .40 .43 .S9 -.so .96 .60 .32 
10.Inatrwnental Commitment 4.21 .S7 .37 .30 .3S .44 -.40 .so .32 .27 .60 
~ p < .001 except *p < .OS. 
1Q 
.... 
-..J 
"" 
Table 34 
Factor Loadings for Actual Values among Executives 
Items 
33. Team Oriented 
34. Supportive 
23. People Oriented 
15. Quality Service 
1. Share Information 
7. Develop Friends 
39. Competitive 
38. Results Oriented 
31. Aggressive 
35. Achievement Oriented 
32. Action Oriented 
24. Demanding 
40. Organized 
37. Socially Responsible 
16. Community Needs 
41. Involved in community 
30. Cultural Diversity 
36. Different From Others 
1 
.66 
.64 
.53 
.50 
.40 
.40 
Factor 
2 
.73 
.69 
.61 
.58 
.54 
.45 
.40 
3 
.65 
.64 
.60 
.44 
.40 
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Table 35 
Factor Loadings for Actual Values among Managers 
Factor 
Items 1 2 3 4 5 
3. Respecting Rights .71 
1. Sharing Information .65 
34. Supportive .64 
2. Single Set of Values .64 
6. Low Level of Conflict .60 
27. Fair .59 
33. Team Oriented .58 
11. Confronting Conflict .55 
7. Developing Friends .50 
28. Tolerant .45 
38. Results Oriented .74 
39. Competitive .74 
35. Achievement Oriented .64 
32. Action Oriented .53 
4. Low Expect for Perf -.52 
10. Quality .45 
36. Different from Others .43 
40. Highly organized .40 
13. Career Development .70 
17. Rewarding Performance .62 
14. Guidance to do Better .62 
5. High Pay for Good Perf .52 
8. Personal Growth .46 
16. Meeting Community Needs .77 
41. Involved in Community .68 
15. Quality Service .59 
37. Socially Responsible .56 
23. People oriented .46 
12. Guiding Mission .40 
29. Adaptable to Change .69 
25. Changing Needs .61 
31. Aggressive .56 
JO. Cultural Diversity .50 
20. Risk Taking .48 
19. Innovative .40 
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Table 35 (Con't) 
Factor Loadings for Actual Values among Managers 
Factor 
Items 6 7 8 
22. Rule Oriented -.63 
26. Easygoing .49 
9. Long Hours .75 
24. Demanding .62 
18. Unpredictable .59 
21. Autonomous .58 
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Table 36 
Factor Loadings for Actual Values among Hourly Employees 
Factor 
Items 1 2 3 4 
31. Aggressive .76 
32. Action oriented .70 
20. Risk Taking .65 
19. Innovative .63 
25. Changing Needs .58 
29. Adaptable to Change .55 
39. Competitive .52 
38. Results Oriented .48 
33. Team Oriented .46 
40. Highly Organized .44 
35. Achievement Oriented .42 
36. Different from Others .41 
4. Low Expect for Perf -.68 
10. Quality .66 
12. Guiding Mission .57 
2. Single Set of Values .54 
11. Confronting Conflict .50 
1. Share Information .50 
6. Low Level of Conflict .46 
28. Tolerant .76 
27. Fair .65 
26. Easygoing .63 
34. Supportive .55 
3. Respecting Rights .48 
30. Cultural Diversity .46 
7. Developing Friends .43 
23. People Oriented .40 
17. Rewarding Perf .70 
5. High Pay for Good Perf .69 
13. career Development .68 
14. Guidance to do Better .52 
a. Personal Growth .51 
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Table 36 (Con't) 
Factor Loadings for Actual Values among Hourly Employees 
Factor 
Items 5 6 7 8 
16. Community Needs .75 
41. Involved in Comm .67 
15. Quality Service .59 
37. Socially Responsible .54 
22. Rule Oriented .72 
9. Long Hours .80 
24. Demanding .69 
18. Unpredictable .60 
21. Autonomous .45 
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Table 37 
Factor Loadings for Ideal Values among Executives 
Factor 
Items 1 2 3 4 5 
16. Community Needs .65 
JO. Cultural Diversity .64 
37. Socially Responsible .57 
41. Involved in Community .57 
10. Quality .60 
15. Quality Service .54 
17. Rewarding Performance .48 
4. Low Expect. for Perf -.47 
5. High Pay for Good Perf .44 
8. Personal Growth 
35. Achievement Oriented .72 
38. Results Oriented .64 
13. Career Development .66 
14. Guidance to do Better .58 
12. Guiding Mission .44 
28. Tolerant .69 
27. Fair .54 
26. Easy Going .40 
Table 38 
Factor Loadings for Ideal Values among Managers 
Items 
35. Achievement Oriented 
38. Results Oriented 
39. Competitive 
32. Action Oriented 
31. Aggressive 
40. Highly organized 
36. Different from Others 
41. Involved in Community 
16. Meeting Community Needs 
37. Socially Responsible 
30. Cultural Diversity 
17. Rewarding Perf 
5. High Pay for Good Perf 
15. Quality Service 
13. career Development 
8. Personal Growth 
3. Respecting Rights 
14. Guidance to do Better 
10. Quality 
23. People Oriented 
4. Low Expect for Perf 
33. Team Oriented 
34. Supportive 
2. Single Set of Values 
11. Confronting Conflict 
12. Guiding Mission 
1. Share Information 
1 
.71 
.70 
.67 
.60 
.59 
.58 
.51 
.71 
.64 
.63 
.59 
2 
Factor 
3 
.75 
.68 
.62 
.53 
.53 
.46 
.40 
.60 
-.60 
.51 
.51 
4 5 
.71 
.57 
.51 
.51 
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Table 38 (Con't) 
Factor Loadings for Ideal Values among Managers 
Factor 
Items 6 7 8 9 
28. Tolerant .75 
26. Easygoing .69 
27. Fair .50 
29. Adaptable to Change .49 
25. Changing Needs .40 
24. Demanding .71 
9. Long Hours .60 
18. Unpredictable .55 
21. Autonomous .57 
19. Innovative .56 
20. Risk Taking .53 
22. Rule Oriented -.48 
7. Developing Friends .75 
6. Low Level of Conflict .51 
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Table 39 
Factor Loadings for Ideal Values among Hourly Employees 
Factor 
Items 1 2 3 4 5 
17. Reward Excellent Perf .70 
14. Guidance to do Better .70 
5. High Pay for Good Perf .68 
8. Personal Growth .65 
13. Career Development .63 
10. Quality .59 
1. Sharing Information .59 
3. Respecting Rights .55 
11. Confronting Conflict .52 
6. Low Level of Conflict .49 
41. Involved in Community .72 
16. Meeting Community Needs .68 
37. Socially Responsible .60 
15. Quality Service .56 
12. Guiding Mission .56 
30. Cultural Diversity .42 
39. Competitive .69 
31. Aggressive .69 
38. Results Oriented .65 
32. Action Oriented .60 
35. Achievement Oriented .54 
40. Highly Organized .40 
23. People Oriented .65 
33. Team Oriented .58 
34. Supportive .54 
25. Changing Needs .40 
28. Tolerant .78 
27. Fair .64 
26. Easygoing .62 
29. Adaptable to Change .54 
Table 39 (Con't) 
Factor Loadings for Ideal Values among Hourly Employees 
Items 
18. Unpredictable 
9. Long Hours 
24. Demanding 
21. Autonomous 
20. Risk Taking 
19. Innovative 
7. Developing Friends 
36. Different from Others 
4. Low Expect for Perf 
22. Rule Oriented 
2. Single Set of Values 
6 
.65 
.63 
.61 
Factor 
7 8 
.76 
.67 
.54 
.59 
.45 
.40 
9 
.66 
.61 
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Table 40 
Factor Loadings for Absolute Value of Difference Scores 
CP-0 Fit) among Executives 
Factor 
Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 
23. People Oriented .66 
37. Socially Reponsible .59 
16. Community Needs .58 
41. Involved in Community .58 
34. Supportive .47 
19. Innovative .66 
20. Risk Taking .65 
25. Changing Needs .59 
36. Different From Others .44 
2. Single Set of Values .61 
11. Confronting Conflict .60 
12. Guiding Mission .57 
1. Share Information .53 
33. Team Oriented .46 
3. Respecting Rights .44 
38. Results Oriented .72 
35. Achievement Oriented .64 
32. Action Oriented .55 
15. Quality Service to Members .40 
14. Guidance to do Better .60 
8. Personal Growth .57 
13. Career Development .54 
9. Long Hours .71 
5. High Pay for Good Performance .71 
17. Rewarding Performance .51 
Table 40 (Con't) 
Factor Loadings for Absolute Value of Difference Scores 
CP-0 Fitl among Executives 
Factor 
Items 7 8 9 10 
18. Unpredictable .65 
24. Demanding .64 
39. Competitive .55 
40. Highly Organized .45 
30. Cultural Diversity .70 
29. Adaptable to Change .46 
31. Aggressive .44 
26. Easy Going .69 
28. Tolerant .59 
22. Rule Oriented .70 
7. Developing Friends 
4. Low Expect for Perf 
186 
11 
.76 
.45 
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Table 41 
Factor Loadings for Absolute Value of Difference Scores 
CP-0 Fitl among Managers 
Factor 
Items 1 2 3 4 5 
2. Single Set of Values .68 
3. Respecting Rights .66 
34. Supportive .63 
14. Guidance to do Better .60 
33. Team Oriented .58 
11. Confronting Conflict .57 
13. Career Development .56 
8. Personal Growth .56 
1. Share Information .55 
12. Guiding Mission .54 
27. Fair .51 
6. Low Level of Conflict .45 
40. Highly Organized .40 
16. Community Needs .78 
41. Involved in the Community .69 
37. Socially Responsible .58 
23. People Oriented .40 
38. Results Oriented .65 
36. Different from Others .62 
39. Competitive .58 
35. Achievement Oriented .so 
28. Tolerant .68 
26. Easy Going .68 
30. Cultural Diversity .42 
22. Rule Oriented .41 
20. Risk Taking .67 
21. Autonomous .59 
19. Innovative .56 
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Table 41 (Con't) 
Factor Loadings for Absolute Value of Difference Scores 
CP-0 Fit) among Managers 
Factor 
Items 6 7 8 9 
31. Aggressive .54 
29. Adaptable to Change .48 
32. Action Oriented .47 
25. Changing Needs .42 
9. Long Hours .71 
5. High Pay Good Perf .70 
17. Rewarding Perf .54 
24. Demanding .44 
4. Low Expect for Perf .72 
10. Quality .58 
15. Quality Service .52 
18. Unpredictable .82 
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Table 42 
Factor Loadings for Absolute Value of Difference Scores 
(P-0 Fit) among Hourly Employees 
Factor 
Items 1 2 3 4 5 
3. Respecting Rights .63 
2. Single Set of Values .61 
1. Share Information .60 
6. Low Level of Conflict .57 
10. Quality .54 
11. confronting conflict .53 
12. Guiding Mission .so 
7. Developing Friends .46 
4. Low Expect for Perf .46 
36. Different from Others .60 
38. Results Oriented .59 
37. Socially Responsible .58 
39. Competitive .58 
32. Action Oriented .55 
35. Achievement Oriented .54 
34. Supportive .48 
33. Team Oriented .43 
20. Risk Taking .66 
19. Innovative .55 
31. Aggressive .54 
25. Respond to Changing Needs .51 
29. Adaptable to Change .50 
21. Autonomous .47 
28. Tolerant .72 
26. Easy Going .69 
27. Fair .59 
30. cultural Diversity .49 
13. Career Development .68 
5. High Pay for Good Perf .66 
17. Rewarding Perf .65 
8. Personal Growth .60 
14. Guidance to do Better .48 
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Table 42 (Con't) 
Factor Loadings for Absolute Value of Difference Scores 
CP-0 Fit) among Hourly Employees 
Factor 
Items 6 7 8 9 
16. Meet Community Needs .78 
15. Quality service .67 
41. Involved in Community .52 
24. Demanding .61 
22. Rule Oriented .56 
23. People Oriented .49 
9. Long Hours .78 
18. Unpredictable .71 
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